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Back to the Books —  IBs August
August 19 and 20 brought students flocking to University Center-East to 
register for the fall semester. Students encountered long lines and closed 
classes in their attempts to sign-up for their favorite classes, but they 
persevered in large numbers, as the official on-campus enrollment topped 
7000. The Registrar’s office reported an on-campus enrollment of 7066, 
with 1773 freshmen, 1357 sophomores, 1433 juniors, 1881 seniors, and 622 
graduate students.
Barb Wieland and Dean Robertson await student inquiries. Students begin the dreaded registration process.
Jen Cheng and Le Lam Lan discover that registration can be a mind-boggling experience.
Friendships are renewed while discussing classes.











Independent’s Weekend 1982 opened September 10 
with a street dance hosted by TEC, MHA, and RHA. 
Saturday found everyone at Lion’s Club for “the 
Games.” Good food and drink were available as 
everyone cheered on their favorite teams in Mushball, 
the Keg-Toss, and Chug Checkers. Saturday night, the 
party continued as Campus Club hosted the 
Independent’s Queen Coronation and Dance.
GDI once again captured the overall participation 
trophy, while Campus Club won Mushball and the 
Men’s Keg-Toss, TEC captured the Women’s Keg-Toss, 
and GDI dominated the Obstacle Course.
Almost there
“Those independent’s — always on the ground.’’
“Here, let me help you.’’
14
Relayer provides the music for the street dance.
Quenching those Rolla thirsts. “Practice makes perfect.”
15
“I thought all Board R ept were animals.”
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Taking a break G D I accepts their trophy.
17
Independents’ Queen •  •  •
Traci Williams
18
Traci Williams is a freshman majoring in 
electrical engineering. She is involved in 
TKE Little Sisters. In her free time, Traci 





Members of N .S .B .E . listen to lecturer from National Pipeline Company
The student chapters of engineering and 
scientific organizations are a big part of 
our campus. As there are more than 
twenty of these organizations on 
campus, almost all majors are 
represented by one or more of these 
societies.
These organizations serve a variety of 
student needs. These include: service, 
friendship, leadership, academic help, 
insight into ones career, and social
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The spirit of St. Pat’s was in the hearts 
of all who attended the 5th annual 
Septemberfest, in preparation for the 
upcoming 75th anniversary of St. Pat’s
on the UMR campus. Many thanks to 
the St. Pat’s Board for a great 
pre-“BEST-EVER” party!
The “Board Rep Boogie”Good food and good drink were the order of the afternoon.
'Here's to a great afternoon"




There’s those Board Rep’s again.
‘Hey, MOM! Look at what I found.”











W u i i c  ORGANIZATIONS
At UMR there are a lot of 
musically related societies.
One reason there are a lot of 
these organizations is that 
music is largely related to 
mathematics. Music and math 
go hand in hand. Another 
reason may be that music is 
said to calm the savage beast. 
Music provides for relaxation 
from the “beast”, of daily 
frustration brought on by 
class-work.
UM R Wind Ensemble warms up at Cedar Street Center.
The basses provide background for University Choir.
26




On September 19, Triangle fraternity along with Sigma Nu, 
Acacia, Lambda Chi, Kappa Delta, and Pi Kappa Phi, held 
the annual Triangle Street Dance. Island and Victim were the 
two bands that performed, and according to Jeff Matchette, 
Triangle’s social chairman, “the dance was a complete success. 
The bands were the best ever, and the first to receive an 
encore from the crowd at the dance.” Everyone there had a 
good time and look forward to next year’s dance.
Island performs for everyone.
Bill, isn’t  that outfit a little “goofy?” ■
28
Island’s keyboard player is swamped with instrument panels.
Party goers find a place to sit and enjoy the party.
Several people clown around for the photographers-
MICHELOB LIGHT PARTY
Cindy has a good time chatting with friends.
Here’s to having a good time!
After working hard all week, B eta  S igm a Psi invited 
everyone to “put their weekend away” by relaxing and having 
fun at their Michelob Light Party. The party lasted until 1:00 
a.m., and plenty of people showed up to help forget about the 
previous week.
Students get together to “put their weekend away.”
| Several guys enjoy a game of football.
Can you believe that?
29
Missouri Industry Day
Company representatives compare notes during a break. Union Electric representatives discuss jobs with a student.
Approximately 60 companies were 
represented September 21, 1982 as UMR 
hosted its 15th annual Missouri Industry 
Day at the Multi-Purpose Building. A 
variety of employers, as diversified as 
United Telephone, Procter and Gamble, 
and the United States Air Force, met 
with UMR students to discuss job 
opportunities.
The tightening job market brought 
many students out to explore job 
opportunities, and company 
representatives cited an increase in the 
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Computer science students review McConnell-Douglas information.
Letting off a little steam
SUB presents
In September, SUB worked overtime to bring two very 
talented entertainers to the Rolla campus. On September 24, 
1982, singer/songwriter Helen Hudson presented her unique 
show featuring her very own songs and special brand of 
humor to a captivated crowd.
On September 28, SUB brought Michael Iceburg and his 
Machine to Rolla. Iceburg’s Machine is the result of 13 years 
of development. With this conglomeration of synthesizers, 
computers, and other technical devices, Iceburg plays flute, 
guitar, cello, French horn, and violin simultaneously. Iceburg 
and his Machine provided the Rolla area with a look at the 
state of the art in electronic music.
"So, this is Rolla?” Helen Hudson entertains the crowd.
31
G.A.D.
On September 25, several fraternities and a 
sorority gathered together for their 
semi-annual G.A.D. project. Gamma Alpha 
Delta (G.A.D.) is a service fraternity that 
provides volunteer services to those in need. 
This year, 15 homes belonging to poor or 
elderly people in Rolla were painted with 
paints supplied by the city. The project was 
a great success, and helped to better a lot 
of people’s homes.
Did you say we’re going to Top Hat after this?
Rick Johnson starts by cleaning out the gutters.
P i K ap p a A lp h a  members work together to remove some guttering.
Donna, did you forget to brush your teeth this morning'
32
Juan waits for his dancing partner to return.
SWING YOUR 
PARTNER!
Students living in the Quadrangle were invited to spend 
the evening at an “Old-Fashioned” squaredance. The 
“Old-Fashioned” squaredance however, turned into an easy 
going party once the dance started. The turnout was very 
good, and everyone had a good time dancing and talking 
with friends. The Quadrangle is sure to have more 
activities like this in the future.
Joe and his friends take a break between songs.




S I S T E R
RUSH
As always, little sister rush 
began with a rash of 
parties. From coat and tie 
to boots and stetsons, 
rushees were snowed with 
new acquaintances as they 
went from party to party, 
trying to make their big 
decision. While some girls 
found that little sisters 
weren’t for them, others 
found friendships that will 
last well beyond their 
college days.
Glen shows the rushees how to have a good time.Carla and Nancy get into the western spirit.
Jeff enjoys himself at the rushee dance.
Cowboy Bob “rounds up” a couple of rushees.
34
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Signs remind girls of little sister rush parties.




After enduring hours of parties, interviews, dinners, and 
smiles, rushees finally received their bids. They were then 
able to accept the one of their choice. Everyone had a good 
time through it all, and surely look forward to next semesters 
rush.
Karen, Dave, Cheryl, and Dan relax after some dancing.




singles 1. Kappa Sigma
2. BSU
doubles 1. Grossenbacher - Carl
2. TKE
overall 1. Kappa Sigma




doubles 1. Chi Omega
2. Wesley
The man’s crouching for a shot. Although Russ Henke is caught with a bad shot, the PiKA team of Henke and 
Jim ‘Hounder’ Held came in second in competition.
GOLF
1. Campus Club
2. Pi Kappa Alpha
Bruce Baughman complete! a punt to Pittaburg State.
Vanity cross country runner Liz Dolan follows her opponent around the UMR golf course. Eve Watkins of the women’s soccer team prepares to set up a defense while Cari Vitale comes to help.
The UMR Rugby team gets ready for their match.
39
Thaydious Proctor stretches to reach the ball. Don Anselm dribbles the ball down the field.
40
oui <_owie OI tne men a varsity soccer team jumps high in the air to catch a drilled ball fired at him by his
opponent.
Displaying a strong stance, Mark Clausa participates in a varsity
cross country meet.
The Rugby team fights for the ball.
Overcoming his adversary, Jerry Flowers attempts a  point. Leslie Behm and Gail Halsey get cheered on by Coach Preston and Ron Clark during a varsity cross country meet.
41
Slipping away from his opponent, Craig Thomas gains extra yardage for the Miners.
Becky Lanning of AWS hands the football off to her teammate Becky Linn. Jerry Flowers and Ralph Roesler struggle to defend their goal during a 
waterpolo tournament.
Eve Watkins of the varsity soccer team runs side by side to a threatening offensive opponent to prevent a shot on goal while teammate 











Battle of the Boards —
Homecoming 1982 opened Friday, October 1 
with the annual Green-Gray Classic held at 
Fraternity Row. As eager spectators enjoyed 
free refreshments, the IFC battled the St. Pat’s 
Board.
46
Ju st a few more yards.




Everyone enjoys the evening.
“Nickels” entertains the crowd.
H om ecom ing
Dance
Friday evening, the Student 
Union Board opened the 
Homecoming festivities with the 
Homecoming Dance in 
Centennial Hall. “Nickels” 
provided the music for the 
semi-formal dance which was 
open to all students, faculty, 
and alumni. The evening 
culminated with the presentation 
of the queen candidates, and 
the announcement of the four 
finalists.




The Student Union Board’s Concert Committee once again 
brought quality talent to Rolla by bringing “The Michael 
Stanley Band” to UMR on October 2, 1982. The band, which 
is known for such hits as “He Can’t Love You,” “In the 










Laura Pagano, a native of Rolla, is a 
member of Chi Omega and Phi Kappa 
Theta Little Sisters. She has also been 
active on the Miner, IFC, Student Union 
Board, and participating in intramurals. In 
her spare time Laura enjoys woodworking, 




Many of the girls on 
campus belong to a 
little sister organization. 
All most all of the 
fraternities on campus 
have these groups.
These organizations 
serve a variety of 
purposes. They allow 
our coeds to make new 
friends, both male and 
female. The members of 
the fraternities are often 
able to help them with 
their studies. The little 
sisters sponsor fund 
raisers for the fraternity, 
as well as for charities. 
As well as being helped 
by the fraternities, they 
benefit the members of 
the fraternity in the 
same ways that they 
are benefitted.
Phi Kapps entertain Little Sitters with a rodent race.
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Aren’t we having fun!
She did what?
T K E ’s Little Sister rush gets into full swing.
A typical Little Sister.
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Parents Enjoy Special Day at UM R
UMR recognized the efforts of the 
parents as it hosted the Annual 
Parent’s Day on October 16, 1982. 
Parents were treated to campus 
tours, the Fieldhouse Feed, and 
UMR football by the University, and 
clean rooms and apartments by 
their children. The pleasant autumn 
weather made it an enjoyable day 
for everyone who attended.
Many parents enjoy campus highlights.
54
The entire family enjoys a stroll through campus. Stacy Stover shows off the campus.
Enjoying a pretty autumn day
A prospective UM R student?
Many parents enjoyed touring various departments on campus. A walk through campus provided parents a chance to visit their children.
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Honor Societies
PI T A U  S IG M A
Missouri Tau Lamda
Freshmen honored at Phi E ta  Sigma banquet.
National Mechanical Engineering 
Honor Fraternity
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUR1-ROLLA
Pi Tau Sigma members hand in schedules for tutoring-
That thruit fault was here yesterday!
At UMR there are many 
honor societies. Each school 
and many of the departments 
have their own society. These 
societies serve a variety of 
purposes: They provide 
recognition for deserving 
students; many of these 
organizations have help 
sessions for their members as 
well as the rest of the student 
body; they have activities that 
help the campus and the 
community; and as with all 
organizations, they promote 
fellowship for people with 




To add to the homecoming spirit, many fraternities 
spent hours constructing displays in front of their 
houses. This year the Miners played the Lincoln 
University Tigers, and the displays made various 
cracks about the Miners beating the Tigers.
Members of Acacia are up to their elbows in paper mache. I
Sigma Nu ’s “Tiger graveyard.”
The drummer takes a break from working.
BAR-B-QUE 
FOR C H A R ITY
On Sunday, October 16, Phi K appa Theta 
held their 2nd annual Fall Festival at Lions 
Club Park. Nuthin’ Fancy and Upbeats, two 
local bands, provided the entertainment as 
students relaxed and enjoyed good food and 
drinks. The proceeds went to benefit the 
American Cancer Society, and even though 
they had to compete with the World Series, 
they still did better than last year, making 
a profit of over $400.00.
Can’t  imagine who sponsored this!
■  Everyone digs in!
Everyone enjoys a good meal.
59
Prospective Students Visit Rolla
High school students from all over the 
Midwest flocked to UMR October 23, 
1982. The Rolla campus welcomed them 
with an assortment of tours and 
presentations offered by the various 
departments. As always, the Ceramic 
Engineering Department’s demonstration 
proved one of the most popular.
University Day provides high school 
students and their parents with a 
chance to visit our campus, and see 
what it has to offer. It has proved to be 
popular with prospective students, and 
will surely continue to be a success.
The art of “pulling bottle#.
range of technical equipment i# available on campu#.
Campus on University Day
Students and parents talk to U M R students.
C E R i ^ ' c  
e n g i  m
A variety of displays intrigue everyone. Practice makes perfect
61
24>E CHARITY BENEFIT
On October 16, Sigm a Phi Epsilon set up a roadblock to 
collect for Cerebral Palsy. Actives and pledges work together 
to collect over $500.00 in one day. They also held a campus 
wide Halloween Party and several other roadblocks to bring 
their total contribution to $2284.00
Tom spends his morning collecting for Cerebral Palsy. Mark enjoys working for charity-
John collects frpm a generous donor.
62
m  The referee watches to make sure the fight is fair..
NIGHT AT THE FIGHTS
Lam bda Chi A lpha held their fourth annual Night at the 
Fights at Pennant Hall on October 29. Twelve amateur boxing 
bouts took place in front of an enthusiastic crowd. All 
proceeds from the fight went to the local United Fund Way.
Boxers fight it out in front of a cheering crowd.




“Indian Summer” was the theme of the 
Annual Military Ball held October 23, 
1982 at the National Guard Armory.
The ball, traditionally held in the 
spring, was held in the fall this year to 
avoid the conflicts associated with the 
Spring semester, which helped make the 
Ball a huge success.
The Annual Milium Ball 
sponsored by
Military Science Department 
University of Missouri-Roila
A DM IT  ONE
AKA’s lovely candidate, Sheila Montague A Happy Couple
64
Our Queen — Claire Juergens
Everyone enjoyed themselves at the dance.




Claire Juergens is a sophomore majoring in petroleum 
engineering. She is involved in SPE and SW E, as well 
as intramurals. She enjoys tennis, basketball, and 
outdoor activities.
67
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ORGANIZATIONS
All most all religions are represented by 
a student organization here at UMR. 
These organizations allow students of 
the same faith an opportunity to “get 
together”. These groups are important, 
for one’s religion is an important aspect 
of one’s maturing. These organizations 
are not just spiritually oriented. They 
provide people with the same beliefs 
with a common bond as well as 
providing their members with academic 
and social activities.
" . . .  and that i> what Wealey ia.”
Ia that an E  or an E  aharp?
68
Members of BSU  prepare for retreat.
W h e r e  o n e  o r  m o r e




On October 29 and 30, P i Kappa P h i held their 2nd annual haunted 
house, which raised $375.00 for P.U.S.H. More than 1000 people showed up 
to be terrified as ghouls and goblins went about their way. The haunted 
house was a great success, and the brothers of P i Kappa P h i look 
forward to doing it again next year.
They told me I ’d never graduate.
70
Who needs a hug?
2nd ANNUAL
a lter 3 (B a il
Theta X i and KMNR held their second annual 
“Freaker’s Ball” at Theta X i on October 30. There was 
a fantastic turnout, and people showed up in almost any 
costume to join in the fun, which included consuming 19 
kegs of beer!
Is she for real?Margaret, you look as if you’ve seen a ghost!
71





Southern Illinois 21 7
Chicago Waterpolo Club 16 14
Principia 11 10
Southwest Missouri 11 9
Arkansas 18 7
Indiana iL'15 12
Indiana V I5 18
Illinois i 4 12
Southeast Missouri 17 9
Southern Illinois 16 7
Loyola 7 18
Kentucky 10 1 6Principia 15 10
Indiana 8 12




Air Force 10 14











UMR Waterpolo Team. Row 1: Paul Pericich, Steve Werling, Doug Imrie, Dave Barrett, Chico Rodriguez. Row 2: David (Radar) 
Jones, Coach Pease, Henry Oliver, Jerry Flowers, Ralph Thiellcing, Bob Chambers, Dave DeHart, Kris Anderson, Gil Kauffmann,
Chuck Reeves. Row 3: Joe Pericich, Mark Wuttig, Paul Entwistle, Don Havey.
72





2. r h a  I  w
doubles
1. Johnston and Johnston (IND)





Intensely watching the ball, Todd Blackford prepares to backhand it.
Chns Luber of Sigma Chi Mu squats in order to position himself for the ball.
Ann Hoefer of Zeta keeps her eyes on the ball to the end of her follow through.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
• i  y  v  singles 
: f l jF  TJHA









. . .  And they’re off!
his Beta Sig opponent in Intramural cross country.Craig Scott leads
76 Gerald Rauch represents his fraternity in the Intramural competition.
77





Chi Omega’s team tries to catch up with Lisa Hesser of RHA as she attempts to catch the ball.
79
Dan Lichtcnwalncr of the men’s cross country team nears the finish
line.
Attempting to outmaneuver an opponent, Steve Svoboda tries a difficult pass to teammate Hardy
Adjunta of the men’s varsity soccer team.
Receiving
Craig Thomas runs to receive a pass from quarterback Dennis Pirkle of the Miners.
MHA-West and Triangle 
fight to win possession of 
the ball.
81
Racing her opponent, Pauli Fitzgerald hopes to win the ball.
Leslie Behm of the women’s varsity cross country team has a slight advantage over her
opponents.
Sigma Nu’s Ellis Short attempts to spike the ball past Dean Nebrig and Dave Klekamp of
Beta Sig.
Hardy Adjunta of the varsity soccer team races his opponent to fight for possession of the ball.
Randy Shed protects the ball as he attempts to run around his opponents. Karen Penney runs side by side with two of her corrpetitors.
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UMR students took to the stage in 
November to present William Marchant’s 
classic comedy “The Desk Set.” The 
play, set in the 1950’s, provided a look 
at the effect of computers in the 
business world at that time, and the 
opposition they met.
Bunny Watson (Terri Decker), and her 
able assistants Sadel (Michel DePriest), 
Peg (Angela Murch), and Ruthie 
(Jackie Miller), run a productive 
department, but Richard (Carl Goetz) 
and his assistant, Miss Warriner (Julie 
Sexton), threaten to upset the office 
with a recent technological development, 
the computer.
Thanks to the efforts of all the actors, 
technical staff, and Margie Boston, 
director, the play was a success.




M itt Rumple (Tarane Yazdanfar) keeps an eye on thinga.
UMR Theatre presents
Peg and Bunny diacuaa their Chrietmae plane.
Bunny withee Abe Cutler (Robert Lyneee) a Merry Chrietmae.
86
Marchant’s The  flesh 5ef"
Randy Bryant puts the finishing touches on his make-up.
Peg and Bunny discuss their holiday plans. Elsa (Sue Manda) entertains Richard at the office party.
87
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On November 23, 1982, A lpha K appa A lpha 
held their first annual Anniversary Ball. 
Following a party at Holiday Inn, eight 
male candidates who were chosen according 
to their outstanding achievements at UMR 
were introduced as the court. Mr. Richard 
Truelove was chosen Mr. Xi D elta of A lpha 
K appa A lpha and everyone is looking 
forward to next year’s ball.
Synthia, Doris, Sandra, and JoAnne greet people at the door.
The “Mr. XI Delta"  court.
Candidates wait to be introduced.
88
The party provided dancing for everyone. Everyone joins in on the fun.
The D J . ’s keep the music going.
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The floor was crowded with dancers at Alpha Kappa Alpha’s Ball.
89
SUB Sponsors Student Activities
In November, the active Student Union Board continued in its 
gallant effort to serve all students by offering two diverse 
opportunities to the student body. In early November, SUB 
sponsored a Blood Drive in conjunction with the American 
Red Cross. November 30, they brought classical guitarist Neill 
Archer to the UMR campus. Both events were well-received.
A cheerful donor chats with the nurse. Everyone appreciates the provided refreshments.
Neill Archer acknowledges his appreciation.
Neill Archer intently performs his music.
A splash of humor enhances his performance.
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KMNR Celebrates 10th Anniversary
An enjoyable evening
On November 19, 1982, radio station KMNR celebrated ten 
years of service to the Rolla area. The student-run FM 
Stereo station has long been a favorite with UMR 
students. The station gives UMR students a chance to go 
on the air with the type of music they want to play, 
which provides for an interesting and exciting mixture of 
music.
It just wouldn’t  be right without a bit of the “Bubbly.”
“Where did ahe go? We lo»t her!"
91
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UMR vanity football team. Pictured above: Mel Parham (1), Dave Stephen! (2), Brian Bradley (3), Scott Teter (4), Bill Bohnhoff (5), Scott Glazier (6), Bruce Baughman (7), Scott Finite (8), R°b 
Laird (9), Chrii Nisbet (10), Craig Thomas (11), Dennis Pirlcle (14), Rip Stringer (15), Dan Carmody (16), Steve C. Davis (18), Eric Griesemer (19), Randy Hauser (20), Kory Mathews (21), Mike 
Meyer (22), Briam McGownd (23), Ron Hutchcraft (24), Joe Schnefke (25), Bill Rich (29), Mike Schafer (30), Tom Kroner (31), Keenan Curry (32), Don Kasperski (33) Tom Mueller (35), David 
Norris (40), Jon Falke (41), John Shamberger (42), Tim Farquhar (43), Randy Shed (45), Paul Ryan (47), Tim Schamel (49), Ben Lewis (50), Jim Lloyd (51), Russ Pogue (52), Paul Nicks (53), Jeff 
Krack (54), Steve K. Davit (55), Todd Fizer (56), Glenn Wilhelm (57), Greg Orler (58), Dave Elsenrath (59), Eric Wiegand (60), Jerry Hirlinger (61), Doug Keithly (62), Rich Henninger (63), Dan 
Obrycki (64), Jon Perry (65), Doug Ely (66), Ed Beechner (67), Kevin Hladik (68), Jeff Hunninghake (69), Rocky Martinez (70), Ed Stuckey (71) Bob Pretsly (72) Bob Gorham (73) Cliff Cooke 
(74), Cleo Downs (75), Chris Kramer (76), Jeff Heger (77), Kevin Griesemer (78), Scott Cramer (79), John Frerking (80), Ricky Caruthers (81),’ Scott Stephens (82) Randy Caruther’s (83), Paul 
Demzik (84), Keith Markway (85), Kurt Lorenzen (86), Mike Girtman (87), John Gregorich (88), Andy Jeffers (89), Steve Horn (90), George Stock (92), Tim Carter (93), Jim Gillan (94), Nino
Mascalco (95), John Lips (96), Paul Schmidt (97) ■
Alone on the field, Dave Stephens catches the ball.
FOOTBALL
UMR OPP
Wichita State 14 51
Missouri Valley 10 6
Pittsburg State 21 9
Evansville University 14 10
Lincoln University 23 7
Northwest Missouri State 24 21
Culver-Stockton 61 0
Central Missouri State University 20 23
Evangel 32 22
Southeast Missouri State 12 0
Ndrtheast Missouri 7 28
ONCE AGAIN, A GREAT 
SEASON
For the second straight season, the University of MO-Rolla 
football team has finished second in the MIAA. UMR finished 
the season with an 8-3 record, and a 3-2 record in the MIAA.
The team captains for this past season were Bob Pressly, 
defensive MVP, Dennis Pirkle, offensive MVP, and Todd Fizer.
Randy Hauler views his tackier face to face at Bill Bohnhoff looks on.
Defensive end Ricky Caruthers paced all defenders, with a 
season-high 19 tackles and two quarterback sacks. Linebacker 
Todd Fizer also ended his season on a high note, turning in 
15 tackles.
Offensively, Randy Shed ended the season as UMR’s top 
rusher, with 505 yards and two touchdowns. Sophomore 
fullback Mike Schafer came on strong near the end of the 
season, gaining 444 yards and scoring eight touchdowns in 
only eight games.
Pirkle ended his Miner career with another impressive season, 
connecting on 118 of 203 passing attempts. For the second 
straight season he paced the MIAA in passing percentage and 
was intercepted only 10 times. He threw for 1,255 yards and 
11 touchdowns.
Split end Dave Stephens ended his UMR tenure as the team’s 
top receiver, grabbing 41 passes for 537 yards and three 
touchdowns. Also having a fine senior season was place kicker 
Craig Thomas who connected on 26 of 28 extra-point attempts 
and five of eight goal tries. Thomas ended his career as the 
top extra-point converter in MSM-UMR history, and tied the 
record for career field goals.
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Running in front of some opponents is Jill Cameron.
Karen Penney stays close behind her opponent.
Jan Hierholzer make* her opponent* keep up with her on her home cour»e.
* t'/ »
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Karen Penny run* alone at thi* point in the race.
Lc*lie Behm run* shoulder to shoulder with her opponents.
UMR women’s varsity cross country. Row 1: Sarah Preston, Karen Penney, Liz Dolan. Row 2: Jan Hierholzer, Jill 
Cameron, Gail Halsey.
Women’s Cross Country Makes UMR 
Debut
The team was young and small this year, but “ being the initial year for the 
program, we were fortunate to have a runner of Jan Hierholzer’s ability. It 
helped make the year exciting,”  commented Coach Sarah Preston.
By placing in the Invitationals that the team ran in, they were able to 
make themselves noticed. The team placed second at the Miner Invitational, 
and third at Washington University’s Invitational, which was won by Jan 
Hierholzer. The Miners won a trophy at this Invitational. In addition, they 
placed fourth at SIUE’s Invitational.
Jan, who was the MVP for the team, finished third in the MIAA. Also, she 
was eighth in the South Central Region and eventually managed to win four 
meets for the UMR women’s cross country team.
Jan finished the season with a great spark for the team when she qualified 
for Nationals. Nationals were held in St. Cloud, Minnesota and had some 
very unfortunate weather. The girls had to run in ankle deep snow and in 
15 degree temperatures. Fortunately, the weather did not prevent Jan from 
doing well.
Coach Sarah Preston hopes to have an even better second season with the 
returning runners and the newcomers.
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YOUNG AND STRONG
The men’s cross country team has “ a lot of 
potential that has yet to be tapped,”  stated senior 
Dave Moore. With only one graduating senior, 
almost all of the runners will be returning. Dan 
Ray, Andy Knudsen, and Bruce Berwick are three 
strong freshman that will be returning. Also 
returning are Jeff Peterson and Pete Lichtenwalner, 
two of the most consistent runners this season.
Jeff Peterson set the school record at the Southwest 
Missouri Invitational. At the Miner Invitational, the 
course record was broken by Pete Lichtenwalner,
Jim Bullard, and Jeff Peterson. Jeff Peterson was 
voted MVP.
Dave Moore sees the season as being successful. 
Overall the team lacked consistency, where a runner 
does not do too bad even on his off days. “ It’s a 





^SIU-Edwardsville Invitational 3rd of 7
Quad Meet 1st of 4
Miner Invitational 5th of 11
Washington University Invitational 4th of 12
Southwest Missouri Invitational 5th of 8
School of the Ozarks 19 45
MIAA ^  V  j
conference W ' mm 5th of 7
regionals 7th of 11
Stan Novak rum for the men’a varaity cro»» country team.
Varaity runner Kevin Stock leada teammatea Bruce Berwick and Scott Giltner-
Iw i J M  1w jm - m  n  Mgl wm mf - M w ' ; i w m
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Jeff Peterson finds himself alone as Coach Dewey Allgood crosses behind.
UMR Varsity Cross Country team. Row 1: Dave Moore, Clint Campbell, Dan Lichtenwalner, Pete Lichtenwalner, Jeff 
Peterson, Joe Henze, Kevin Stock. Row 2: Dewey Allgood, Mark Clause, Jim Clossick, Dan Ray, Don McIntosh, Fred Held, 
Bruce Berwick, Curt Elmore, Scott Giltner. Row 3: Keith Smith, Bob Sauer, Stan Novak, John Borthwick, Andy Knudsen, 
Steve Millman.
Can Vitale and her opponent throw elbows in hope to win the ball. Janis Johnson hopes to stop her opponent from passing the ball.
Gina Tonsi and her opponent race to win the ball.
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Carmen Baker keeps her body in front of the ball, protecting it from her opponent.




University of Missouri 2 1
Lindenwood College 0 2
Southeast Missouri State 2 0
Quincy College 3 0
Maryville College 1 1
Florissant Valley 0 1
SIU-Edwardsville 1 1
UMSL 0 3
St. Louis University 3 0
Lindenwood College 1 2
Southeast Missouri State 0 1
VARSITY SOCCER SETS 
HIGH GOALS
UMR’s women’s varsity soccer team had a very 
good first season and can only see many more 
excellent seasons in the future. The team was very 
young in 1982 but has “ much to look forward to in 
1983,” remarks Coach Paul McNally. He plans to 
bring to the team “many strong young women for 
next season.”
The women finished the season with 4 wins, 6 
losses, and 1 tie, which does not speak for itself. 
Going against UMSL, one of the top teams in the 
nation, and SIU-Edwardsville, another well-known 
team, the women did very well. The one tie in the 
team’s record was against SIUE when the Miners 
held them to a 1-1 tie on the Miner’s home field. 
This was one of the women’s last games of the 
season and showed the tremendous improvement in 
their ability, being that they lost their first game of 
the season 3-0 against the same opponent.
Chris Waeckerle, the team’s MVP for the season, 
was second highest scorer of the season with 4 
goals, 3 of which were penalty kicks. Offensive 
player Jan Wilkerson led the season with 5 goals. 
Lisa Frumhoff led the season in the goalkeeping 
department with 64 saves, permitting only 15 goals 
against her while producing 3 shut-outs.
Team co-captains for the season were Cari Vitale 
and Pauli Fitzgerald.
The women’s varsity soccer team had a very good 
first season, which “ set the foundation for a strong 
women’s program,” states Coach McNally.
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TEAM GETS BETTER  
AND BETTER
Finishing another strong season, the men’s varsity 
soccer team ended with 11 wins, 7 losses, and 3 
ties. It was a “ pivotal year for the men’s team,”  
says Coach Paul McNally.
The men tied against UMSL, which led them to 
the final four of Division II. In addition, they had 
a 2-1 victory over Indiana State at Evansville’s 
field, which was a big win for the Miners. The 
men’s team has been able to make its mark on a 
national scale and has also made a name for itself 
on the Division II teams. In the MIAA, the UMR 
men’s soccer team finished second. The men were 
ranked fourth nationally for 1 week and sixth 
nationally for 2 weeks.
Mike Shillito, the MVP, along with Andy 
Carpenter and Scott Jaskowiak led the team’s 
scoring division, all having 5 goals for the season, 
with co-captain Steve Svoboda following closely 
with 3 goals. Tom Kinney, the Miner’s other 
co-captain, led in assists with 5, with Mike Shillito 
and Scott Jaskowiak each having 4. Bill Cowie led 
in the goal keeping department with 62 saves, 
having only 14 goals against him, and 5 shut-outs 
for the season. Finishing the season very well 
were Chris Generous, Mike Shillito, and Bryan 
Dickerson, as all three made first team all 
conference.
The men’s team has been looked upon highly by 
many people for “doing as well as they did, 
considering that the schedule was the second 
strongest in the western region,” according to 
Coach McNally. The men look forward to an even 







Kentucky Wesleyan 2 1
University of Evansville 0 2
Wright State 2 0
Northern Kentucky 1 0
UMKC 5 2
Rockhurst 0 2
Northeastern Oklahoma State 4 0
Sangamon State 0 1
Illinois State 0 1
Indiana State Evansville 2 1
McKendree College 2 0
Southwest Missouri State 1 1
University of Tulsa 1 1




Rollins College 0 2
Southeast Missouri State 3 2
Northeast Missouri State 0 1
Mike Shillito and hit opponent compete for pottettion of the ball at teammate Tom Kinney lookt on.
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UMR’t Scott Jatkowiak prepare! to pan to a teammate.
fH
Teammate Chris Hayes follows as Bryan Dickerson and an opponent wrestle for control of the ball.
With Scott Jaskowiak trailing, Steve McVey and his opponent go face to face to win the ball. Chris Generous outjumps everyone around him to head the 
ball back into play.
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David Norris gracefully eludes the defense.
The opposing team is caught in an attempt to trip Scott Jaskowiak of the varsity soccer
team.
Two aggressive opponents meet in a tingle ■ minded attempt for the ball.
SOCCER
Div. I 1. Kappa Sigma
2. MHA -  East
Div. II 1. Sigma Pi
2. Delta Sigma Phi
Mike Simma tries to get the ball down the field without interference from hit opponent.
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The Stardusters await Donna Ruether’s serve.
Ed O’Neil exhibiti hit fineue at table tennia.
Linda Hill attempt! to avoid her opponent.
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105
Don Havey (tarts hit leg of the race during the Key Sport relays. Stan Shuemaker moves the ball down the court during one of the Miners’ home games.
Barb Howard pushes her way past a Maryville opponent.
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Dave Robinson concentrates on making a difficult shot.
Heidi Fluegel prays for a drop.










December 3, 1982, the Interfraternity 
Council kicked off Christmas Party 
Weekend with its annual Greek Sing. 
Fraternities and sororities prepared a 
variety of musical acts. The IFC once 
again did a fabulous job in 
coordinating this evening of 
entertainment.
"Nu-Wave” comet to Rolla.
Dr. Jeckyl or Mr. Hyde?
A-pickin’ and a-grinnin’ Singing the bluet-
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1982
"You always ask me the hard questions.”
Zeta Cowgirls Kappa Delta entertains the crowd with their novelty act.
Sigma Nu serenades the crowd.
I l l
H O L ID A Y
H A P P E M X G S
Students living in the Quadrangle 
and Thomas Jefferson added to 
the Christmas spirit by competing 
in decorations contests. Doors and 
rooms were decorated with lights 
and garland, as well as posters 
which expressed the holiday cheer. 
Prizes were given to the winners, 
and the decorations helped to 
brighten life up in the housing 
units.
Ornaments and garland make trimmings complete.
Some of the many decorations that were displayed in T. J.
Paper snowflakes take the place of real ones.
A miniature Christmas tree that made its way to a student’s room. One of the many decorated doors.
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+ M*A*S L /~A 077+
A sign advertise* Tau Kappa Epsilon's M*A*S*H party.




After their return from Christmas 
break, fraternity members and little 
sisters diligently set to work to get 
ready for second semester rush.
Once again, numerous parties were 
held to attract prospective members 
for little sisters, and rush came to a 
close as the bids went out.
Quests at Phi Kappa Theta's rush party.
Paula and Bridgette get a giant hug from Don.




SUB once again foutid unique talent 
to bring to Rolla, when it presented 
a show by A1 James, a nightclub 
hypnotist and magician from the 
Chicago area. UMR students chosen 
from the audience served as 
volunteers for the show, which is 
designed to demonstrate the 
potential of the human mind.
That's one way to get a laugh.
The ever-popular John Bigg* return! to Rolls.
JOHN BIGGS 
ENTERTAINS
John Biggs returned to Rolla January 28, 1983 as the featured 
entertainer at the Student Union Board Social Committee’s 
Coffeehouse. Long a popular talent on this campus, John Biggs 
played to a jubilant crowd. His songs and stories, along with 
his expertise on the guitar and banjo, charmed the audience, 
and left them wishing the evening would never end. His 
popularity with UMR students was certainly justified that 
evening.
An appreciative audience
John Biggi entertain! the crowd.
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1. Tech Engine Club
2. FELA






Angela Blake of ABS concentrates on making a good serve.
Liesa Feldhaus of AWS jumps to spike the ball to her Starduster opponents.























MEN W k f
singles
1. Phi Kappa Theta
2. AEPi 
doubles
1. Tech Engine Club
2. TJHA 
overall
1. Phi Kappa Theta





Sigma Nu’t Bill Goeddel takes his time to make a good shot.
Gail Dabney of AWS stretches across the table to make a shot as Heidi Fluegel of ZTA looks on.
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Charlie Haggani of the varaity wrestling team tries to keep his opponent from gaining full control. Attempting a lay-up, Kent Dinsdale of the vanity basketball team finds little
competition.
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Mark Zarr anxiously watchci to tee if Curti* Gibsion’s shot gets past their striking opponent.
Jim Sieckmann of the varsity wrestling team pulls his opponent away from the 
out-of-bounds line.






Darcy Ahreni of AWS and her TJHA opponent meet in an attempt to recover the 
ball.
U S
Stacey Stover eyet the net in preparation of a ehot while Terry Bond watchea to tee what happen*.
















Don’t worry Tim you look fine
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Portraits
The 1982-83 senior 
portraits were taken by 
Varden Studios, Inc. 
November eighth 






included in the 
ROLLAMO.
Of course, I’m wearing jeans. I have class after this.
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KAPPA SIGMA’S FESTIVITIES
Kappa Sigma’s 1983 Sweetheart dance was highlighted by 
music provided by a live band. The music continued for hours 
as guests danced well into the night.
The band for Kappa Sigma'a formal entertained everyone.
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The lead singer for Kappa Sigma ’a Valentines formal.
Carol, don’t just stand there — “Dance!”
Rub-a-dub-dub, two Sig Nu's in a tub.
Some people took time to just sit and relax.
SIGMA NU 
SEMI-FORMAL
Sigma Nu added to the Valentines festivities with 
their annual White Rose Party. The semi-formal party 
was held Saturday afternoon and followed by another 
party later that evening.
What kind of a grin do you call that, Elli>?
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VALENTINES EEKEND
K A P P A  A L P H A  
VALENTINES DANCE
This year’s Kappa Alpha Valentines dance was held Feb. 12 at the 
K A  house. The daughters o f Lee chose Eric Grimm for their 
Valentine’s King and the men of Kappa Alpha chose little sister Lisa 
Lashley as their Kappa Alpha Rose.
Todd and Sharon are both looking forward to the evening ahead.
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John and Doris enjoy dancing.
Doris and Stephanie dancing. Rose Ann waits for a chance to dance.
Rose Ann could dance till the sun comes up.
"Dance with me”
SISYPHUS
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
NEOPHYTE PARTY
Every semester, Alpha Phi Alpha has a neophyte 
party to recognize their pledges. This year, Bennie 
Young chose the Greek name Sisyphus to 
represent his pledge class. The party was held on 
Feb. 11, and members, alumni, and out of town 
guests attended. A celebration and presentation 
which was open to the public was held the 
following day at Centennial Hall.
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On Feb. 25, students gathered at Sigma 
Chi M u ’s to join in the excitement of 
the Air Band Contest. The bands 
provided plenty of excitement for the 
evening, and Pi Kappa Alpha was 
voted the winning band.
The pom pon squad shows their talent.
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KAPPA ALPHA PSI
Kappa Alpha Psi held their annual Kappa Week this 
February from the 20th to the 27th. A skating party, 
Kasino Night, and a Sweetheart Ball highlighted this 
year’s activities. Miss Paula Billups was chosen as Miss 
Iota Omega, and proceeds were donated to a local charity.
Awaiting an enjoyable evening are the guests of Kappa Alpha Psi.
SWEETHEART BALL
Miss Iota Omega shows a friend from out of town the night moves!
A relaxing evening with friends turned out to be fun for many of the guests.
IFrancois is ready for an exciting evening with two beautiful guests. Everyone at the Sweetheart Ball has a good time.
7.37
STRONG SEASON
The men’s varsity basketball team had a very productive 
season this past year finishing with 14 wins and 12 losses.
The Miners took a consolation finish in the Evangel 
tournament and third place in the Emporia classic.
All-Conference guard Rickie Cannon, co-captain along with 
Rob Goodenow, lent a hand in the scoring charts this year as 
he lifted his average to 14.6 points per game. He won a 
“ Player-of-the-Week” award.
“ Rickie started out slowly for us, but has really brought his 
game around,”  commented UMR head Coach Billy Key. “ He 
has been giving us tremendous play in the backcourt and 
provides the element of senior leadership that is so important 
to a young team like ours.”
Leaving his name all over the school’s score book is the 
Miners’ MVP, Curtis Gibson. Curtis broke the school’s scoring 
record against Lincoln on February 5 by scoring 43 points in 
a single game. He led the team in field goals with 196 and a 
percentage of .523 per game. He led in rebounding with 188 
rebounds and an average of 7.8 rebounds per game. He also 
led in points overall with 491 and an average of 20.5 points 
per game. In addition, Curtis led in steals with 30. He also 
received a “ Player-of-the-Week”  award in the MIAA and 
jumped to second in the league’s scoring average.
“ Curtis is doing a tremendous job for us on both ends of the 
court,” remarked Coach Key. “ He works so hard, it rubs off 
on all the players around him. He is a real leader.”
Stan Shuemaker led the team in free throws with a 
percentage of .880 followed closely behind by Rickie Cannon 
who had a percentage of .721 for the season. Stan also paced 
the team in assists with 55.
Kris Stangc and a teammate try to outmanuever their Southeast opponent for the rebound.
Guard Todd Wentz was in the double figure mark for the 
first time in his UMR career, averaging 10.2 points per game 
by the end of the season.
Coach Billy Key was very pleased with his team’s performance 
this past season. “ They never give up -  they’ll win a lot more 
games before their careers here are finished.”
After evading his opponents, Rick Cannon has a clear shot on the basket.
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UMR men’s varsity basketball. Row 1: John Pfannkuch, Kent Dinsdale, Rickie Cannon, Todd Wentz, Jeff Green, Stu O’Kraski, Curtis 
Gibson, Stan Shuemaker. Row 2: Coach Billy Key, John Collins, Mark Zarr, Rob Goodenow, Dave Moellenhoff, Kris Stange, Dale 
Martin (assistant).
Todd Wentz attempts to put a
MEN’S BASKETBALL
UMR OPP
Mo. Valley 87 76
Washington University
76 57
Oklahoma Christian 63 94
Baptist B. 71 69
Evangel 79 75
Lindenwood 99 48
111. Coll. 85 68
Evangel 59 70
NE Oklahoma 62 71
Colo. Mines 72 64
Ark. State 51 71




NW Missouri 58 71






NW Missouri 55 56
SE Missouri 67 95
Harris Stowe 79 69
CMSU 76 81
NE Missouri 83 75
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UMR women's varsity basketball. Row 1: Gail Halsey, Leslie Behm, Laurie Behm, Kelly Stewart, Kim Murphy. 
Row 2: Sharri Riggs (trainer), Coach Cathie Schulte, Cecilia Gutierrez, Susie Oberdick, Stacy Stover, Linda
Hill, Terry Bond, Barb Howard, Jeff Uhrig (assistant).
LADY MINERS HANG IN 
THERE
“ The team played much better basketball than last season,” 
remarked Coach Cathie Schulte. “Although the record doesn’t 
indicate it, we did improve over the season. We just ran into 
some very tough competition in the MIAA with CMS, who 
was ranked number 2 in the nation, and SEMO, who was also 
in the top 20.”
The Lady Miners finished with 7 wins and 16 losses. They 
took third in the Thanksgiving tournament at Evangel. Also, 
they played well against William Woods and Southwest 
Baptist in December. Two strong games were played against 
NWMS even though they eventually lost. Being able to play 
strong against these schools was an accomplishment for the 
team. The Lady Miners had a 6-3 record before January. 
However, competition began to pick up after that.
Laurie Behm, co-captain along with Barb Howard, was fifth in 
the nation in free throw percentage against Division II schools 
with a percentage of .828. Laurie also led the team in total 
points with 204 and an average per game of 9.3. In addition, 
she had the most free throws in two games with 8 against 
the School of the Ozarks. Gail Halsey was voted MVP.
Leading the team in rebounds with 147 and an average of 7.0 
per game was Stacey Stover, who also led in most rebounds 
in two games when she had 15 against Evangel. Terry Bond 
had the most points in one game, against Lincoln with 26 
points. The Lady Miners had 77 points against Southwest 
Baptist for their high score.




School of the Ozarks 76 73
Harris Stowe 75 49
Friends 67 57
Evangel 58 76
William Woods 51 65
Lindenwood 72 53
SW Baptist 77 64
Northeast Missouri State 57 77




Northwest Missouri State 58 77
Southeast Missouri State 54 87
School of the Ozarks 61 65
Central Missouri State University 45 86
Lincoln 57 76
SW Baptist 68 82
UMSL 54 89
Northwest Missouri State 65 82
Southeast Missouri State 44 80
Central Missouri State University 35 89
Northeast Missouri State 49 79
Laurie Behm ii caught in mid-air after trying to capture the ball.
Terry Bond looka for an open teammate while Cecilia Gutierrez icramblet around her opponent.
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UMR Varsity Wrestling: Row 1: Brian Glover, Jim Siekmann, Ron Thorpe, Chris Colona, Greg Schoenberg, Mark Weston. Row 2: Scott Chalmers, Ramon Weston, Jeff 
Maddex, Rich Straughn, Charlie Haggans, Jeff Ziger, Rusty Cooper.
YOUNG WRESTLERS IMPROVE
The wrestlers finished the season with a 6-7-1 dual record, third 
place in the M1AA conference, and fifth place at the Midwest 
Regional Qualifying meet. According to Coach Keaton, “ It’s as 
good as we’ve done in major competition.”
The losing dual meet record is indicative of the number of schools 
that have discontinued their wrestling programs. Many of those 
schools are of the same level of competition as UMR. In order to 
expand, the wrestlers have had to travel further, such as to 
Indiana and Wisconsin. Even so, the teams being wrestled have 
“ moved up in the caliber of competition” says Coach Keaton.
Comparatively, the only other engineering school on the schedule,
Rose Hulman Institute of Technology, was defeated by the Miners 
40 to 10.
The team has improved since last year. Even with the tougher 
schedule, there were five wrestlers with more wins than the team 
leader had the previous year. Compared to his 11 wins, Greg 
Schoenberg had 19, Jim Siekmann had 18, Scott Chalmers and 
Chris Colona had 15, and Jeff Maddex had 13. Greg Schoenberg, 
who was voted MVP, also set a school record of most 2 pt. Near 
Falls with 33.
Next year looks to continue the improvement trend. With only two 
wrestlers leaving, eight out of the ten will be returning. The 
schedule will again be upgraded to include at least four Division 1 
schools. Coach Keaton believes the wrestlers “want to go against 
the best to see where they are at. But they have it in perspective, 
they know they are in over their heads.” He hopes wrestling 
people in Division I schools will prepare the team for Division II 
Nationals.
Charlie Haggans has his opponent tied up as he tries to gain points.
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Northwest Missouri | 23 42
Northeast Missouri 28 19
Central Missouri 9 32
Indiana Central 16 24
Rose-Hulman 40 10
Central Missouri 19 19
Northeast Missouri 16 24
William Jewell 29 15
Northwestern Iowa 17 27
Northwest Missouri 21 23
Southwest Missouri 8 32
William Jewell 38 10
Washington University 58 0





K D ’i  Jan Wllkerson and Cynthia McClanahan hold a tight defense ai RHA’s Donna Bauer looks
for help.
Sigma Nu’t Jennie Krah watches as Angela Blake of ABS shoots a jump shot from the top of the
key.









Sigma Nu and MHA-East scramble for the ball.
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Charles Pelligrino watches the ball as he hits it back to the
wall.
HANDBALL
singles 1. Pi Kappa Alpha
2. Sigma Nu
doubles 1. Kappa Sigma
2. TKE
overall 1. Kappa Sigma





UMR Theatre presents “Pirates of Penzance”
When Frederic’s nurse, Ruth, 
misunderstands her orders, Frederic is 
apprenticed to a band of pirates. When 
Major-General Stanley appears with his 
beautiful daughters, the pirates sieze 
them for marriage. The police then save 
the ladies by capturing the pirates in 
Queen Victoria’s name.
The pirate band salutes their king.
Samuel (Tim White) offers advice to the Pirate King (Kevin Schneider). The Pirate King and Ruth (Carolyn Munch)
ISO
Mabel (Cathy Marler) and Frederic (John Wickey) sing a duet.
Mabel and Edith (Tracey Swift) seek safety with the General (Mike Dvorsky) The Major-General’s Daughters in conference.





































The first week of March brought 
the invasion of snakes to the UMR 
campus. But, there was no cause for 
alarm, for our dutiful freshmen were 
on hand to rid the campus of these 
creatures in preparation for St. Pat’s 
visit.
Shillelaghs and walking sticks could 
be seen all over campus, as these 
ambitious young men and women 
put endless hours into this worthy 
effort.
Much appreciation should be shown 
these valiant crusaders for their part 
in the preparation of the UMR 
campus for the annual visit of St. 
Pat.





The week preceding Spring Recess is 
filled with activities in honor of St. Pat’s 
Day. Many of these activities take place 
on the Hockey Puck in the form of the 
Follies. Various organizations compete 
against one another in such contests as 
the Greenest Person, Most Buttons on a 
Sweatshirt, and the Oldest St. Pat’s 
Button. A lot of time and effort go into 
the Follies competition and every entry 
adds to the spirit of St. Pat’s.
St. Pat honors the winners of the Best Shillelagh contest
"But what happened to Emma?” What tho»e Pikers won’t do for attention
The Incredible Hulk she’s notl
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“Button, Button, Who’s Got the Button?” What some people will do for a laugh!
Two heads are better than one. “ Isn’t She Lovely?”
“ Need a hand, Mister?”
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’Ganza & Games
When classes let out Thursday and 
Friday, students find cause to celebrate 
at the extravaganza and St. Pat’s 
Games. Plenty of food and drink lend 
their hand to the festive atmosphere as 
everyone enjoys their brief vacation.
A lasting tradition Delta Tau readies their cudgel for the Cudgel Carry.
Just clowning around at the Extravaganza Under the watchful eyes of the board, Laura Eaton attempts the Bat Race.
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The things some people will do for a beer!





The most formal ceremony of St. Pat’s 
occurs Friday night with the Knighting 
of all Honorary and Student Knights 
and the Coronation of the Queen of 
Love and Beauty. Hours of work on the 
part of the St. Pat’s Board transformed 
the Multi-Purpose Building into a 
ceremonious hall for the festivities which 
were to take place there. The 
culmination of the evening was the 
crowning of the 1983 Queen of Love 
and Beauty, Miss Terri Sherrill.
Each student Knight kisses the Blarney Stone.






Terri is a junior in chemistry and a 
member of Little Sisters of the Shield 
and Diamond. She is also a member 
of Association of Women Students and 
the W . T. Schrenk Society.
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St. Pat’s Parade is
“ Engineering Wonders of the World” 
was the theme of the 1983 St. Pat’s 
Parade. The parade, which was held 
Saturday, March 19, 1983, drew more 
than 20,000 people from Rolla and the 
surrounding area. Beautiful floats, 
talented area bands, and entertaining 
entries such as the Shriners held the 
attention of the onlookers for over an 
hour. Kids from 9 to 90 enjoyed every 
minute of the always popular parade.
TKE captures first place with their float featuring “The Yellow Submarine.”
UMR’s pom-pon girls hand out balloons to all the kids.
Chi Omega's non-float entry honors the Great Pyramids.




Alice —  Dream Girl or Knight-mare
The informal Knighting ceremony held 
Saturday at Jackling Field has become 
an integral part of the St. Pat’s 
celebration. The infamous “ Alice” is 
widely known as one of the most 
amazing events taking place during the 
weekend. Every year, seniors in various 
organizations are nominated for the 
dubious honor of being a Knight. Along 
with the honor of the occasion comes 
the fateful plunge into the “ Green Goo.”
’ -'.WWflU’i
Court guards assist unwilling gentlemen.
Some Knights dress for their fateful meeting.
Some Knights “ flip” over Alice.
Some men find it necessary to protect themselves from Alice.
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Chris Stone pursues another unwilling candidate. Often Knights need a little encouragement.
David Stanfield meets Alice.
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FIREFALL
SUB’s annual St. Pat’s Concert capped off 
the diamond anniversary of St. Pat’s. The 
mellow rock group, Firefall, was the 
featured entertainment for the Saturday 
night performance. As always, SUB did 
their best to provide UMR with an 
entertaining concert.
Firefall’s hits include “ Headed for a Fall.” Firefall’s members include former members of the Byrds and the Flying Burrito Brothers.
Dynamic percussion always makes for an exciting performance.
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Audiences appreciate musicians who enjoy their own music.
A variety of talents and instruments are vital to a good band.
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St. Pat and his Court
Front row (left to right): Chuck Martin, Chris Stone, Bill Meuser, Jim Moore, Sam Gladdis Back Row: Scott Nerwoehner, Brad Bryan, Keith Killian, Tom Benney, Jim Berndt, Mike Jonagen
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TOM BENNEY (Guard): Tom, a representative 
of Phi Kappa Theta, served as secretary of the 
Board. He is a junior majoring in Mechanical 
Engineering.
JIM BERNDT (Master Guard): Representing 
TJHA, Jim served as Board Sales Manager. Jim 
is from St. Louis, and is a senior majoring in 
Petroleum Engineering.
BRAD BRYAN (Master Guard): Brad, a senior 
in Petroleum Engineering, represents Pi Kappa 
Alpha. He is from Town and Country, Missouri, 
and served as treasurer for the Board during 
the year.
SAM GLADDIS (Trumpteer): Sam, a junior in 
Mechanical Engineering, served as Ways and 
Means Committee Chairman. Representing Tau 
Kappa Epsilon, Sam’s home is St. Louis.
St. Pat and His Court
MIKE JONAGEN (Guard): Representing 
Kappa Alpha, Mike served as Parade Fund 
Committee Chairman. A senior on Petroleum 
Engineering, Mike’s hometown is Albany, 
Missouri.
KEITH KILLIAN (Guard): Keith, as chairman 
of the Participation Trophy Committee, 
represents RHA. A Perryville, Missouri native, 
Keith is a junior in Civil Engineering.
CHUCK MARTIN (Herald): Chuck, majoring 
in Petroleum Engineering, represents Sigma Pi. 
The Platte City, Missouri junior served as 
Vice-President of the Board.
BILL MEUSER (St. Pat): Bill, representing 
Beta Sigma Psi, served as President of the St. 
Pat’s Board. A junior majoring in Mechanical 
Engineering, Bill’s hometown is Webster Grove, 
Missouri.
JIM MOORE (Page): Representing Kappa 
Sigma, Jim was Chairman of the Blarney Club 
Committee. A senior in Electrical Engineering, 
Jim’s home is St. Louis.
SCOTT NEIWOEHNER (Guard): Representing 
Delta Tau Delta, Scott is a St. Louis resident 
majoring in Computer Science. Scott served as 
Septemberfest/Alumni Sales Committee 
Chairman.
CHRIS STONE (Page): As chairman of Town 
Coordination Committee, the Metallurgical 
Engineering senior represents Sigma Tau 
Gamma. Chris’s hometown is Kirkwood, 
Missouri.
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Rule over Diamond Jubilee
St. Pat’s duties include awarding the winners of the Best Female Leprechaun Contest during 
Follies Week.
“Think I’d make it in the Miner Band?”
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March 25 through March 31, 1983 marked the 
observance of Black Culture W eek on the UMR 
campus. The annual event, sponsored by the 
Association for Black Students, was the end result of 
six weeks of planning. A committee of members 
from each of the nine black organizations on 
campus planned the informative and entertaining 
week centered around the theme “Black Collegiates’ 
Impact on the ’80’s.”  Lectures, social gatherings, and 
cultural performances were scheduled throughout the 
week. Lecturers from around the state included Dr.
R. V. Edwards, chemical engineering professor from 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, 
who was visiting UMR, Dr. Janet Kelly from Lincoln 
University in Jefferson City, and Dr. Otis Jackson, 
assistant provost at UMC.
Many students took a moment to study before Dr. Otis Jackson’s lecture.
The widely-acclaimed Lincoln University Dance Troupe visited campus.
Black Awareness is Key
St. Louis sculptor, Robert Powell, brought his exhibit to UMR. UMR black greeks presented a seminar on their organizations.
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to Black Cultural Week
Dr. Otis Jackson met with the public prior to his lecture.
Black Culture Week included relaxing events, like fashion shows.
Mr. Floyd Harris recognizes graduating senior Dale Abrahams.
Social gatherings allowed people to become acquainted with each other.








As a part of Black Cultural W eek activities, 
Alpha Phi Alpha held a party at the Alpha Phi 
Alpha house at the end of the week. Sandra 
Montague was chosen as Miss E-Psi, and the 
crowning of Miss E-Psi was followed by a dance.
Ahhhhhh!
Harold Willis dances with a pretty guest. "Just resting their feet!’
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MISS E-PSI
Sandra and Kirk enjoy the evening.
D a n c in g  a t  the p a r ty . S an dra  a n d  Y v e t te  sm ile  fo r  th e  p h otogra p h er .
Nobel Laureate Visits
Amid a peaceful demonstration by 
concerned UMR students, Dr. William 
Shockley, one of the inventors of the 
transistor, visited the UMR campus. The 
1956 Nobel Prize-winner for Physics was 
brought to campus as part of the Harry 
William Lee Porth Distinguished Lecture 
Series in Engineering to discuss the 
transistor. However, concerned students 
protested his appearance on campus, 
because Shockley is also widely known 
for his research in genetics. Shockly 
refers to his studies as “ dysgenics” , and 
places blacks, epileptics, and the 
mentally afflicted among the genetically 
disadvantaged whose excessive 
reproduction he feels is retrogressive 
evolution. It was this genetic research 
which the UMR black student 
population objected to and the factor 
behind their peaceful demonstration.




Students use signs to make their point.
Concerned students attend Shockley’s lecture Students gather outside the lecture hall.
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RIFLE TEAM TAKES SECOND
Question: What UMR varsity team defeated UMC to qualify 
for a Big 8 Conference Championship at which they took 
second place? Answer: The UMR Rifle Team.
The rifle team was selected to attend the Big 8 Conference 
Championship by taking first place in the newly formed 
Missouri Intercollegiate Rifle League (M1RL). The MIRL is 
designed to cut down on travel expenses by providing a 
league to shoot in that is close to home. Besides the league 
action, the team attends Invitationals at different places in the 
country. It was at Xavier University that the team received 
4235 points out of a possible 4800 points, the highest score the 
team has earned since 1974.
Scoring differs depending on the type of match held. If it is 
one-half course, each member of the team takes 20 shots in 
each of the three positions, prone, standing, and kneeling at 
one - half of the full court distance. Ten shots will be directed 
toward each target. There are twelve ‘bulls’ on a target, with 
the center two for practice. The remaining ten are judged for 
how close the bullet came to the bull’s-eye. A maximum of 
ten points is possible per shot. When shooting one-half course, 
a team of four could conceivably shoot 2400 points. At full 
course, a team member faces four targets at each of the three 
positions. A possible team score would be 4800.
According to Sgt. Radford, there is “ a lot of competition” for 
the varsity squad. When a person tries out, he is 
automatically on the junior varsity squad. If he reaches a 
certain average score, he can move to one of four varsity 
positions. This year 28 people tried out for the team.
Ready to shoot from the standing position, Bob Valbracht concentrates on his point of aim.
RIFLE TEAM
UMR OPP
Fifth Miner Invitational 
Sectional
University of Kentucky, Lexington 
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond 
Xavier University Tournament 






















UMR Junior Vanity Rifle Team: John Sullivan, Kathy Howard, Brian McDaniel.
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UMR Var»ity Rifle Team: Tom Jamei, Bob Valbracht, Greg Hardy, Darrell Angleton.
Tom Jamet aims at hi« target during the Big 8 Conference Championahip.
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Matt McDonald leads fellow swimmers during a freestyle race.
SWIMMERS DEFEAT DRURY
The swimmers finished the season with a 3-5 record and a 
9th place finish at the NCAA Div. II Nationals which Coach 
Pease says is “ realistically the best we’ve ever done.”  The 
reason the dual meet record does not reflect the team’s 
potential is because they swim a number of Division I teams 
and defending MAIA champion Drury College.
For the first time in 19 meets against Drury, the Miners 
overcame them. The meet was held in two sessions, with the 
Miner swimmers going home from the first session just a little 
bit behind. It was the middle of the afternoon session when 
they started pulling ahead. The victory seemed clinched by a 
battle during the 1650 between the Miner’s Ken Pettry and 
Drury’s Tim van Wormer. The 1650 is a race over 17 minutes 
long where a person usually wins by a lot or loses by a lot. 
Ken Pettry was slightly behind Tim van Wormer at the 1200 
mark when he pulled out ahead and hung in for a surprise 
finish. Dave Rose summed up the team’s feelings: “ It was the 
first time in ten years, it just felt good to beat them.”
Nationals did not go as well for the swimmers. Although they 
qualified 12 swimmers and finished second in their history 
only to the 1977 team, Coach Pease felt that they could have 
done better. “They were emotionally unprepared and got shut 
out on the first day,” Coach Pease explained. “ It’s a credit to 
them that they did so well.”  The medley relay team of Aria, 
Coon, Wisdom, and Hovater swam to a 7th place finish and 
the highest place ever for a UMR relay team.




Classic 166 Ark 492, MU 321, 
Drury 249, SMS 133, 
E. Ill 197, L. Rock 30
Key Sport 
Relays 188 Ark 378, MU 304, 
Drury 272, E. Ill 256, 
SMS 186, Little Rock 
82






Eastern Illinois 43 70
SMS Invitational no team scores
Northeast 65 42
Midwest 4th of 12
NCAA Div. II 61 (9th)
UMR Varsity Swimming Row 1- Crain Erxen David Vale, Ed Krygier, Mike Walsh, Ker Pettry, Steve Watkins, Jeff Germer, Matt McDonald. Row 2: Rick Rostek, Mike Shive, Ralph 
Thielking, Sam Millikim'sTott Carney^Jon Staley. Row 3: Don Havey, Derek Coon, Paul Pericich, Arthur Hovater. Row 4: Mark Wuttig, David W.sdom, Tun Schneller, Dan Moms, 
Woodson Smith, Joe Pericich, David Rose, Chris Aria.
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The referee check! to tee if a pin hai been accomplished.
WRESTLING
1. Sigma Nu
2. Pi Kappa Alpha
A Delta Sig wrestler has his opponent all tied up in an attempt to get him on his back.
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A Delta Sig wrestler gets into a bind.
Bob Lynch positions himself to receive the shuttlecock.
A women's intramural participant starts the forwerd arm motion necessary to
throw the horseshoe.
182
Jay Todd hustles back to firot in order to avoid a tag.
The intramural participant watches the horseshoe as he 
continues with his follow-through.


Too late to turn back!
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Judges for the Mr. Quad contest.
MR. QUAD
Quad residents were once again treated to the Mr. Quad 
contest held in Rayl cafeteria. Male students living in the 
Quad competed for the title as judges tried to pick a winner.
John flexes his muscles for the crowd.




Greek Week 1983 opened April 16, with 
opening day ceremonies being held 
behind Beta Sig on Fraternity Row. 
Opening day events included Chariot 
Judging, the Triathalon, and a 
Pie-Eating Contest. Triathalon events 
included the 100-yard dash, the bench 
press, and the obstacle course. The 
highlight of the afternoon was the 
introduction of the Gods and Guards.
A variety of contests entertained the crowd.
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"Well, that’s one way to get around.”
Leap-frog was only one of the events scheduled for the afternoon. Pie-eating was a rather messy event.
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meets Board
April 18, the InterFraternity Council 
met their archrivals, the St. Pat’s 
Board, in a friendly game of 
softball. As the men of the IFC 
attempted to avenge their overtime 
to the Board in their fall football 
game, everyone enjoyed the good 
weather and relaxed for an 
afternoon. The IFC triumphed 15-12 
over the men in green.
Yet another hit flys off the bat.
Kevin attempts to stretch his hit into a double.
Swingin’ for the fences.




“ I got it!” "Where did the ball go?”
t-Sjk, , ^
, , •
Diving for the bate.
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Greek Week filled 
with Activities
Greek Week was filled with activities almost continuously. 
Happy Hours with the Gads were scheduled nightly at various 
night-spots in Rolla, and the days were filled with a variety 
of events. Tuesday’s activities included a Bar-B-A at Lion’s 
Club and the Idi-Odysseys throughout the afternoon.
Panhellenic sponsored the Mini-Olympics at Fraternity Row 
Wednesday, and the IFC held their Benefit Movie at the Rolla 
Drive-In Wednesday night. Thursday, the activities continued 
with the Idi-Odysseys at the Hockey Puck.
The events scheduled throughout the week provide a chance 
for Greeks on campus to relax and get to know one another 
better, as well as participate in some friendly competition. 
Hours of hard work and excellent planning on the part of the 
IFC Reps make Greek W eek possible, so here’s to the Men 
and Women of the IFC.
Creativity is the key to the Women’s Best Greek Costume A minotaur was only one of the unusual costumes seen at the Idi-Odysseys Thursday.
Heading for the finish.
Sonya, Paige, and Julie display sorority chariots at the Hockey Puck.
Communication is the key to a successful pyramid team Beth gives the Frisbee competition her all.
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1983 Greek Gods
Front Row (left to right): Darrell Moore, Glenn Heil, Chris Farrell Back Row: Bob Heligman, Neil Fehr, Queen Laura DePasquale, Andy Cox, Kent Steffens. Not Pictured: Dave Smith
1983 Greek Week Gods and Guards
ANDY COX (Hades): Andy, a senior in 
Mechanical Engineering, was Hades, the 
God of the Underworld. Andy, from 
Sigma Pi, has served as Publicity 
Chairman and Fall 1982 secretary for 
the IFC. Andy’s hometown is Louisiana, 
Missouri.
CHRIS FARRELL (Kottus): From Delta 
Sigma Phi, Chris served as Kottus, 
Guardian of Mount Olympus. Chris 
served as fall clean-up chairman and 
Spring 1983 treasurer of the IFC. Chris, 
from Arnold, Missouri, is a senior in 
Chemical Engineering.
NEIL FEHR (Zeus): Neil, from Sigma 
Tau Gamma, was Zeus, King of the 
Gads. Neil was the Spring 1983 
president of the IFC. Neil, a junior in 
Mechanical Engineering, is from 
Chesterfield, Missouri.
GLEN HEIL (Cyes): Representing Pi 
Kappa, Alpha, Glenn served as Gyes, 
Guardian of Mount Olympus. Glenn was 
Fall 1982 IFC treasurer, and is a senior 
in Chemical Engineering from Millstadt, 
Illinois.
BOB HELIGMAN (Hermes): Bob served 
as Hermes, Messenger of Zeus. Bob, 
from St. Louis, is a graduate student in 
Electrical Engineering, and served as 
Fall 1982 president of IFC. Bob 
represents Tau Kappa Epsilon.
DARRELL MOORE (Briareaus): Darrell, 
of Alpha Epsilon Pi, is a senior in 
Petroleum Engineering from Holts 
Summit, Missouri. He is past publicity 
committee and banquet committee 
chairman for the IFC, and served as 
Briareaus, Guardian of Mount Olympus.
DAVE SMITH (Hephaestus): A senior 
in Mechanical Engineering, Dave was 
Fall 1982 vice-president of the IFC. 
Representing Kappa Sigma, Dave is 
from St. Louis, and served as 
Hephaestus, the God of Fire.
KENT STEFFENS (Dionysus): Kent, of 
Beta Sigma Psi, is a senior in Civil 
Engineering. Kent, who has served the 
IFC as chairman of numerous 





Darrell at hia moat charming.
Chariota — 1983 atyle.
era
Greek W eek Queen
Laura Depasquale
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Laura is a junior in engineering 
management and a member of Little 
Sisters of the White Star in which she 
is the president. She is also a member 
of Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi and the 
student chapter of American Society of 
Engineering Managers.
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Friday, April 22, the IFC presented its 
annual Greek Week Carnival. Although 
the weather didn’t cooperate, everyone 
enjoyed the carnival atmosphere. From 
appearances, the drizzly weather didn’t 
affect the turnout, and the expected 
downpour never happened.
All proceeds from the carnival were 
donated to the Rolla Cerebral Palsy 
School, the Achievement of Better 
Lifestyles for the Elderly (ABLE) 
Commission, and Rolla’s LOVE (Local 
Organization for Various Emergencies).
Booths at the Carnival were run by the 
members of UMR fraternities and 
sororities. A variety of booths were 
available at this year’s Carnival for the 
amusement of everyone attending, 
including miniature golf, computerized 
racing, a pie throw, and a dunking 
booth. Other booths offered food and 
drink, including soda, nachos, and 
“ White Castles.”
Kappa Sigma’s booth offered computerized, televised racing.
Greek W eek Carnival
Chi Omega offered a dunking booth to interested passers-by-
Sigma Chi Mu offered everyone a chance to “pie” their favorite Sigma Chi Mu.
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Benefits Local Charities
Acacia’s booth gave people a chance to catapult foil balls into the castle. A special touch is required to catapult the ball into Acacia’s castle.
Trying your luck at Triangle’s booth
A UMR favorite — Mouse Roulette, sponsored by Sigma Tau Gamma
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T K E  &  Z T A  W in Greek W eek
Saturday, April 23, the Greek 
Games were held at Elysian Fields. 
Various Greek competitions were 
held, including Tug-of-Wars and 
Chariot Races for fraternities, 
sororities, and little sister groups. 
The highlight of the afternoon was 
the crowning of Laura DePasquale 
as the 1983 Greek W eek Queen.
Sigma Pi’s Tug-of-War team captured 1st place. 1.2-3-Pm-L”
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The Three Musketeers
Beth Ann demonstrates the art of “ tugging” in the Little Sister Tug. Little Sisters get involved in Greek Week Activities




Members of D elta Sigma Phi started 
this year’s Greek Week off by having a 
toga party. The house was soon packed 
as hundreds of guests arrived, clad in 
togas made of anything from silk to 
bedsheets. The party was a great 
success and lasted well into the morning 
hours.
Everyone dressed in togas.
Steve, Cheryl, and Nancy take time out.
Some of the guests who attended the party.
Patty, Darwin, and Amy enjoy togetherness.




Runner* get off to a good itart.
Members of Pi Kappa Alpha once again 
organized their Annual Fun Run, which was held 
on Sunday, April 24th. Runners young and old 
took to the streets as members of Pi Kappa 
Alpha along with those of another Rolla 
organization stood along the route to make sure 
everyone was alright. Refreshments were served at 
the finish line.
Runners raise their hands as they happily near the finish line.
Participants fill out entry blanks. Glad to cross the finish line.
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SHOOTING STAR
SUB’s Concerts Committee brought Shooting Star to Rolla for 
the Greek W eek Concert. The free concert was held Saturday, 
April 23, at the Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. Shooting 
Star’s last appearance on the UMR campus was for 
Homecoming 1980, and this year’s concert proved as successful 




In April, the Student Union Board sponsored its 
spring Blood Drive in conjunction with the American 
Red Cross and once again UMR students turned out 
to support this worthy cause. SUB sponsors Blood 
Drives throughout the year and this is but one 
example of the ways in which SUB and the entire 
student body serve the Rolla area.
Free refreshments help donors recuperate.
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Singing is only one of the talents Scott Jones brought to Rolls.
Scott Jones 
in Concert
SUB brings many talented 
performers on the college circuit to 
Rolla, and Scott Jones is no 
exception. His April 29 performance 
contained something to please 
almost anyone. His singing, piano 
playing, and humor left everyone 
pleased to have attended. Hats off 
to the Student Union Board for a 
very successful year.
Scott Jones demonstrates his comic ability Jones unique comedy is displayed in his props.
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MEN FINISH FOURTH
The men’s tennis team finished the season with a fourth place 
finish in Conference, the best they have done in four years. Jeff 
Sacre and Steve Cornell took third in #3  doubles. Joe Blandina at 
#3  singles, Dave Bruner at # 4  singles and Paul Isakson at #1 
singles all took fourth place. The #2  doubles team of Joe 
Blandina and Dave Bruner also captured a fourth place finish.
This was accomplished with the absence of Jim Teste and Rob 
Brinkmann, the #1 and #2  players.
According to Coach McNally, “ The MIAA in men’s tennis 
competition is extremely competitive.” The top three schools in the 
conference, Northeast, Northwest, and Southeast regularly have 
people ranked nationally. Coach McNally sees the UMR men’s 
tennis team gradually becoming more competitive in their 
conference.
While a season record of 4-7 looks dismal, senior Dave Bruner 
views it differently. Even though the team lost to the top three 
schools in the conference, “we still did better against them than in 
the past,”  he explained.
In tennis, like most of the other sports at UMR, the players come 
first to attend a good engineering school and second to play their 
sport. Dave Bruner explained, “ I like playing competitive tennis.
It’s an opportunity to play a lot of good people.”
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WOMEN LOOK UP
The women’s tennis team has changed in one small aspect since 
last year. This change may be the beginning of a successful 
women’s tennis program of UMR. “This is the first season we 
never had trouble getting six people to go to a match,” explained 
#1 singles player Lorna Platt. In previous years the small amount 
of participation limited the success of the team.
Coach McNally sees Lorna Platt, Laurie Behm, and Jenet Wicke 
as three major contributors to the team. Lorna Platt he sees as 
showing “ competitiveness and the most consistent performance.” 
Laurie Behm has proven to be the most successful player. In the 
#2  singles spot she took third at the MIAA conference and 
combined with Lorna Platt, took fourth. Laurie was voted MVP.
Because of the success of Lorna Platt and Laurie Behm at 
Conference, the team defeated UMSL and scored the first points 
ever for UMR at an MIAA Conference. “ The limited success at 
conference may be a pivotal year to a little more success for the 
women’s team,”  states Coach McNally.
The team also believes next year may bring more success. Coach 
Schulte will be taking over the women’s team. “ I heard she wants 
to have two a day practices,”  Lorna Platt exclaimed. “She’ll be 
hard nosed and we won’t like it at first,”  explained Janet Wicke, 
“ I think we could do really good next year.”
UMR vanity women'! tennis team. Row 1: Erika Kisvananyi, Janet Wicke, Lan Lam, Lorna Platt. Row 




A Kappa Delta runner leap* high enough to clear the hurdle.

I1, Sigma Phi Epsilon
2. Newman
doubles
w o m e n  m




Eyeing the opposite pit, an intramural participant atepi forward to throw the horseshoe.
MEN
singles 1. Pi Kappa Alpha 
i  2. Wesley
doubles 1. Triangle 
m ' 2. TKE
overall 1  1. Pi Kappa Alpha 
2. TKE
WOMEN




Bob Lynch tends the shuttlecock flying off of his racquet.
Watching the shuttlecock, a badminton player jumps in the air in order to reach it
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Bob Sauer leads Kevin Stock during a 1500 m. run. Brad Lee winds up for the pitch.
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Met Students Relax at
After the official end of classes May 6, 
the Metallurgical Engineering 
Department took the afternoon to bid 
each other farewell until next fall. This 
annual event has become a favorite for 
the students in the Met. Department, 
giving them a chance to see their 
professors and classmates once more 
before the summer.
This afternoon, held at Lion’s Club 
Park, is jointly sponsored by the Met 
Society, the Met. Department, and the 
American Foundry Society. In addition 
to all the usual amenities of such 
outings, the Met. Department prepares 
their famous hamburgers, affectionately 
known as “ Met-Burgers” or 
“Fred-Burgers” , after Dr. Fred Kisslinger 
of the Met. Department.
Jim and hit guitar entertained Lorna and Darren.
Everyone enjoyed the tunny weather.
Darren watchea the “Met-Burgere.
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End of Semester
At last, it is time to eatt
Ed and Darrell discuss summer plans.
Darlene and the Three Musketeers.
Smile, you’re on Candid Camera!
Practicing those soccer skills
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A cafeteria worker serves the hamburgers. Students line up for meal time.
QUAD
BAR-B-QUE
As an end of the year treat,
Quad residents were treated to a 
bar-b-que outside. Hamburgers 
and hot dogs were served along 
with all the trimmings. Residents 
also competed in a Jello Eating 
Contest as part of the activities of 
the last few weeks of school.
Dig Int One of the R.A.’s tries his hand at cooking-
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Just a little left to go!
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Brad Lee pitche* on hie home field while Kevin DuBondt plays third.
RAIN, RAIN, RAIN
“ A game would get rained out,”  explained junior pitcher Gene 
Meyer, “ so it would be rescheduled. W e’d wake up in the 
morning and call Coach to see if we would play. He’d tell us 
to call back later, so we’d call back again. He’d tell us it was 
cancelled, to try back again tomorrow.”  The baseball team 
faced more rain than they did opponents; the season ended 
with 24 games being played instead of the 40 that were 
scheduled. Season records were also bad as a consequence of 
the rain. The pitchers were wilder than they should have 
been, and the batters were not as good as they could have 
been. But then practices were hard to run when the first base 
line was 4 to 5 inches under water between showers.
Occasional bright spots were found in the season. Bill Foege 
and Brad Lee combined to pitch a 3-hitter that shut out 
Springfield 1 to 0. Before the Miners defeated them,
Springfield had been on a winning streak and had been 
batting .376 as a team. The Miners also did well against 
UM-Columbia. The opposing pitcher had a .72 ERA. The 
Miners had no errors in the game and senior Craig Thomas 
got a hit with two outs in the bottom of the ninth.
D. J. Steagall was voted MVP. He played first and batted 
.397 as a designated hitter. D. J. Steagall, Gary Schnettgoecke, 
Steve Phegley, and team leaders Craig Thomas and Kevin 
DuBondt are all seniors and will not be returning. The 
remainder of the team will look toward a drier season next 
year.
Catcher Chris Nisbet comes out of his crouch position ready for any play-
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D. J. Steagall is alert on first base and Jay Todd watches from second.
Craig Thomas slides home safe.
UMR Varsity Baseball Team: Row 1: Craig Thomas, Bill Foege, Grant Smith, Brad Lee. Row 2: Tim Myers, Kevin DuBondt, Brian 











DePaul University 1 4
SIU-Edwardsville 1 16
Wis.-Whitewater 2 5
Augsberg College 5 2
Central Missouri 3 4
Central Missouri 2 13
Lincoln University 10 8
Harris-Stowe 22 5
Missouri Baptist 2 11
Lincoln University 12 1
Lincoln University 12 7
St. Louis University 4 0
St. Louis University 0 5
William Woods 2 6
William Woods 0 4
Southwest Baptist 1 2
Southwest Baptist 1 5
Central Missouri 1 10
Lincoln University 20 1
UMSL 4 7
“A veteran team along with some talented newcomers paced 
the transition for the first season of competition in the MIAA 
at the Division II level. Because of the increased difficulty of 
the schedule, the win-loss record often did not reflect the 
improvements. Several Miners enjoyed stellar individual 
performances with two all-conference selections leading the 
way,” commented Coach Sarah Preston.
Four girls from the Miner team were ranked high compared 
to other MIAA players. Carmen Baker, receiving MIAA player 
of the week once, was ranked sixth with 27 hits and an 
average of .350. She was ranked third with 16 runs batted in 
and fifth with 7 stolen bases. Diana Miller was ranked ninth 
in hitting with 23 hits leaving her with an average of .329. 
Diana was eighth in runs scored with 13 and second in stolen 
bases with 9. She was also ranked third in doubles with 3. 
Cecilia Gutierrez had a very good season also, ranking second 
in runs scored with 19, third in stolen bases with 9 and 5th 
in triples with 3. Anita Tikey, co-captain with Judy Redel, 
was seventh in runs scored with 15 and seventh in runs 
batted in with 12. Leta Judd had a very good season even 
though her record does not show it. She was ranked eighth in 
strikeouts, ending with a 5 wins, 10 losses record for the 
season.
The girls ended with a 7 win, 14 loss record. Next year the 
team plans to be able to put all of the talent together and 
really excel.
UMR varsity softball team. Row 1: Jack Carroll (assistant), Anita Tikey, Stephanie Kutterer, Renee Polowy, Vickie Woods, Diana Miller, Leta Judd, Judy Redel, Kelly Stewart, Coach Sara Preston. Row 2: 
Maria Holmes, Donna Agers, Leslie Behm, Carmen Baker, Cecilia Gutierrez, Terry Bond, Toni Jacobs, Sue Appelbaum, Lisa Frumhoff, Cheryl Caudle, Gail Dabney.
SMALL BUT STRONG
Although the team consisted of very few people this year, they put on 
a good show for UMR.
Kent Dinsdale, the Miners’ MVP, took first place this year in the 
UMR Best Ball Tourney by setting a record with his performance of 
64, which was the team’s highlight of the season.
Not only did Kent make a good show at his home golf course, but he 
went to the NCAA Nationals. The team finished third in the MIAA 
and hopes for an even better season next year.
*Rick Welsh surges out of the start of the 400 meter hurdles during the MIAA Conference meet.
MEN’S TRACK
Central Missouri State
Quad Meet no team scores
Central Missouri State
Invitational no team scores
All-Missouri Meet no team scores
Northern Iowa Invitational no team scores
MIAA (Indoor) no team scores
Quad Meet 3rd of 4
Triangular 2nd of 3
Lincoln University Quad Meet 2nd of 4
SIU-Edwardsville Invitational 3rd of 9
Drake Relays no team scores
MIAA (Outdoor) no team scores
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UMR men’s varsity track. Row 1: Mark Stump, Tom Apel, Dan Marley, Andy Knudsen, John Borthwick, Brad Granger. Row 2: Dan Lichtenwalner, Ike Ilopuiaife, Rick Welsh, Chris Henry, Bob Sauer, 
Phil Taylor, Tim Schoenecker, Dave Millman, Bruce Berwick. Row 3: Tim Schaeffer, Reed Glasener, Bob Gorman, Kevin Stock, Joe Henze, Dave Moore, Thaydious Proctor, Mark Galliardt, Clint Campbell, 
Steve Millman, Craig Scott, Kurt Elmore, Keith Smith, Jim Bullard, Scott Giltner, Chris Neavill, Dewey Allgood.
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The UMR track team presented a strong finish at the MIAA outdoor 
conference meet. Mark Galliardt became the first weight man from UMR 
to qualify for Nationals. He broke the school record by 14V2 feet in the 
discus. Outstanding performances were also turned in by John Borthwick 
with a second place finish and a new personal record in the 800 meter, 
two relay teams, Chris Henry in the pole vault, Tim Schoenecker in the 
400 meter, and Rick Welsh in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles.
The track season is broken up into an indoor and an outdoor season, each 
with its own MIAA Conference meet. UMR does not have an indoor track, 
but travels to attend meets at schools that do. On one such trip to 
Northern Iowa Rick Welsh set the school record in the 70 yard high 
hurdles. At the MIAA Indoor Conference Meet, Pete Lichtenwalner and the 
mile relay team of Phil Taylor, Dave Millman, Ike Ilopuiaife, and Tim 
Schoenecker turned in strong performances.
The outdoor season was not without its high points. A Triangular between 
UMR, Southwest, and School of the Ozarks produced what Coach Dewey 
Allgood declared was “ the best effort all year by the people. They just 
got nudged out by Southwest.”  A Quad meet at Jefferson City was the 
site of the first defeat of Lincoln University by UMR. The Drake Relays 
produced some outstanding results. The 1600 meter relay team of Tim 
Schoenecker, Ike Ilopuiaife, Dave Millman, and Rick Welsh finished 16 out 
of 57. The 4 mile relay team of Pete Lichtenwalner, Dan Marley, Bob 
Sauer, and John Borthwick finished strong, with John Borthwick running a 
4:16 mile.
Pete Lichtenwalner was voted MVP for the indoor season and Mark 
Galliardt was voted MVP for the outdoor season. Since the team is only 
losing Rick Welsh and Chris Henry, Coach Allgood says, “ If we can find 
a pole vaulter and a hurdler to replace them, I expect the team to be 
very competitive next year.”
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MEN’S BOWLING An intramural participant in billiardt.
1. Sigma Chi Mu
2. Campus Club
MEN’S SOFTBALL
Div. I 1. Beta Sigma Psi
2. GDI
Div. II 1. Campus Club
2. MHA-East
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Zeta Tau Alpha and TJHA line up for the beginning of a play in intramural football.
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K U O ’ S  K U O
This year’s edition of WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES will carry the 
names of 15 students from UMR. These students have been 
selected as being among the country’s most outstanding 
campus leaders. Nominations were based on their academic 
achievement, service to the community, leadership in 
extracurricular activities and future potential.
Greg Sedrick is an Engineering Management student who is 
from Fronha, MO. He was involved in Alpha Phi Omega 
(Vice-President), American Society for Engineering 
Management (President, Vice-President), Am. Assoc, of Cost 
Eng., Intercollegiate Knights, Missouri Miner, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, JOY Lutheran Group, Blue Key, Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers, and a St. Pat’s Knight.
HILDE HUMMEL
Hilde Hummel is from St. Louis. She graduated from UMR 
with a degree in Metallurgical Engineering. While she was in 
school she was actively involved in Zeta Tau Alpha 
(Vice-President), UMR Coop Association (Secretary), Little 
Sister of Tau Kappa Epsilon (President, Historian), Tau Beta 
Pi (Secretary, Treasurer), Intercollegiate Knights, Student 
Union Board, RHA, Blue Key, Metallurgical Society, 




Chris Noonan is a graduating Electrical Engineer from St.
Louis, MO. Chris was actively involved in the Missouri Miner 
(Editor in Chief), Beta Chi Sigma (Treasurer), Eta Kappa Nu 
(Treasurer), Phi Kappa Theta, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, 
Blue Key, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and 
a St. Pat’s Knight.
KIM SIGNORINO
Kim Signorino, an Engineering Management student, is from 
St. Louis, MO. She was involved in Student Council 
(Vice-President, Secretary), Little Sister of Kappa Alpha (Rush 
Chairman), Alpha Phi Omega, Zeta Tau Alpha, AICHE,
ASEM, ASHRAE, and a member of Society of Women 
Engineers.
MIKE MOLINE
Mike Moline is an Engineering Management graduate from St. 
Louis, MO. He was actively involved in Theta Tau Omega 
(Corresponding Secretary), Pi Kappa Alpha (President, 
Vice-President, and House Manager), Interfraternity Council 
(President), Student Union Board, Blue Key, AICHE, American 




Cathy Lally is an Engineering Management/Metallurgy major 
from Grandview, MO. She was involved in Zeta Tau Alpha,
Pi Kappa Alpha Little Sisters, Student Union Board, Blue Key 
(Secretary), Student Council (Secretary, Vice-President, and 
President), The Society of Women Engineers, The American 
Society of Engineering Management, Wesley Foundation, 
Newman Center, and was Homecoming Queen in 1979 and 
1980.
BOB HELIGMAN
Bob Heligman is an Electrical Engineer from St. Louis, MO. 
Here at UMR he was involved in Tau Kappa Epsilon 
(President), Interfraternity Council (President), Alpha Phi 
Omega, Intercollegiate Knights, Blue Key National Honor 
Fraternity, The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 
and Theta Tau Omega Professional Engineering Fraternity.
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DARYL SECK
Daryl Seek, from Shawnee, KS, was involved in Phi Kappa 
Theta, Student Council (President, Vice-President), Missouri 
Miner (Business Manager), Blue Key (President, 
Vice-President), Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Eta Sigma, and Eta 
Kappa Nu. He is an Electrical Engineer.
BARB WEILAND
Barb Weiland, from Eldon, MO, is a Chemical Engineer.
While she was at UMR she was involved in the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers (President), Omega Chi 
Epsilon (Vice-President), Blue Key (Vice-President), Pi Kappa 
Alpha Little Sister, UMR Miner, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, 
Newman Center, TJHA, and a student Research Asst, for the 
Chem. E. Dept.
JOHN LUTH
John Luth is a graduate from UMR who was originally from 
Shrewsbury, MO. He majored in Electrical Engineering while 
he was actively involved in Phi Kappa Theta (Secretary, 
Steward), Missouri Miner (Business Manager), Student Union 
Board, Student Affairs, Blue Key, Alpha Phi Omega, and in 







Mike, from St. Louis, is a Petroleum Engineering graduate. 
While here at UMR, Mike was actively involved in Beta 
Sigma Psi (President, and Recording Secretary), President of 
the St. Pat’s Board, a member of Circle K (President, 
Vice-President, Secretary), AICHE (Vice-President, Reporter), 
Alpha Phi Omega, Blue Key, and on the Honor Roll.
TIM WHITE
Tim is a graduating senior in Mechanical Engineering from 
Norborne, MO. He was actively involved in Kappa Kappa Psi 
(President, Treasurer), JOY Lutheran Group and Choir 
(President, Vice-President), University Band, Tau Beta Pi, 
Society of Automotive Engineering, American Ceramic Society, 
Photography Club, University Vocal Ensembles, Theatre 
Productions, and received outstanding Bandsman Award.
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RODDY ROGERS
Roddy is a Civil Engineer from Springfield, MO. At UMR he 
was actively involved in Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, Theta Tau 
Omega, Secretary of M-Club, a member of Tech Engine and 
Campus Club, American Society of Civil Engineering, Lettered 




Sheila McDonnell is from Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. She 
graduated from UMR with a degree in Geophysics. While in 
school she was involved in Zeta Tau Alpha (President), 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (President and 
Vice-President), Interfraternity Council, Student Union Board, 
Newman Center, Blue Key, C. L. Dake Geological Society, and 
Society of Petroleum Engineers.
KEITH
MAZACHECK
Keith, from N. Richland Hills, Texas, majored in Mechanical 
Engineering. He was actively involved in Beta Sigma Psi 
(Vice-President, Recording Secretary), Editor of Blue Key, 
Alpha Phi Omega (Recording Secretary), Circle K 
(Vice-President and Pledge Trainer), American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, Society of Automotive Engineers and in 




































HOUSE 1 HOUSE 1 HOUSE 1 HOUSE J  HOUSE 1 HOUSE 1 HOUSE 1 HOUSE
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Patty Beaty, Natalie Betz, Karen Moeller, Kathy Arb, Kim Breier, Sharon Wingron, Sharon Pratt. 
Row 2: Colleen Korman, Michelle Gall, Margaret Buhl, Leslie Winter, Robin Shroeder, Sheryl Dillingham, Tracey Wing, Jeanean Davis, 
Susanne Hale. Row 3: Cherrie Kimbrough, Becky Mitchell, Donna Hawk, Sherry Thomas, Scarlett Harrod, Angie Enegren, Amy Noekler, 
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3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE 3 HOUSE
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Jane Bokermann, Michelle Meier, Lisa Sullwold, Karen Frey, Shawna Maher. Row 2: Julie 
Rogaczewski, Nancy Winkler, Sherri Mahnken, Susan Huntington, Ann Hartenfeld, Traci Williams, Ann Marie Groner, Christina Batterott. 
Row 3: Cindy Lees, Lisa Frumhoff, Julie King, Marty Zavala, Sue Mathew, Dana Hix, Sonia Bauer. Row 4: Sandy Hall, Mary Jane 
Paganini, Diane Pinnell, Sue Markus, Kimi Paredes, Brenda Dickneite, Nancy Stout, Penny Paulter, Rachel Houser, Mary Wolf, Diane 
McMurtrey. Row 5: Scarlett Evans, Cheryl Caudle, Peggy Boefer, Kathy Wittier, Lisa Stephens, Christy Jones, June Floyd, Beth Sims, 
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H OUSE 4 H O U SE 4 H O U SE 4 H OUSE 4 HOUSE 4 H O U SE 4 H OUSE 4 H OUSE 4 HOUSE
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Amy Hackler, Gina Ross, Sue Breeden, Carol Maxeiner, Lisa Hesser, Melissa Wright, Rosemary 
Seiwald Heather Bick, Laura Fowler, Kathy VonMinden, Amy Boyd, Paula Billup, Ramona Tumblin, Kym Leigh. Row 2: Darcy Ahrens, 
Jennifer’ Cupp, Jackie Deane, Diane Clements, Marie Berra, Kathy Hill, Carol Schall, Renee Remy, Teresa Schierhoff, Rhonda Yersak, 
Debby Manly Cheri Ritchie, Michelle DePriest, Debbie Sauceman. Row 3: Rebecca Cato, Donna Parish, Sandy Sonderman, Kelly Brady, 
Becky Linn, Leslie Horton, Beth Ann Ryan, Gail Sawyer, Joan Moser, Karen Wisemann, Dena Porterfield, Debbie Day, Denise Class, Julie 
Sanders.
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HOUSE 5 a  o
HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5
Row 1 (front to back, left to right: Kishan Padakannay, Mike Herleth, Dave Asselmeier, Jack Koenig, Chris Geiger, Mike Klejder, Chuck 
Ludwig, Jon Davis, Shawn Copeland, John Kruse, Kevin Tyra, Paul Weir, Yi-Xing Sung. Row 2: John Oxton, Andrew York, Steve 
Gobelman, Rich Moldoven, Tim Brumleve, Jim Carver, Craig Armbruster, Tom Duggan, Ken Koshi. Row 3: Todd Wagener, Glen Justis, 
Tedd Huff, Dan Pleis, Eric Weber, Doug Jackson, Bob Armstrong, John Heinze, Tim Mirkin, Gary Heinze, Martin Swanson, Mark 
Stuntzwer, Don Palaski. Row 4: Dan Poertner, Paul Korinko, Dave Heinburger, Dave Ashabranner, Mike Stachowski, Jim Renth, Rich 
Phillips, Siegfried Weigl, Jim Placht, Keith Boeckenhauer.
^  HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5 HOUSE 5
HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6
w HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6 HOUSE 6
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Wayne White, Paul Young, Paul Mathews, Mark Broeker, Roger Coxon, Bryan Lewis, Marc 
Eshelman. Row 2: Jim Reinhardt, Eric Finley, John Obertz, Charles Knight, Eric Taucher, Marty Boevingloh, Phil Held, Ron Marsh, Ed 
Nobus, Dave Weber, Kevin Meeluskey, Sam Huhman, Dave Broy, Mike Walsh, Savid Kleikamp, Mike Heidenblut, Bill Dietrich, Andy 
Simon, Pat Pirtle, Danny Dawson, Brian Poindexter, John Budnaitis, Barry Craig, Glenn Whitehead, Hal Duston, Steve Bauer, Larry 
Birkner, Mike Stricklin, Lee Yannakakis, Greg Smith. Row 3: Joe Schroeder, Tim Ververloh, Hank Komos, Todd Carroll, Tony Demartino, 
Brian Ruhmann, Allen Simpson, Karl Eikermann, Mike Moore.
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HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7 HOUSE 7
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Alan Ackerman, Dan Crouse, Jeff DeRousse, Kevin Avery, Kevin Cox, Sam Millikin, Ken Tinsley,
John McCormick, Jeff Pachl. Row 2: Mark Trampe, Adam Williams, Travis Kiefer, Rich Straeter, Wayne Manley, David Drake, Jim 
Allmeyer, John Borthwick, Jon Staley. Row 3: Mike Marcus, Paul Niewald, Kevin Renner, Art Hovater, Mike Synnott, Matt McDonald, Joe 
Straeter, Tim Schneller.
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8 H OUSE 8 H OUSE 8 H O U SE 8 H O U SE 8
w HOUSE 8 H O U SE 8 H OUSE 8 H OUSE 8 H O U SE 8
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Dave Kirber, Jeff Massey, Brian Spielbush, Kevin Mueller Tom Turley, Rich Minto. Row 2: Brad 
Alexander, Dave Dehart, Pat Gould, Eric Westburg, Steve Johnson, Chris Brown, Rick Berkel, Craig Erzen, Joe Deruntz, Dan Sanders, 
Steve Ward, Jeff Leonard, Paul Percich, Charles Pursley, Mike Haus, Mitch Upchurch, Randy Breckenkamp, Paul Crnic, Bruce Kribbs, 
Scott Carney, Curt Elmore, Robert Stumper, Dave Ritchie, Pete Goff, Karl Zimmer, Randy Hunt. Row 3: Gary Links, Mike Lynn, Kirk 
Smith, Fred Cantly.
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HOUSE A HOUSE A HOUSE A HOUSE A
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Mike Griffin, Doug Sisco, Dan Lichtenwalner, Jon Fox. Row 2: Manuel Garcia, Jeff Lyons, Charles 
Minars, Louis Helleny, Pete Johnson, Dwayne Blakemore, John Tummons, Chip Corcoran, Amre Rajab, Kevin Keller, Russ Jenkins, Monty 
Bohanan, Sam Kennedy, Charlie Smith, Gerald Feldewerth, Joe Landgraf, Dave Kuethe, Mark Swanson, Neal Stanton, Dean Gillispie, Mark 
Poole.
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Row 1 (front to back, left to right): John Hume, Jeff Kunnort, Kevin Davis. Row 2: Steve Kimes, Jeff Lynch, Dave Trost, Matt Jeffereys, 
Steve Fnot, Mike Shepard, Mark Thibadeau, Melvin Bonifield, Bill Manda. Row 3: Mark Murphy, Gerard Schulte, Russell Miller, Jeff 
Yegge, Mark Templeton, Chuck Gottfried, Mike Fabry, Mark Mayberry, Steve Dunham, Brent Callahan, Tim Janke, Paul Williams, Bart 
Hager, Rodney Haanpaa, Steve Packard, Joe Rickmann.
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HOUSE C HOUSE C HOUSE C HOUSE C HOUSE C
Pictured above: Michael Mooneyham, Gerome Janssen, John Laberg, Peter Finch, Michael Curtis, Charles Smith, David Harris, Dan Morris, 
Frank Paglia, Tony Williams, Jim Wilkerson, Kent Scott, Michael O’Brien, Mike Albrecht, Ross Warner, Todd Schauwecker, Thaydious 
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Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Janet Bolan, Julie Mixson, Cindy Koller, Terri Ney, Maria DeCastro, Laurie Voss. Row 2: Linda McCullough, 
Jackie Talleur, Beth Roberts, Angela Foster, Natalie Roberts, Ruth Ann Park, Kim Borgmeyer, Marya Lenczowski, Leslie Drum. Row 3: Anne 
Werner, Maureen Lyons, Susan Lightbody, Lisa Johnson, Dawn Nash, Cathy Driver, Lisa Polus, Cheryl Grigone, Lori Matsch, Laura Ford.
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FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 1
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Kathy Dean, Dee Hemphill, Sue Betz, Brenda Carmichael. Row 2: Pam Pitlyk, Linda Sloan, Carrie 
Baker. Row 3: Alison Long, Melanie Major, Darlene McQuade, Becky Arnold, Anne Helma, Patty Culver, Gretchen Engel, Cheryl Wilson. 
Row 4: Heraleen Sprenger, Cherilyn Sachs, Amy Boyd, Laura Smith, Trish Lodoly. Row 5: Diane Lucas, Rokheya Drame, Jennifer Barton, 
Chris Fenner, Sandy Balogh, Carolyn Beermann, Carla Brewer. Row 6: Dee Shipman, Lois Toebben, Lisa McPherson, Erin Scites, Cindy 
Selking, Tessy Hurley.
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oi FLOOR 2 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 2 FLOOR
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Carol Jacobi, Anette Young, Jan Wilkerson, Nancy Wussler, Linda Bilgram, Jennifer Hosmer. Row 2: 
Peggy Murphy, Donna Bowman, Mary Mahler, Linda Mitchell, Tracy Soelki, Theresa D ’Vorsky, Tia Sargeant, Karen McKinney. Row 3: 
Maureen O’Reilly, Cheryl Matthews, Lesley Bever, Mindy Snodgrass, Maria Dingham, Linda Bloomfield, Michelle Scheffel, Kia Enlow, Beth 
Alaycock. Row 4: Jennifer Harmon, Traci Seibert, Karetha Holland, Patty Droste, Michelle Toner, Nancy Michalak, Elaine Klutho, Cheryl 
Wingerter, Desiree St’Claire, Lori Raines, Janice Hottsing, Jill Hawkins. Row 5: Julie Tomisino, Laura Eaton, Hedy Heizel, Val Jones,
Ginny Fochtmann, Janet Leamann, Sandra Hunter, Lori Dubin, Sara Bishop, Jeannine Lee, Nancy Barry, Diane Botonis, Tammy Robbins, 
Mary Cothill, Kim Knight.
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3 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3
Qio FLOOR 3
FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 3
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Phil Merz, Francis Vonderharr, Kenneth Vonderharr, Scott Smith, J. Featherston, Brian Mitchell, 
Kevin Thomsberry, Jim Vandas, Robert Rauschenbauch, Dave Randolph, David Kanow, Jonathan Dien, Doug Williams, David Endebrock, 
Paul Morris, Louis Briscoe, Charles Popeck. Row 2: Phil Hauks, Nathan Parr, Steve Wasleski, Chris Austin, Chuck Kaiser, Richard 
Arkenberg, Rob Stift, Kevin Davis, Mark Parson, Greg Bram, James Hehmeyer, Scott Berger, Craig Scott, Tony Tompras, Brent 
McKinney, Marcelo Soto, Tim Gramling, Dave Doe, Vernon Williams, Dan Schwartz, John Fernardi, Mike Nash, Brad Schwegel, Kent 
Etling, Tom Plache, Steve Bottomley, Sam Rimell, Mark Atkins, Jeff Litherland, Dennis Cobb, Scott Sharp.
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FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4
oi FLOOR 4
FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4 FLOOR 4
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Richard Ratliff, Jorge Ochoa. Row 2: Bob Swale, Mike Pelletier, Andy Bales, Terri Stump, Racecar 
Collier, Roger Heard, Kurt Dungan, Don Bennett, Scott Phillips, Andrew Sonder, Mike Arnold. Row 3: Kevin Williamson, James Clark, Pat 
Mayville, Chris Jordan, Matt Cordner, Scott McCormack, Mike Dell’Orco, Kevin Story, Kip Barbour, Jim “Chicago,”  Rich Lavin, Jim Hirtz, 
Lou Dell’Orco, Kurt Reilly, Mark Warnecke, Chris Eberhardt. Row 4: A1 Gass, Bob Zeiser, Jeff Brock, Mike Horace, Jim Heiken, Tom 
Wait, Peter Bevilbiss, Rick Mcallister, Scott De Priest, Bryan Cassity, Jim McKay, Eric Bussen, Phil Kaufmann.
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FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5 FLOOR FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5 FLOOR 5
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): John Toner, Greg Bischof, Mike Praiswater, Mark Shelton, Darin Battles. Row 2: Mike Zeltman,
Todd Blackford, Mike Scheele, Jorge Reves, Lionel Spearman, Mike McKinney, Greg Morovitz, John Reininger, Steve Wolf, Greg Weber. 
Row 3: Robert Proano, Brian Kolde, Ken Katzenberger, Rob Hauser, Martin Ohrenberg, Ed Harris, Dave Duncan. Row 4: Mark Anderson, 
Dave Forrest, Arthur Wicks, Carlos Mendez, Dan Lachance, Bill Bedsaul, Ben Kershman, Dave Dietz, Rick Grant, Mark Terhune, Scott 
Robinson, Mike Arnold, Tom James, Walter Warren, Dave Quist, Ray Shea, Rich Schnoring. Row 5: Jeff Haskins, Jeff Tucker, Bob Curran, 
Pat Kinney, John Sullivan, Mark Bauer, Jeff Hoevelmann, Mark Stennett, Keith Simon, Steve Wendland, Shawn Everly, Kevin Kasten, 
Stan Winkle, Charles Barkley, Mark Everly, Bruce Knudston, Tim Giddens, Mark Randol.
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FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6 FLOOR 6
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Bob Grimdman, Jeff Crosswhite, Dan Dieckman, Tom Ladd, “ Huge” Bill Carr, Brad Zimmerly, Dave 
Cornell, John “ Mumbly” Skillington, Gary Berry, Tom Tompkins, Intez Ali, Don Crosby, Doug Duchardt, Mike McKinney, Dan Farfan,
Bill Van Daven, Lee Pulse, Bill Crane, Steve McNabb, Ken Iffrig, Jim Ohlms, Shawn Kitchell, Jim Little. Row 2: Steve Wegrzzn, Tad 
Biggs, Tim Scuflock, Dyke Miller, Bruce Lemon, Glen Tillman, Jim Ressler, Brent Piburn, Ray Earlewine, Darryl Truelove, Keith “ Radar” 
Hartley, Greg Jacobsmeyer. Row 3: Todd Kirchhoffer, Chris Roy, Jeff Green, Ken Stringer, Mike Eschweiler, Darryl Morrow, Dennis Corlia, 
Brian McDaniel, Rich Altice, Mike Hertz, Steve Hancock, Nelson Emerson, Mark Dubaque, Dave Greiner.
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Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Malcom, Scott Christian, Louercyr Turcheti. Row 2: Willie Hsu, Dan Fahey, Marty Zahn, Paul Leake, 
Randy Hamilton, Joe MacDonald, Keith Hall, Mark Chaudoir, Jeff Costellia, Robert Meeks, Bryan Hulsey, Alex Baldwin. Row 3: Kevin 
Loomis, Mike Gareten, Ken Gibson, John Miller, Randy Brazier, Mike Crandall, Richard Boaz, Mike Curtit, Tom Krolakk, Dennis 
Laughlin, Arlen Miller, Andrew Koaff, Steve Olfy, Steve Morlock, Steve Huffman, James Brewer. Row 4: Ken Meyer, Steve Klopstin, Rob 
Beard, Tom Keithly, Howard Warth, Dave Farnham, Rich Lazaroff, Paul Nelson, Mike Scott, Courtney Gould, Mike Veitor, Keith Morton, 
Tim Simpson, John Curly, Jay Krull, Kevin Hogan, Shane Peterson, Paul Czysz.
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IK COACHHOUSE COACHHOUSE
< COACHHOUSE COACHHOUSE COACHHOUSE
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Mark Beardsley, Doug “Waazlow” Linhardt, Glenn Bell. Row 2: Mike Crandall, Scott Martin, Tim 
Blankenship, Scott Drury, Keith Lechnir, Scott Clements. Row 3: Ryan Hodges, Bill “ Psycho”  Stamper, Andy Parker, Pat Flynn.
snoHHovoo asnoHHovoo asnoHHovoo asnoHHovoo asnoHHovoo hsqohhovoo hsqohhovoo asn o
S  HOLIDAY INN HOLIDAY INN 
O HOLIDAY INN HOLIDAY INN HOLIDAY INN XO
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Shane Sallee, David Turner, John Nieto, Amrut Patel, Ken Curtis, Jim Nicholson, Bob Geotz, Warren 
Juergens, John Westrich, Marcus Pelletier, Russell Jamieson, Judson Vandertoll, Brian Carlson, Joe Landgraf. Row 2: Ben Strothman, Woody 
Eldred, Leonard Frantz, Scott Moffit, Mike Rohr, James Baker, Joe Butler, Greg Orler, Jeff Smith, Paul Shearar, Tod Policandriotes, Jeff 
Bolini, David Ernst, Andy Cordonier, David “ Not So Loud” Bear, Matt Killebrew. Row 3: Pard Ruestman, Alan Roman, Bill Masek,
Chuck Calvert, Johnny Palsy Finke, Rick Ianniello, Rat Cotter, Ed “The Earl” O’Niel, Doug “ Bear” Wilkerson, Mark Geissinger, Barrel 
Body Truitt, Red Fry, Todd Chiles, Don “ Stretch” Hooper, Scott Ernst, Ed Decker, R. G. Mecke, Ken Vogt.
A v a n o H  n n i  A v a n o H  n n i A v a n o H  n n i  A v a n o H  n n i  A v a n o H  n n i  A v a n o H  n n i  A v a n o H  n n i
LITTLE PINEY LITTLE PINEY
w
_1 LITTLE PINEY
LITTLE PINEY LITTLE PINEY
Row 1 (left to right): Daniel Greenwood, Dave Illert, Stan Novak, Rick Lamb, Tom Harrigan, Scott Wilton, Don Shneider, Dave Kruger, 
Derek Hanna, Todd Conway, Frank Pugh, Tim Griffin, Steve Koenig, Doug Rethmeyer.
3X1111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111 A3NId 311111
PLAZA PLAZA PLAZA PLAZA PLAZAPLAZA PLAZA PLAZA PLAZA PLAZA PLAZA
Row 1 (left to right): Mike Remier, Matt Scholl, Paul Niehaus, Kemn Hanneman, Gary Bibko, Mark Hughes, Jeff Jenkins, Mark 
Haushalter, Dave Besselson, Barry Eschbach, Mike Hayes, Fred Boland, John Mebruer, Randy Moellering, Mike Steckel, Mike Vietor 
Randy Hoover, Joe Sutton.
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ROLLA RANCHO ROLLA RANCHO ROLLA jo >
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Chuck Niet, Dan Harper, Kurt Schneider, Mike Bognar, Neil Decker, Mark Lauber, Jamie Smith, 
Gen. Gene Patten, Bruce Kasubke, Scott Nall, Barry Leitzinger, John Bolton, Jay Baudendistel. Row 2: John Mundel, Mike Ford, Brad 
Hilbig, Jeff Doss. Row 3: Bill Grosze, Tom Bergmann, Ron Krull, Joe Yates, Eric Metzger, John Robbin, Jeff Baker, Eric Gay, Richard 
Oben, Lou Dini, Tom Burliss, Lou Bruggeman.
VTTCttI OHONVH VnO >l OHONVH V llO tf OHONYH VTIOtf OHONVtf VTTOtt OHONV^ VTTCXH OHONV^ VTTCm
y  RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC
Hin RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC RUSTIC
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Carl Mitchell, Mike Moeller, Pat Rodery, Greg Hoff, Mike Beilman. Row 2: John Meyer, Chuck 
Wilburn, Rob Dobson, Steve Taylor, Greg Mitchell, Mike Jennings, Chris Neavill, Rowdy Smith, Gary Pressly, Rich Thom. Row 3: Frank 
Fitzgerald, Tim Pruesch, Jeff Niermann, Lynn Dickison, Mark Benkovich, Dennis Stanley, Wayne Allen, Russell Hively, Terry Bujnak, Bob 
Jackson, Bill Rohring, Bill Kopenaal. Row 4: Mike Savage.



































































Row 1 (front to back, left to right): John Priesmeyer, Tim Lewis, (V. Pres. *), Ed Betz, Fred Williams, Bob Laske (Pres. *), Calvin 
Stites (Treas. **), Craig Bladow, Dave Hetlage, Jim Hunt. Row 2: Luke Loy, Glen Hoffmeister, Robert Ballard, Edwin Fairchild, Rich 
Gnecco (Pres. **), Kevin Strohm, Doug Schmidt, Tom Deems, Nathan McMaham.
-    - in — i ■ i ......  . M >)V AY V LAV AY V IAV AY  V IA V A V  V I AV A V V IA V A V  V I A V A V  V I A V A V  V I A V A V  V I A V A V  V I A V A V  V I A V A V  V IA V A V
AEn
Row 1: (front to back, left to right): Terry McCrate (Sec.**), Doug Wesselschmidt, Darrell Moore. Row 2: Rich Langenstein Andy Scott 
Mike Coday, Tom Jenkins, Mike Stein, Darren Hauerstick, Joe Schuster, Payton Wieland (Pres.), Joe Kirn Mark Fields Bill’ carty 
(Sec.*), Rob Murphy, Jim Wallis, Jim Nichaeli, Pat Martin. Row 3: David Morrison, Carl Creamer, Tom Brady Tom Figliola Bobby 
Wilson, Andy Maly (Treas.***), John Brands. Row 4: Steve Olney, Kris Kulengowski, Ted Stegeman, Todd Connaway Ron Miller (V 
Pres.**, Pres.**).
•lit iemetter officer; **2nd icmeiter officer
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>
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Daniel Ward (Treas. ***), Howard Collier, Charles Harris (V. Pres. **), Kennedy Jones. Row 2: Kirk 
Pruitt, Vernon Younge (Sec. ***), Bennie Young, Chris Joshua, Gary Penny (V. Pres. **), Edward leans, Kevin Floyd, Harold Willis.
AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA AKA
Pictured above: Doris Mann (Pres.), Kim Hitchens (V. Pres.), Melanie Tindley (Treas.), Sandra Montague (Sec.), Rose Ann Winters, 
Karen Jones, Joan Montague.
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): K. Maguire, E. Stimpfel, J. Tarr, K. Ludwig, E. Grimm (Pres. **), D. Dorste (V. Pres. **), S. 
Mayes, B. Thomas, R. Earner. Row 2: H. Covert, M. Varwig, K. Lynn, D. Stephan (Treas. **), T. Chappelow, D. Buckle, R. Harwood, C. 
Isom, C. Kovarik, S. Belser, T. Thomas, M. Colombo III (Rec. Sec. **), K. Syberg. Row 3: R. Webelhuth, D. Robison, S. Isom (Treas. **, 
Pres. **), T. Mundell, T. Atteberry (Rec. Sec. **), D. Angelton, T. Minihan, K. Glovanovitz, B. Glover, K. Kellermeyer, M. Kovarik, B. 
Babcock, M. Stuck, M. Noble, C. Ohler, S. Ross, J. Tarr, D. Pulse, J. Murray, J. Hatfield.
K A * K A *KA* KA* KA* KA* KA* KA* KA* K A^ KA* KA* KAM' KA* KA* KA* KA*
Row 1 (left to right): Larry Askew (Keeper of Records and Exchequer), Robert Estill (Strategus), Kenneth Morgan (Historian), Francois 
Faulkner (Vice President), Paul Wyatt (Dean of Pledges), Reginald Burton (President).
rtVX rtVH ‘ ftV X  * Y X  * Y X  * V 3  *V:H
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Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Kammie Akers, Ellen Tierney, Charla Niccoli, Teresa Doerr, Karen Wiseman, Trish Lodoly, Laurie 
Smith, Sue Earns, Dawn Cook, Marla Greer, Robin Priest, Trudee Bealka, Dana Hix. Row 2: Sheila Courtway, Lisa Mateker, Jan Keutzer, 
Lisa House, Sarah Hahn, Kathie Petton, Lori Harlin, Linda Capone, Cindy Brush, Suzanne Cooper, Colleen McGee, Debbie Esme, Paula 
Key, Beth Metzler (V. Pres.). Row 3: Joanie Schutte, Lisa Lashley, Ginny Fochtmann, Mary Sisk, Jackie Deane, Janet Walsh, Lisa Hall, 
Karen Fleiss, Loree Gahen, Bonnie Weiss, Julie Rogaczewski, Julie Compton (Pres.), Marya Lenczowski, Christa Norman. Row 4: Kami 







Row 1 (front to back, left to right): P. Meyer, P. Lavin, C. Bernhard, A. Jeffers (Treas. **), S. Lombardo (Sec. **), P. Langenfeld, B 
Albrecht, Beowolf, Sheba, J. Whaley, B. Johnson, M. Ballew, C. Pellegrino. Row 2: J. Soehlke, E. Drury, M. Buncher, D. Burroughs, R. 
Meyer, S. Dulle, R. Bailey, M. Bueltmann, G. Feagan, R. Ospina, R. Watwood, J. Anderson, J. Loiacono (Sec.**, Pres. **), T. Haire, J. 
Hargis, R. Cooper, K. Doss, G. Dingledine. Row 3: B. Branstetter, L. Greene, S. Hintz, K. Nuxoll, D. Maisch, J. Thompson, P Benz S 
Rubel, T. Fangmann, G. Beck, B. Neihoff, J. Nickel, R. Reece (V. Pres.**), M. Zarinelli, T. Hart, R. Bohn (Treas.**), B. Haag, N. 
Clinch.
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Y3II Y3II V3H V3II V3H Y3II V3II V3II V3II V3II Y3H V3U V3II V3II V3H V3II V3II V3H V3U V3U
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Mark Warner, Mark Miller (Sec. **), Alan Schneider, Scott McCormach, Jim Pisoni, Joe Lambing, 
Terry Mocker, Barry Craig, Dave Russell, John Clawson, Todd Van Buren, Jim Trimble. Row 2: Pete Hinden, Rob Lewis, Jim Held, 
Everett Moore, Mike Simms (Treas. **), Brad Bryan, Glenn Heil (V. Pres. **), Steve Penberthy, Greg Symes, Chris Gherardini, Terry 
Allen, Dan Ray, Jeff Lambing, Ken Miller. Row 3: Jon O’Neil (Treas. * ), Derrin Franklin, Jeff Krohn, Tom Kinney, Dave Montgomery, 
Dave Kilp, George Radecke, Chris Umstead, Mark Tettambel, Tom Trautman (Pres.*), Eric Bradle, Paul Ketterer, Dave Kluesner, Dale 
Kusmec, Russ Henke, Ron Clendenny, Scott Reinhart, Bill Ross, Bob Lynch, Phil Penzel, Doug Swenson, Ron Henry, Derek Funk, Don 
Price, John Nauman, John Gillen, Charlie Klumb, Jeff Jones, Kevin Mcllvain, Mark Howerton.
iik $ iik $ iik $ iik $  mc$ iik $ me# iik $ iik $
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Row 1 (front to back, « u  to rigftt): Erig Gieseke, Paul Unterweger, Steve Swaine, Andy Maynard (V. Archon **, Archon *), Bill Proulz, 
Mark Fisher, Roger Williamson (Treas. *, V. Archon **), David Siems, Phu Nguyen (Treas. **). Row 2: Rodney Simpson (Archon *),
Carl Lukefahr, Bruce Barratt. Row 3: David Pruett, Brian Blankenship, Randy Curtis, Craig Hartmann (Sec. *), Tom Pritchett, Ken Wills, 
David Pepmiller, Bob Schmedake, Jake Keklikian, Rich Cohen.
$311 $311 $3111 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $311 $3H $311 $311 $311 $3H $311 $311
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S
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SXM 2XM 2XM 2XM 2XM 2XM 2XM 2XM 2XM
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Bob DeWitt, Steve Taylor, Mike Williamson (Sec. *), John King, John Harig, Bob Mertzlufft, Mark 
Urban, Jeff Neumann, Bryan Blackford, Jim Gasser, Dave Barrett, Greg Pyle. Row 2: Mike Gansmann (Pres. *), Brad Zimmerly, Bill 
VanDeven, Tim Giddens, Ed Kaiser, Bob Shaw, Jim Schneider, John Wilmes (V. Pres. *, Pres. **), Chris Luber, Dave Starzyk, Rob 
Brinkman, Doug Duchardt, Mike Dallmeyer. Row 3: Gary Flenniken, Dave DeHart, Brad Diederich, Jon Myers (Sec. **), Jim Shadley, 
Gary Althoff, Todd Blackford, Steve Sobo (Treas. *, V. Pres. **), Don Crosby, John Meyer (Treas. **), Dave Milhouse, Kevin Loomis.
































































2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N 2N
Row 1 (front to back, left to right) Kevin Bullock, Brian Walker, Tom Jarnevic, Todd Meyer, Mike Terry, Mike Dobson, Gary Pohl, Rich 
Wacker (Treas. **), Steve Sommers, Travis Reno. Row 2: Tom Werner, Kent Erickson, Scott Sumner, Mark Lucas, Ellis Short, Rick 
Payne (V. Pres. *), Andy Porterfield, John Schlitt, Mike Book, Bob Baumgartner, John Howard. Row 3: Mike Day, Bill Goeddel (Sec. **) 
Tim McCabe, John Moser, Jim Anderson, Neil Schmitz, Rich Baum, Jeff Maddex, Jay Todd, Larry Payne, Mark Davis, Paul Winkler, 
George Miller, Grant Goddard (V. Pres. **), Steve Meyer, Todd Ubel, Anthony Mascalco, Kevin Reilly, Tom Connelly, Dan Regnier, Ken 
Goeddel, Greg Hrabacek (Sec. *).
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23>E 2$E 2$E 2$E 2<I>E 2$E 2$E 23>E 23>E 2$E 2$E 2<I>E 2$E 2<f>E 2$E 2$E 2$E 2$E 24>E 2$E 24>E
Row 1 (center front, around cto right): Todd Thomas, Scott Terrill, Jim Lynn, Mark Tuttle, Rick Schaft, Doug Ochner, Rob Leibrandt, 
Scott Avis, Mark Meyer, Vincel Williams, Tom Squires, Phil Gloor (V. Pres. *), Ralph Ported, Steve Chappie, D. J. Steagal, Eric Weber 
(Sec. *), Jeff White, Carl Weiler, John DeGenova, John Stocker, Greg Hardy, Don Samuelson, Mike Lohman, John Upchurch, Mark 
Lohman, Greg VanGrouw, Mark Hill, Brett Jacobs, Kevin Heil, Bernie Sharkey, Jim Long, Bert Tsutakawa, Kevin Hubbart, Rod Hilburn, 
Steve Colasuonno, Alfy Gonzalez, Fred McCallum, Scott Walchshauser, Mike Reiner, Brian Donaldson, Tamim Hamid, Ken Wilbanks, Terry 
McDonald, Kerry Powers, Vic Sacco, Matt Mabrey (Pres. **), Rocky Owens, Ken Stanfill, Tom Roth, John Voss, Stewart Davis, Todd 
Reidt (Pres. *), Kirk Boese, Pat Pryor, John Jurgiel (Sec. **), Mark Howard, Rob Lamb, Tim Pousson, Woody Delp, Rich Nickols, Bob 
Anyan, Ray Rehm, Dan Getz, Kevin Anders, Steve Ohlendorf, Charlie Graham, Ed Basler.
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Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Rick Bennet, Dave Scrwens, Yogi Steve Bunten (Pres. **), Kirk S. Bross, Matt Benson. Row 2: Carl 
Sauer (Sec. **), Steve Homoky (Treas. *), Scott Lampert, Andy Cox (Pres. *), Bob Mitchell, Jeff Bacon, Art Geer, Derek Sherry, Jeff 
Hunninghake, Jim Hayes, Steve Taaffe, Paul Lowrey, Greg Christians, Kevin Goring, Pat Stumpf, Marty Drebes, Jeff qassengill , Wes 
Morris, Robert Rhodes, Dave Kliekamp, Bud Sherman. Row 3: Greg Little (Sec. *), Jim Herrmann, Keith Mueller, Tom Burns, Ann 
Dwyer. Row 4: Scott Mueller, Lance Pickier, Kris Anderson, Dan Arthur, Jim Kelly, Jeff Watson, Ken Tweedy, Gil Kauffmann, Ray 
Kopsky, Chip Sandstedt, Bill Giesel, Brad Naumer, Bob MacEntee, Tim Adrian.
IIS ns us us us us US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US US
STr 2Tr STr stt 2Tr sir stt 2Tr stt sit stt s t t 2Tr sTr 2Tr stf 2Tr sit stf stt ^ tt STr ztf
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Jay West, Marty Huggins (Pres. *), Bob Stevenson, A1 Meyer, Scott Lemmons, Bob Breen, Wes 
Searcy (V. Pres. Membership **), Dave Bell. Row 2: Bruce Conner, Steve Kawalaske, Rich Kuntz, Nick Kelsch (V. Pres. Membership *, 
Pres. **), Mike Brenner, Brooks Powell, Dave Sniader, Scott Landon, Leon Lammert. Row 3: John Chastain, Jim Rauh, Doug Norton, 
Doug Canady, Bruce Daffron, Rich Pohl (V. Pres. Management *), Buz Parrish, Scott Clements, Steve Plagens. Row 4: Mike Norman, 
Rich Purgason, Dave Rieck, Kurt Bordewkk, Pat Stokes, Jim Lutton (V. Pres. Finance **), Neil Fehr (V. Pres. Finance *), Bif Kneisler, 
Steve Kuess, Jim Shadowens, Don Mori, Tim Gregson, John Vespa. Row 5: Dave Hessler, Dave Hoyt, Chris Stone, Paul Franzer, Randy 
Baxter (V. Pres. Management **), Cliff Cooke.
JX 3  dlZ dlZ diz dlZ dlZ J 1 S  dlZ dlZ J 1 S  J 1 2  J 1 S  diz 1 1 1  dI S  dLZ diz diz diz diz diz diz diz diz diz H
TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKE TKEH 7\
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Dave Wahby, Don Buchmueller. Row 2: Jason Ovanic, Dave Hurt, Steve Tapper, Dan Simons, Don 
Klorer, H. R. Eddens, Tom Mueller, Brian Cioffi, Ken Rechtien, Dave Kuhlmann, Dennis LaRose, John True, Paul Mailman, Marc Lloyd, 
Matt O’Hanlon, Steve Kurtz (V. Pres. *), Mike Clark. Row 3: Brad Pogue, Bill Rottman, Jeff Nelson, Juan Monzon, Andy Carpenter, Lou 
Hancin, Dan Kuhn, Kevin Lyons (Treas. *), Tom Muellenkamp (Sec. *), Ken Hediger, Mark Overman, Chris Woods, Brad Thompson, 
Chris Loeffelman, John Komor, Doug Ely, Sam Gladis, Kevin Renfro, Joe Metzger, Tom Mitchell, Jeff Kilwin, Tom Lofe, Mike Wolfram, 
Billy Buscher, Scott Wilson, Ed Smith, Bill Costello, John Muellenkamp, Mark Cook, Tom Blackburn, Dave Kramp, Pat Giacomini, John 
Roche, Vern Schaepperkoetter, Bob Heligman (Pres. *), Jim Roesch, Keith Griggs, Darrel Colvin, Mike Himmelburg (Sec. **), Sam Craig, 










































3H X3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1  3 3 1
0H 0E 0E 0E 0£ 0£ 0E 0H 0H 0H 0E 0H 0E 0;
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Tim Stockdale, Kevin Reynolds, John Werner, Brian Crawford, Troy Walls, Dave Alonso, Preston 
Buck. Row 2: Maurice Singleton. Row 3: Greg Krumrey, Randy Medly (Sec.), Mark Warren, Gene Porter, Dion Novak, John Andrews 
(Treas.), Joe Lange, Chris Cooper, Rich Ries. Row 4: Jeff Scheibe, Jim Muir, Jack McGraph (V. Pres.), Marshall Rice, Tom Blankinship 
(Pres.). Row 5: Brian Larson, John Frank, Scott Patton, Jeff Zieger, Greg Peacock, Brad Divers.
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Row 1 (left to right): Michael Shockley, Chris Nibeck, Gilles Teste, Scott Corson, Bryan Stockton, Rod Lekey, Rick Stebbins, Curt Johns, 
Eric Hofelich, Jim Niemira, Jeff Buster, Dale Dietzel (V. Pres. *), Dan Flesher, Ron Livaudaus (Treas. *), Dave Robinson, Russel 
O’Daniell (Sec. *), William Matchett, Jay Ellington, Bryan Maser, Tim Compass, Terry Pautler (Treas. **), Gary Schnettgoecke, Kent 
Melson, John Maul, Paul Lange (Pres. * **), Doug Mendoza, Tom Murphy (Sec. **), Dave Randall.
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ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTA ZTAZT A
Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Cathy McCain, Colleen Korman, Sherill Yescavage, Linda McCullock, Molly Byrne, Sara Matthews, 
Sara Flint. Row 2: Val Williams (Pres. **), Angela Murch, Jackie Miller, Sabre Noldes, Melinda Smith (2nd V. Pres. **), Leslie Drum, 
Lori King, Dana Williams, Susan Lightbody, Heidi Fluegel (Sec. *). Row 3: Danna Eberhart, Nancy Michalak, Marsh Cox, Jeannine Lee, 
Theresa Conwell, Diane Lucas, Linda Beran, Lisa Jones (Treas. *), Mary Cuthill, Paige Keiser, Sabrina Abbott, Betty Todd (Advisor). 
Row 4: Ann Dwyer, Jeannine Brown, Diane Odendahl, Jeannie Carmody, Anne Helma, Kayla Arnott, Cindy Kapp, Ann Hoefer (Sec. **), 
Jeaneanne Gettle, Sharon Amos, Becky Moritz. Row 5: Teresa Beras, Elaine Klutho, Sheila McDonnell (Pres. *), Hilde Hummel (1st V. 
Pres. *), Cathy Lally, Lynn Dee Paar (2nd V. Pres. *), Debi Buckwalter, Maureen O’Reilly, Jamie Fornell, Ann Huhman, Diane Viox, 
Jackie Tesson, Janet Jansen (1st V. Pres. **), Jane Stone.
V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ  V IZ
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Linda S. Bangert 







Independents Council, Quad (R.A.,
house Governor).
Kenneth M . Gibson
AIAA, bowling, intramural sports.
Todd Alan Hoeman 




Richard W . Koenigstein 
Tech Engine, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma 
Gamma Tau, Tau Beta Pi, AIAA, 
honors program, intramural basketball, 
football, co-op.
Roy Lee Lawson Jr.
AIAA
Jerry Dean McCormack
KME, Sigma Gamma Tau, AIAA.
Robert A. Mitchell
Sigma Pi, AIAA, hang gliding.
Michael O’Donnell
AIAA, KMNR (production director), 






Charles Nicholas Vaporean 
Campus Club, AIAA, GDI, intramur­
als.
Ricky Dean Welsh
Sport parachute, Varsity Football,
Varsity Track (MVP).
Robert Steele White 
KME, Sigma Gamma Tau (Pre­
sident) , AIAA (Treasurer), Sport 
parachute, Astronomy Eating Club.
Paul S. Wilson
AIAA
Desmond Y . Yan






George Francis Carini II 
Tech Engine, GDI, Intramural foot­
ball.
Douglas D.. Churovich
Sallie Joy Filion 
Tau Beta Pi, ACS (Secretary- 
Treasurer) , Keramos (President), 
Intercollegiate Knights.
Kevin L. Haynes
Keramos (President, Herald), ACS,
intramural sports.




KME, ACS, Keramon, SWE, Karate
Club.
Kenneth L. Knittel
Campus Club, ACS, Cave Club, 
Clinbing Club, Karate Club, in­
tramural sports.
Philip D. McPherson
ACS (Vice-President, President), 
intramural sports, sports director.
Susan C. Means 
Campus Club, ACS, Keramos, Kar­
ate Club, Sport Parachute Club.
Patrick Joseph Pautler 
ACS (President), AIIE, ASEM, 
Pistol Club.
Geri E. Smith
ACS, SPS, Economics Club, SWE.
Robert Alan Swanson
Tau Beta Pi, ACS, Keramos,
Chamber Choir, Collegium, GDI.
Ramona Lynn Venable
Phi Eta Sigma (President), Tau
Beta Pi, ACS, Keramos, SWE.
Jeffrey Scott Bell
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Beta Pi (Recording Secretary).
Allan C. Beshore
Diana Sue Bindemann 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, 
Tau Beta Pi, Tau Beta Sigma (Sec., 
Treas., V.P., Pres.), AIChE, Band.
David Carl








AIChE, St. Pat’s Board (Parade
Fund Chairman), RHA.
John Gerard DeGenova 
Sigma Phi Epsilon (Chaplain, Alum­
ni Board Secretary), Alpha Phi 
Omega (Second V.P.), AIChE,
Jasper A. Engel
AIChE.
Beverly M . Ernst
AIChE. AWS, Stardusters of Kappa
Sigma, intramurals.
John C. Farrell
Delta Sigma Phi (first V.P., second 
V.P.), Blue Key, AIChE, IFC, APO 
(first V.P., second V.P.).
James Allen Folta
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Beta Pi, AIChE (V.P., Treas.).
Chris Wade Gibson 
Triangle, Kappa Kappa Psi, AIChE, 
Student Council, Co-op Assoc. (Pres), 
Bowling Club, Intramural Managers 
Assoc.
Mary Ellen Harb
Phi Eta Sigma (Treas. Pres.,) Alpha
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, AIChE,
SWE.
Allan Herbert Harvey
Omega Chi Epsilon (Sec), Tau Beta Pi,
AIChE, KMNR (News Director).
Gary Joseph Hayes
Cornelia Angela Hecker 
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, AIChE, 
GDI (Sec.), Missouri Miner, APO, 






Henry W . Johnson




AIChE, SUB (concert committee),
GDI, intramurals, Co-op Assoc.
Cynthia Marie Knapstein 
Kappa Delta, Alpha Chi Sigma, 
AIChE (Pres), SWE, Women’s 
Soccer Club, intramurals.
Mike Kokorudz




Dale Anthony Kyser 
Tau Beta Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma 
(Master of Ceremonies), AIChE 
(V.P.).
Chris Eric Lancaster
Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi,
Alpha Chi Sigma, AIChE.
Rebecca Bernedine Lanning 
AIChE, Women’s Council (Treas.), 
AWS (Pres.), SWE, Judo Club.
Song H. Lee
Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, 
Korean-Student Assoc.
Douglas M . Lively










Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Beta Pi.
Gregory S. Meitz





Alpha Chi Sigma, Phi Eta Sigma,
AIChE, Hang Gliding Club.
Richard Leon Morris 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, 
Tau Beta Pi, AIChE.
Steven Anthony Moser 
AIChE, MHA house council 2, 
Skydiving Club.
Bruce D . Murray 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, 
Tau Beta Pi, AIChE, Jazz Ensemble 
I & II.
Douglas James Pfitzinger 
Beta Sigma Psi (Pledge Class Pres., 
Athletic Manager), AIChE, IFC (Car­
nival Chairman), Circle K (Treas.), 
Intramural Manager, intramural foot­
ball, soccer, softball.
Mai Xuan Pham
Paul D . Reddy
Triangle, Alpha Chi Sigma.
Timothy L. Richmond
Campus Club, AIChE, GDI.
John Mark Robertson
James M . Sappington
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Beta Pi, Wesley Foundation.
Diane Carol Schaefer
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Beta Pi, AIChE, Rollamo.
Donald F. Schneider 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Tau Beta Pi, Little Piney Social 
Activities Director.
Randy G. Schuetz






Diane Carol Smith 
AIChE, Voices of Inspiration Gospel 
Choir (Treas.), Assoc, for Black 
Students.
Michael Lee Smith
AIChE, BSU, intramurals, Co-op
Assoc.
Joan M . Snider 
Tau Beta Pi, Tau Beta Sigma, Blue 
Key, AIChE, RHA Board of Gover­
nors.
Rex William Stemerjohn 




Steven M . Swartz
AIChE.
Mher B. Tenkerian
Pi Kappa Phi, Org. of Arab Students.
Diem T. Tran
Jon W . Treat
Alpha Chi Sigma, AIChE, Wesley 
Foundation.
Jack S. Tucker




Arthur Paul Tupper 
Lambda Chi Alpha (Treas. Execu­
tive Committee, Alumni Correspon­
dent), AIChE.
Donna Rose Turner 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, 
AIChE, SWE, Sisters of the White 
Star (Sigma Nu), Co-op Assoc.
Jeffrey A. Vaughn
Omega Chi Epsilon (Pres.), Tau
Beta Pi, AIChE, intramurals.
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Chemistry
Keith William Vagan 
Delta Sigma Phi (first V.P., Sec., 
Social Chairman), Omega Chi Ep­
silon, Phi Eta Sigma, Delta Beta Chi, 
AIChE, APO, Intercollegiate 
Knights.
Anne Laurraine Weber 
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, AIChE, 
SWE, Wesley Foundation (Member­
ship Chairman, In-house Director, 
Worship Director), intramurals - 
volleyball, basketball, softball.
Barbara Jean Weiland 
Omega Chi Epsilon (V.P.), Phi Eta 
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Blue Key 
(V.P.), Who’s Who, AIChE, Missour- 
i Miner, Theatre Guild (Pres., V.P.), 
Newman Center.
Civil Engineering
Michael Roy Beckman 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, W.T. Schrenk, Intercol­





Sisters of Phi Kappa Theta Order of the Sun
(Sec., Treas.), Southwinds (Sec., Treas.),
intramurals.
Sharon Kay Acker
ASCE, IEEE, SWE, Stardusters of Kappa Sigma.
Akbar N. Afjei
Gerald D. Allen







Douglas Allen Baldwin 
Beta Sigma Psi (second V.P.), 
ASCE, APO.
Bassam Hafez Barhomi 
Chi Epsilon, ASCE, ITE, Org. of 
Arab Students.
Elizabeth Barickman 
ASCE, ITE, SWE, AWS (V.P., 
Intramural Manager).
Yousef Fayiz Bashiti
ASCE, Org. of Arab Students.
Thomas Wayne Blackburn 
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Treas., Greek 
Week Chairman, Ugly Man Chair­
man) , APO.
Anton Joseph Bundschu II 
ASCE, Student Council, SUB (Out­
door Recreation Committee), Climbing 
Club (Pres., Quarter Master), 
Gymnastics Club.
Gregory John Burke
Donald R. Burns 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, ASCE, intramur­
als - football, wrestling.
Stephen Paul Clark







Tau Kappa Epsilon, ASCE, Missouri 
Miner, Varsity Wrestling, intramur­
als.
Phillip Lewis Cook 
Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau 
Beta Pi, Missouri Miner, RHA Board 
(Pres.).
Stephen J. Coonan 
Delta Sigma Phi (Pres., Sec., Head 
Steward), ASCE, Student Council, 





Zeta Tau Alpha, ASCE, SUB, Gamma 
Alpha Delta.
Lisa Ann Dohogne 
Chi Epsilon (Pledge Marshall, V.P.), 
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE, 
The Golden Hearts of Sigma Phi 






ASCE, GDI, Swim Team, Sigma Pi.
Steve Frick
Phi Kappa Theta, ASCE, Rugby.
Richard William Gray III
ASCE (Pres.), Photography Club.
Max Gordon Grogg
Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi, ASCE.
Mark Alan Harms
ASCE, Rugby.
Kenneth Robert Hediger 




Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE,
M-Club, Varsity Track.
Joyce Ellen Hierholzer





Kappa Kappa Psi, ASCE.
Steve Gerard Hinkebein
ASCE, ITE.
James R. Holman III








George Montgomery Johnson IV
Kappa Sigma.
Leta Beth Judd
Chi Epsilon, ASCE, M-Club, Softball.
Mark F. Kamphoefner
Beta Sigma Psi (second V.P.), ASCE,
Circle K, Spelunkers Club.
Amy Lynn Kartmann
ASCE, Daughters of the Nile (Delta
Sigma Phi), Orchestra, intramurals.
Steve W . Keeling
Chi Epsilon, ASCE, GDI.
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Shaharin Bin Khanafi
ASCE, Malaysian Student Assoc.
Gregory John Kiaer
ASCE.
Raymond John Kopsky Jr.
Sigma Pi (V.P., Alumni Sec., Record­
ing Sec., Assistant Treas.), Chi Epsilon 
(Pres., Sec.), Omicron Delta Eipsilon, 
ASCE, NSPE.
John David Kottwitz
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE,
Wesley Foundation.
Ken John Kozlowski 
ASCE (Membership Chairman), GDI, 
intramurals, Big Brother Program of 
Rolla.
Susam E. Lakinger 
Phi Eta Sigma, ASCE (Sec., V.P.), 





Campus Club, ASCE, GDI.
Joel Lynn Mahnken 
Campus Club (Board of Control), 


















Keneth Clay Morgan 
Kappa Alpha Psi, ASCE, NSBE, 
Assoc, for Black Students.
Carolyn Louise Muret
Chi Omega (V.P., Steward, House 




Phi Kappa Theta, ASCE, ITE, TRB,
Missouri Miner, Rugby Club.
Russel James O ’Daniell
Triangle, APO, intramurals.





Ronald Dean Petering 
Farid Pezeshk
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, ACI, 
ASCE, MSPE, NSPE.
Bambang W inarso Puspo 
Yudo
Hekmat Zuhdi Qutami
Org. of Arab Students (Sec.).
Cathy J. Raidt
ASCE, SWE (Corresponding Sec.), 




ASCE, Varsity Basketball Manager.
Teresa Lynne Roberts 
Zeta Tau Alpha (Asst. Membership 
Chairman, Alumni Chairman), 
Daughters of the Emerald (Sigma 
Pi) (Treas.), APO.
Thomas Randall Robinson 
ASCE (Survey Committee Chair­
man) .
Thomas N . Rothermich
ASCE, intramurals.
Randall W . Sallee
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE.
Wayne V. Schmidt 
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Rush Chairman), 
Theta Tau Omega, ASCE, St. Pat’s 
Board (St. Pat ’81, Pres., Publicity 
Chairman), Rugby Club.
John Patrick Schnieders
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE,
Student Judicial Board.
Gary John Schnettgoecke 
Triangle (House Manager), APO, 
Gamma Alpha Delta, Varsity Baseball, 
intramurals.
Craig W . Scott









Chi Epsilon, ASCE, BSU.
Salah A. Taqieddin
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, Org. of
Arab Students.
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Todd Michael Thomas 
Sigma Phi Epsilon (Sec., Rush Chair­
man) , Theta Tau Omega, IFC 
(Treas.), APO, Intercollegiate Knights.
Gregory Joseph Tolcou 
Campus Club, ASCE, BOC, GDI 
(Governor), Independent’s Council, 




Richard L. Unverferth 
Phi Kappa Theta (Sgt. at Arms, Asst. 
House Manager), Theta Tau Omega 
(Treas.), ASCE.
Michael Alan Valenti
Tau Beta Pi, ASCE, intramurals.
Wesley G. Villhard
Chi Epsilon, ASCE, SUB.
Said Toufic Waked
Org. of Arab Students.
Mark Alan Wiebb
ASCE (Recording Sec., Activities
Chairman), BSU.
Joseph Michael Weissert
Doug W . Wesselschmidt 
Alpha Epsilon Pi (Pres., Sec., Pledge 
Trainer, Steward, Rush Chm.), IFC 
(V.P.), ASCE, APO (Sec., Sgt. at 
Arms).
Curtis Allen Westrich
Phi Kappa Theta, ASCE, APO.
Jeffrey Payton Wieland 
Alpha Epsilon Pi (Pres., Sec., 
Historian, Rush Chairman), Chi 
Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE, ASEM, 
APO, Blue Key, St. Pat’s Board.
Gregory Alan Wilhelm
Sigma Nu, ASCE, Varsity Football.
Christopher Ebie Williams






Campus Club, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, 
ACM (Treas).
Karen E. Anderson 
KME (Historian, V.P.), Phi Eta 
Sigma, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, 
Band, Independents Queen Can­
didate.
Donald John Arndt 
KME, Upsilon Pi Epsilon (Pres., 
V.P.), ACM, Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship.
Melinda Kay Arnold 
Campus Club, KME (Historian), 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, RAM, 




Kathryn Gene Behnken 




Carol Ann Bornmann 
Kappa Delta (Scholarship Chm., 
Pledge Class Pres., Intramural Man­
ager, Parliamentarian), KME, Upsilon 
Pi Epsilon, ACM, IFC, Crescents of 
Lambda Chi Alpha (Pledge Trainer), 
Photography Club, intramurals.
Lynn Marie Brammeier 
KME, ACM, Stardusters of Kappa 
Sigma, Co-op Assoc. (V.P., Pres.).
Dwight William Brandon
Upsilon Pi Epsilon.
Louis R. Briscoe 
ACM, Theatre Guild (Treas.), 
Climbing Club, Scuba Club (V.P.), 
Sport Parachute Club.
P. Janine Brown
Zeta Tau Alpha (Pres., V.P., Sec., 
Parliamentarian), ACM, IFC (Music 
Chm., Rituals Chm.), Sisters of the 
Shield and Diamond (Pi Kappa 
Alpha), Pom Pon Squad, Pi Kappa 
Alpha Dream Girl, Homecoming 
Candidate.
Gregory Alan Bumgardner 
KME, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, 
Wargamers.
Carl Nolan Burrow 
ACM, Hang Gliding Club, intramur­
als.
Anne E. Burton
KME (Treas.), Upsilon Pi Epsilon, 
ACM.





ACM, Christian Campus House, Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Janet Elaine Dillon







Phi Kappa Phi, Upsilon Pi Epsilon.
Timothy G. Farrell 
ACM, Missouri Miner, Wesley Founda­
tion, Sports Car Club, soccer.
Karen Lynn Fleiss 
Kappa Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, 
Panhellenic Assoc., Sisters of the Gold 
Rose (Beta Sigma Psi), Gamma Alpha 
Delta.
Jeannine Marie Fronckiewicz 
ACM, Sisters of the Gold Rose (Beta 
Sigma Psi).
Michael Joseph Gansmann 




Kevin Michael Gordon 
ACM, Bicycling Club, Wesley Foun­
dation.
Robert Edward Guehne
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM.
Charles Ray Hall
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi,
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM.
Steve Tim Hall
Laura G. Harrington 
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, SPS 
(Pres.), Campus Honors Committee.
Douglas Scott Hawkins
ACM, Honor Roll, intramurals.
Bruce Jeffrey Hayden 
KME, Phi Kappa Phi, Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon, Campus Club, Wargamers.
Kevin Charles Hezel
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi,
Upsilon Pi Epsilon.
Lynn Rene Jones
ACM, Theatre Guild, Co-op Assoc.
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Tsu-Chie Kao
Cynthia Marie Kapp 
Zeta Tau Alpha, ACM, Little Sisters 
of Theta Xi (Pres.), M-Club, Joy 







Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, SWE.
LyLy Hoaithv Le 
ACM, ASEM, Intercollegiate 
Knights, International Students 
Club, RHA, VN (Treas.).
Pamela M. Leahy
Chi Omega, Upsilon Pi Epsilon,
ACM, Little Sigmas, intramurals.
Regulah M . Lindsey 
Campus Club, ABS, Inter Varsity 
Christian Fellowship.
Ron Mark Livaudais 
Triangle (Treas., Steward), Phi Eta 






Charles Robert Mausshardt 
GDI, RHA Food Committee (Chm.), 
Chess Club (Pres.), HP-41-C Users 
Club (Pari., Sec.), Radio Club.
John Michael McNally
TJHA News Letter Editor
Kelly Suzame McQuie
Varsity Swim Team (Meramec), 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, AWS, SWE.
Curtis Paul Meier
Phi Eta Sigma, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Phi
Kappa Phi, ACM.
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Alex Thomas Melchers 
KME, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, Varsity 
Football.
E. Rena Miles
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, Inter Varsity 
Christian Fellowship.
Cary D . Moore
Tech Engine, ACM.
Carol Jane Mudd
Phi Eta Sigma, Upsilon Pi Epsilon,
ACM, Student Council (Referendum
Chm.), Golden Hearts of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Dean L. Nebrig 
Beta Sigma Psi (Rush Chm., Social 
Chm., L.S. Rush Chm., File Chm.), 
Toastmasters International, Theta Tau 
Omega (Ugly Man Chm.), intramurals.
Dinh Quy Nguyen
Charla Christine Niccoli 
Kappa Delta, ACM, SWE, Student 
Council, Academic Council, Golden 
Hearts of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Lyle Keith Nicholson
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM.
Pedro Julio Ortiz
John Howard Osman 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, Newman 
Center (Liturgical Chm.).
Sueking Pang
CMS, Chinese Student Assoc., Hong 
Kong Club.
Bryan Dale Peetl
Kappa Kappa Psi, ACM, Wargamers
Club.
Richard Stephan Rahubka 





ASME, ACM, SAE, UMR Soccer.
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Vernon Richard Schaeperkoet- 
ter
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Intercollegiate 
Knights (V.P., Treas., Pledge 
Trainer, Corresponding Sec.), ACM.
Edware Norman Schmidt 
Beta Sigma Psi (Rush Chm., 
Steward, Corresponding Sec.), Phi 
Eta Sigma, Upsilon Pi Epsilon.
John M . Schudy Jr.
Sigma Pi.
Thomas Scott Shannon 
KME, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM.
Daniel Ross Short
Barry Joseph Skeens
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, SAE, GDI,
intramurals.
Laurie Sue Smith
Phi Eta Sigma, Upsilon Pi Epsilon,
ACM.
Amber Megann Sparlin 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, 
Spelunkers Club.
Charles H. Sparadlin Jr.
ACM, Scuba Club.
James V. Stevens 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, Radio 
Club (Operations Manager).
Eva E. Taylor
KME (V.P., Pres.), Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon (Treas.), Daughters of the 
Emerald (Sigma Pi) (Sec.), Pom 
Pon Squad (Co-capt.), Inter Varsity 







ACM, ASME, Vietnamese Student 
Assoc. (Treas.).
Lynn C. Vandervelden 
KME, ACM, SWE (Resume Book 
Editor), Sisters of the Shield and 
Diamond (Pi Kappa Alpha), Sport 
Parachute (Treas, V. P.)
Robert Harold Vickery
Dianna Lynn Wachtel
KME, Phi Theta Phi.
Mark Joseph Warden 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, ACM, Theatre 
Guild, Newman Center.
Mary Beth Warden 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Pine Street 
Housing Assoc. (Floor Senator), 
Newman Center (Liturgy Chm., 
Social Action Chm., Liturgical Mu­
sician) .
Susan Elaine Watson 

















Phi Eta Sigma, Economics Club 
(Sec.)
Michael John Speay 
Economics Club, Newman Center 
(Finance Chairman).
Charles F. Abell
Timothy R. Adrian 
Sigma Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta 
Pi, KME, Phi Kappa Phi, APO, 
Co-op Assoc.
Robert E. Armstrong Jr.
Eta Kappa Nu (V.P.), IEEE, 
Student Council, Hobby Club 










Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, IEEE,
Student Council, SUB, RHA Board of
Govs.
Edward John Brandt
Delta Sigma Phi (Sec., Social Chm.), 
IEEE, GAD (Sec.).
Michael John Braun
Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, IE EE-
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Joseph Emmett Brown
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, TJ. Executive




Robert W . Burger
IEEE.
Vince John Burkemper 











Tech Engine, IEEE, RHA Gov. GDI.
Christopher James Cooper 
Theta Xi (House Manager), Eta 














Edwin Virgil Diekenper 
Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau 
Beta Pi, IEEE.
Daniel Andrew Dziedzic 
Phi Kappa Theta (Pres., Sec.), Eta 
Kappa Nu, IEEE, Blue Key, Chi 
Omega (Football Coach).
Donna K ay Evans
IEEE, intramurals.
Daniel Mark Fields
Alpha Epsilon Pi, IEEE, Football,
Basketball, Volleyball.
Mark Marlin Fisher






Beta Sigma Psi, IEEE, Intercollegiate
Knights, Radio Club.
Jeremiah William Galli
Steven Patrick Garrett 
IEEE, Beta Chi Sigma, GDI, 
Newman Center.
David A. Gaskill 
Eta Kappa Nu (Pres., Pledge Chm.), 
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, Honors Pro­
gram.
Said B. Ghostine
Theta Chi, Soccer, Tennis.
Jalee Gill




Tech Engine (Sec., Treas.), GDI 
(Sec., Board of Govs.).
Michael Dean Grant 
Karate Club (Pres.), Wesley Foun­
dation (In-House Mang.).
Keith C. Griggs
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Theta
Kappa, IEEE.
David Charles Gudmundson 
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, 
Tae Kwon Do Club.
Timothy Rex Hagan
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Eta
Kappa Nu, GDI.
John R. Harnagel 
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, 
IEEE, Concert Committee, GDI, 
Co-op Assoc.
Cavic E. Harris
Phi Kappa Phi, KME, SPS, IEEE.
David Lawerence Hart
A1 J. Hasselbring 
Beta Sigma Psi (Rush Chm., 
Intramural Manager, L.S. Rush 
Chm.), IEEE, Circle K (Gov., Lt. 
Gov., Social Chm.).
Robert L. Heligman 
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Pres., Cha­
plain) , Blue Key, Theta Tau 
Omega, IFC (Pres.), APO, Intercol­
legiate Knights, intramurals.
Kenneth James Hermann
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE.
Janice Gail Hierholzer
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Sigma (Hist., 
Treas.), Eta Kappa Nu (Hist., Cor. 
Sec.), SWE, Band, Wesley Foundation, 
Women’s Cross Country, intramurals.
Duane David Highley
Eta Kappa Nu (Membership Chm.),
IEEE.
Jeanne Beth Hilker 
Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau 
Beta Pi, IEEE, SWE, RHA Board of 
Gov., Pom Pon Squad, Choir, Newman 






Eta Kappa Nu (Hist.), Phi Eta
Sigma, IEEE.
Randall Clayton Hoover
Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE, Hobby Club.
James M . Hurbner
IEEE, Soccer.
Marshall James Huggins 
Sigma Tau Gamma (Pres., House 







KME, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi.
Valerie Lucille Jones 
NSBE (Pres.), SWE, Student Council, 
Assoc, of Black Students, Inroads 
Student.
Philip Bradley Kauble
Campus Club, IEEE, intramurals.
Cavic Charles Kelley




John B. Kinder Jr.





Gregory William Kopp 
Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE, GDI, Photo­
graphy Club, Hobby Club, F r is b e e  
Club.
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Quynh Nguyen - E.E.
Christopher Allen Kurtz 
TJHA.
David E. Kusmec 
GDI (Gov.).
Thomas Jeffrey LaBrot
David Allen Langenberg 




IEEE, Hobby Club, KMNR.
Peter F. Lichtenwalner 
Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, M-Club 
(Sec.), Varsity Cross Country and 
Track, Honors Program.
Earle G. Long
IEEE, SUB (Outdoor Rec. Com.), 
TJHA Floor Pres., Radio Club.
Charles Nelson Ludwig
John F. Luth
Phi Kappa Theta (Steward, Sec., 
Asst. Steward), Who’s Who, IEEE, 




Delta Sigma Phi, IEEE.
Qusi Rayig Mahmoud
Phi Lambda Chi.
Francis Xavier McCormack 
Delta Sigma Phi (House Mng., Pres.), 
APO (Treas.), Delta Beta Chi.
Don L. McIntosh 
Phi Theta Kappa, IEEE, II Power 
Scholar, Wesley Foundation, Varsity 
Cross Country, intramurals.
Steven C. McNabb
Phi Eta Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau
Beta Pi, TJHA Exec. Council.
Thomas Anthony Miller
IEEE, GDI, Radio Hobby Club.
Eric N . Milstead
Pi Kappa Phi, IFC, IEEE.
Salsm Mohammad Mobasher
Michael Roy Mooneyham
IEEE, SAE, RHA (Gov., V.P.).
Dale A. Moore
Rollamo (Editor-in-Chief), UM 
Press Council, Student Publications 
Board, IEEE, Tau Beta Pi.
James Clesie Moore II 
Kappa Sigma (Pres., Sec.), Phi Eta 
Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, 










Theta Xi (Sec., Social Chm.).
Loy Russell Myers
R. Christopher Noonan 
Phi Kappa Theta (Asst. Treas.), 
Who’s Who, Eta Kappa Nu (Treas.), 
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma (V.P.), 
Beta Chi Sigma (Treas.), IEEE, 
Blue Key, Missouri Miner (Editor- 
in-Chief).
Lynn Dee Paar 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Golden Hearts of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, IEEE, GAD, 
APO, SUB, Cheerleader, intramurals.
Melinda M . Pautler
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Eta
Kappa Nu, IEEE, SWE, Choir.
Steven Keith Peecher 
Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Theta 
Tau Omega, IEEE, STA, Cheerlead­
ing.
James Kent Peterson




Mark W . Poole
IEEE.
Ronald Joseph Prenger 
Tech Engine, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau 
Beta Pi, IEEE, Power Scholarship.
Gregory G. Pugh
IEEE, Co-op Assoc.
Norman Elerett Ragan Jr.
IEEE, SAE, KMNR, Sports Car Club.
William David Richard
Eta Kappa Nu (Hist.), Phi Eta Sigma,
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, IEEE.
Charles Andrew Richey 
Alpha Epsilon Pi (V.P.), SUB (Fine 
Arts Dir., Pres.), Theatre Guild 
(Pres.).
Anthony Paul Romero 
IEEE, Sports Car Club, Photography 
Club, Wesley Foundation, Intramural 
Manager, intramurals.
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Alan Paul Rothermich 
Kappa Kappa Psi (Treas., Hist.), 





Philip Anthony Scandura Jr. 




Robert A. Schmedake 
IEEE, Student Council, Wargamers 
Club (Sec.), Newman Center.
Daryl W. Seek 
Phi Kappa Theta, Blue Key (Pres., 
V.P.), IFC (Man of the Year), Who’s 





Rodney Craig Simpson 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau 




IEEE, Campus Club, Co-op Assoc.
(Sec., V.P.), Intramurals
Eric Adrian Smoot






Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi.
Anthony Raymond Starr
Wendell Craig Stavig 
Eta Kappa Nu (Career Day Chm.), 
Tau Beta Pi, Beta Chi Sigma (Sec.), 







Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, SWE.
Kenneth R. Tinsley
Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, IEEE.
Robert Peter Tower
Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Kappa Phi,
IEEE.
Thuan Hieu Tran













Steve Eugene Watkins 
Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta 
Sigma (Pres.), Phi Kappa Phi, IEEE 
(Pres.), IEEE (Pres., V.P., Region 5 










Vincel Wayne Williams 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, IEEE, Pershing Rifles, 
Spelunking Club, Cycling Club, SUB.
Jay Patrick Wilshire
Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Phi
Kappa Phi, Campus Club, IEEE.
Curtis Rex Wilson
Tech Engine Club, Intramurals.
David Bryan Wilson
Joseph J. Wolf 
Delta Sigma Phi (House Mgr., Sgt. 
at Arms), Blue Key, Phi Eta Sigma, 






Kappa Sigma, ASME, Intramurals.
Thomas F. Alvarado 
Student Council, Missouri Miner 
(Ed.), Fed. of Latin Americans (Pres., 
Treas.).
Marina Angela Arizpe
SHPE (Pres.), AWS Intramurals,
AIChE, ASEM, IEEE.
Kurt Dennis Baker
Campus Club, ASEM, SAE.
Edward Aloysius Basler 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Phi Omega, 
ASEM, AIIE, Student Council, 
Student Union Board, Intramurals.
Alice Bridgid Beechner 
Kappa Delta (Fund Raising Chm., 
Activities Chm.), Little Sisters of the 





Christopher L. Cambridge 
SPE, ASEM, AIIE, UMR Theatre 
(Desk Set, The Photographer).
Marcia Lynn Conard 
TJHA (Floor Pres., Chm. Outdoor 
Rec. Comm., Mem. Living & Loving 
Comm., RA) Society of Women.
Robert Joseph Darnell 
Campus Club, ASEM, AIIE, ASME, 
SAE, ASHRAE, College Repub­
licans, PSHA GDI, Motorcycle Club 
(V.P.).
Mark E. Davis





Merle Dewayne Dillow 
Delta Tau Delta, Theta Tau, 
Student Council, Basketball, Foot­
ball, Football Coach.
Clifton E. Dodson





Elizabeth Anne Gearon 
ASEM, SWE, Kappa Alpha 
Daughters of Lee (Pres., V.P., 
Comm. Chm.), Intramurals.
Alfredo Francisco Gonzalez 
ASEM, SUB, SHPE, Co-op Assoc., 
Sports Car Club.
Rob R. Goodenow
ASCE, ASEM, M-Club, Basketball,
Intramurals.
Tina M. Gummersheimer 
Zeta Tau Alpha, ASEM, ASME, SWE, 




Helene A. Hardy 
Chi Omega, SWE, Student Council, 
SUB, Intramurals (Manager), Little 
Sisters of the Golden Hearts (Sigma 
Phi Epsilon) (Pres.).
Kim Lorraine Hitchens 
Alpha Kappa Alpha (Pres, of Ladies 
of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Dean of 
Pledges), NSBE, ABS, Intramural 




Robert Phillip Johnston 
ASEM, Photography Club, Intramur­
als.
Ernest James Jones
Kappa Alpha Psi, ASEM, ABS,
NSBE, Minority Council Chm.
Catherine L. Lally 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Blue Key (Sec.), 
Student Council (Pres., V.P.), Who s 
Who, Little Sisters of the Shield & 
Diamond (Pi Kappa Alpha), 




Campus Club, ASEM, Student
Council, M-Club, Softball.
Richard Kirk Maguire 
Kappa Alpha (Sgt. at Arms, Hist.), 
AIIE, ASEM (V.P.), SUB, IFC, 
Intramurals.
Timothy Martin McCarthy 
Phi Kappa Theta (Exec. V.P., Pledge 
Master), IFC (Sec.), Theta Tau 
Omega, APO, ASHRE, ASEM.
Harry T. McCollom
ASEM, IAIE, AEG, Sport Parachute
Club.
Michael B. McKay 
ASEM (Sec., Ed, National 
Student Newsletter), Newman 
(Pres.).
Tina L. McSpadden







Phi Kappa Theta, Alpha Phi Omega,
ISEM (Pres., Treas.,), Asem.
Sharon J. Nevels
ASEM.
Gary W. Newman Jr.
Lambda Chi Alpha (V.P., Bus. Rep., 
Asst. Treas.) ASEM, ASME, Football, 
Intramurals, Wesley Foundation.
Sharon Marie Noonan 
ASEM, Missouri Miner (Features 
Ed.), Order of the Sun (Little Sisters 




Sigma Nu, ASME, SAE, UMR
Sports Car Club.
Russell Andrew Popp




Kimberly Sue Signorino 
Zeta Tau Alpha (Pari.), Student 
Council (sec., V .P.), APO, Daughters 
of Lee (KA).
Catherine Sineath
David Russell Sizemore 
ROTC (BnS3), Fine Arts (Chm.), 
BSU Intramurals.
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Kimberly J. Wilkes 
ASEM, ABS, NSBE, Voices of 
Inspiration Gospel Choir (Sec.).
Robert V. Williams 
ASEM, GDI (Pres.), Independent 
Council (Pres.), Indepent of the Year 
1982, Newman, Intramurals.
Ronald K. Winters
IEEE, ASME, GDI (Pres., Gov.).
Rose Ann Winters 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, NSBE (Sec., 
Ed.), ABS
Sherrill Ann Yescavage 
Zeta Tau Alpha (Rush Chm., By 
Laws Chm., 10th Anniv. Chm.), 
Sisters of the Golden Rose (Beta 
Sigma Psi), ASEM.
Latin Americans.
Ann Marie Smith 
ASEM, AIIE.
Melinda L. Smith 
Zeta Tau Alpha (Activities Chm., 
Social Chm., House Mgr., Asst. 
Treas.), ASEM, AIIE, ASCE (V.P.), 
AACE, IFC.
Stephen Gerard Sommers 
Sigma Nu (Rush Chm. Little Sis 
Coor.), APO, ASEM, Photography 
Club.
Cheryl Ann Stroder 
Tau Beta Sigma (Sec.), PSHA (Sec.), 
TJHA (Sec.), UMR Pom Pom Squad 
(Capt.), Intramurals.
Raiza B. Theis
Venezuelan Student Assoc., Fed. of
Jerome Dean Tidwell 
ASE, ASEM.
Ellen Beth Tiernay 
Kappa Delta, ASEM, SWE, Varsity 
Cheering, Pom Pom Squad, In­
tramurals, Powderpuff Football.
Phillip George Torre 
ASEM, SAE, ASME.
Mark C. Tuttle
Sigma Phi Epsilon, ASME, AIIE,
EMA, Madrigal Choir.
Lisa Ann Welker




Marvin James Berry 
AAM.
Donald J. Dutton 
Beta Chi Sigma (Sec.), AAM, BSU.
Ken M. Markham
Geological Engineering
Lauren Helene Ainley 
AEG, intramurals.
Greg Dean Courson 
AEG, AAPG, RA.
David F. Anderson 
AEG, Baseball.
Willian D. Armstrong 
AEG, SPE, Climbing Club.
Russell Hendrick Dahlgren
Michael Scott Douglas






AEG, Golden Hearts of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Women’s Soccer Club.
Richard Dean Ferguson 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Gamma 
Epsilon.
Steven L. Gohelman 
AEG, SPE, RHA (Lt. Gov., Food 




Barbara Lynn Johnson 
AEG, SWE, Intramural Manager 
(Sec.), Wesley Foundation (Fresh­
man Rep., Sec., Pres.), intramurals.
Jeffrey Paul Klein




Kappa Sigma (Rush. Chm., Sec.), SUB




Chi Omega (Steward, Vocations Chm.,
University and Alumnae Relations
Chm.), Beta Sigma Psi Sisters of the
Golden Rose (Sec.), Circle K, Flag
Corps.
Marlene D. Magg 
AEG, SWE, Sisters of the Shield and 
Diamond (Pi Kappa Alpha) (Treas.), 






Willian Louis Prehm 
AEG, SPE, Tau Beta Pi, Photo­
graphy Club (Pres., V.P.).
Todd Wayne Rush
Kappa Sigma, SPE, AEG (Pres.,
V.P., Treas.), Intramural Manager.
Ted C. Salveter
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Steven Leroy Sanders 
Sigma Pi (Pres., Pledge Trainer, 
Social Chm., Intramural Manager), 
Theta Tau Omega, AEG, SPE, St. 
Pat’s Board.
Jeffrey Robert Scheibal
AEG, Water Polo Team.
Polly Sue Scott
Joe Allen Soughers
Tau Kappa Epsilon, AEG, SPE,
SME.
Timothy R. Speer
Theta Xi (House Mng., Social
Chm.), IFC, AEG, GAD, APO.
Eric D. Sutton
AEG.
Anita Marie Tikey 
AEG, Stardusters of Kappa Sigma, 
APO, Soccer Club, M-Club, Varsity 
Softball.
Ronald Steven Turner
AEG, C.L. Dake Society.
Kenyon Robert Warbritton 







Robert T. Brandom 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, ETA 
(Pres.), Student Council, St. 
Pat’s Board.
Edith A. Foale
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, C.L.
Dake Society (Sec.).
Steven James Hollenbeck 




Richard Wk Puchta 
C.L. Dake Society (Pres.), 
Hang Gliding Club.
Juan C. Villanueva
SME, C.L. Dake Society.
Jesus R. Villarroel 




KME, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, C.L.
Dake Society, SEG (V.P.).
Paul Stephen Granata






John Bernard Draper 
Alpha Chi Sigma, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi 









Rebecca Lynne Siscel 
Alpha Chi Sigma, Helix, Order of the 
Sun (Phi Kappa Theta), Cheerlead­
ing.
Bruce David Spinzig
Kappa Sigma, Alpha Chi Sigma, Phi
Eta Sigma, Helix, Water Polo Club.
Raghu Purush TerKonda














Kappa Alpha Psi, ASHRAE, AUB,
IFC.
Thomas Franklin Atteberry III 
Kappa Alpha (Treas., Rec. Sec.), 
ASME, APO (Sgt. at Arms, Sec.), 
Intercollegiate Knights (V.P.).
H. Dean Ayres






Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma,
Varsity Tennis.
Charles Alan Bast
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau
Sigma, Army ROTC (Bn Adjutant).
Robert Stephen Baumgartner 
Sigma Nu (Asst. Treas., Recorder, 
Intramural Manager), ASME (Plan­
ning Chm., Treas.), SAE, intramurals.
Robert Earl Behnke Jr.
Pi Tau Sigma, ASME, ASHRAE, 
intramurals.
Carl G. Behr
Triangle, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, 
ASME, SAE.
Melinda Elizabeth Bise 
Chi Omega (Treas.), Pi Tau Sigma, 
Blue Key, ASME, Panhellenic (Pres.), 
Intercollegiate Knights.
Lawrence C. Black
Tech Engine, ASME, ASHRAE, SUB,
Parachute Club, intramurals.
Todd Alan Blackford 
Sigma Chi Mu (Chapter Ed., Asst. 
Pledge Trainer, Pledge Class Pres.), 
TJHA (V.P.), Blue Key, M-Club.
John Ray Blaylock 
GDI, Karate Club.
James Robert Bohn
Lambda Chi Alpha (Rush Chm.,
Treas., Ex. Com.), ASME, intramurals.
Scott M. Bond 
ASME, ASHRAE.
Bradley Jay Boustead
SAE, ASME, TJHA, MHA-W (Pres.,
RA), RHA (RA, Head RA).
Mark Allen Broome 
Phi Kappa Phi (Vice Archon, Hist.), 
ASME, SAE, IFC (Kottus, Treas.), 
Climbing Club, Hang Gliding Club.
David Allen Bruner
Campus Club, Pi Tau Sigma, Tennis
Team.
Randy Lee Bryant
Patrick Wayne Bundy 
SAE, ASME, ASHRAE, Photo­
graphy Club.
William Thomas Carpenter 
IEEE, ASME, SAE, TJHA (Food 
Com. Chm.), Student Council.
Scott Sumner Chalmers 
Double Major - E. Mgt., Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, EMA, Intercollegiate 
Knights, M-Club, Varsity Wrestling 
(Capt.).
James Douglas Chostner 
Sigma Pi (4C), Pi Tau Sigma, Harry 
Kessler Award.
Cherly Zhalih Clark 
ASME, ASHRAE.
Joseph M. Cona 
ASME, SAE, GDI, Soccer.
Paul Dennis Corkill 
Beta Chi Sigma, SAE, ASME.
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Matt Koebbe at KMNR.
William Joseph Costello III 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, SAE, ASME, 
APO.
William Anderew Cox
Sigma Pi (Pres., Sec.), Blue Key, 
ASME, Pi Tau Sigma, IFC (Sec.), 
APO.
Dana James Dachroeden
Pi Tau Sigma, GDI (Gov.).
Michael Paul Dallmeyer 
Sigma Chi, Sigma Chi Mu (Chapter 
Advisor), ASME, intramurals.
Donald M. Davis




Clyde Reid Dennis 
ASME, SAE (Mini-Baja Team), TJHA 
(Volleyball Team, Social Com. Chm.), 




Lambda Chi Alpha (House Mng.),
ASME, Football, intramurals.
David Brian Dixon




Delta Sigma Phi, SAE.
David William Duncan 
ASME, Student Council (Appoint­
ments & Appropriations & Building 
Rep.), TJHA (Executive Council, 
Public Relations, Co-chm. Food 
Comm. & Building Rep.), SUB (Fine 
Arts Comm.).
Karen Kay Durso 
Zeta Tau Alpha, SWE (V.P.), Blue 
Key, Panhellenic Assoc. (Treas.), 
Stardusters of Kappa Sigma, Rol- 
lamo (Sr. E d.), APO.
Gary Kent Dusheke
Phi Kappa Theta (Treas.), ASME,
Missouri Miner.
Edward Henry Easson 
Pi Tau Sigma, GDI, Co-Op Assoc., 
Pine Street Housing Assoc.
Steve John Eck
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi.
Mark S. Elze
ASME, SUB, Scuba Club.
Terry Lee Ernest
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi.
Glenn A. Erutti
ASME, ASHRAE, SUB
John Phillip Featherston 
Kappa Sigma (Treas.), ASME, SAE, 
AIAA, Karate Club.
Pauline K. Fitzgerald 
ASME, Golden Hearts of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, APO, Varsity Soccer, Soccer 
Club.
Gregory Matthew Fleck 
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Pres., Hist.), 
St. Pat’s Board.
Patricia Ann Frueh-Gildehaus 
ASME, SWE (Sec., Treas., Pres.), 
Daughters of the Nile (Delta Sigma 
Phi) (V.P.), Varsity Softball, In­
tramurals, Band (University & 
Chamber), Co-Op Assoc.
Patrick J. Giacomini
Tau Kappa Epsilon, ASME, SAE.
Thomas Joseph Gill
ASME, SAE, ASHRA, Scuba Club
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Jenny S. Gillham 
Pi Tau Sigma, Phi Eta Sigma, Golden 










Charles Anthony Harris 
Alpha Phi Alpha (Cor. Sec., Stwd., 
MIAKA Court, MEP, ABS, IMA), 
Student Council (Treas., Recruiting 
& Hospitality, High School Ed. of 
Miner).
S. Jason Hatakeyama




Delta Sigma Phi, Delta Beta Chi, 
ASME, ASHRAE, IFC, Barracoda 
Club (Pledge Trainer).
David T. Hetlage 
Acacia (Venerable Dean, Senior 
Dean, House Manager), ASME, 
APO, IFC (Judicial Board Chm.).
Daniel E. Higgins
ASME, AIAA, SAE, Photography
Club.
Robert Frank Hoskin 
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Phi Theta Kappa, 
Raiders.
Richard J. Jackson
Beta Sigma Psi, ASME (Pres., Sec.)
SAE, UMR Toastmasters.
Stephen J. Jocobi
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASME,




Ross Arthur Johnson 
Research Assistance, UM R/MSM 
Alumni Assoc.
James Reed Jones
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASME,
SAE.
Nancy Lea Jones
Campus Club, Pi Tau Sigma, Phi Eta
Sigma, ASME, RHA, Fencing Club,
BSU
Michael W. Juenger
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, SAE,
ASME, ASHRAE.
Matt Walter Jungklaus
Phi Eta Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, ASME,
Caterpillar Scholar, UMR Sports Car




Donald Joseph Kasperski 
ASME, ASHRAE, Varsity Football, 
AWS Intramural Coach.
Brian Gerard Keeven 





Mark William Kimmich 






Tau Beta Pi, ASHRAE, SAE.
Rebecca J. Kovarik 
Blue Key, ASME (Officer), SAE, 
SWE, Varsity Basketball, Women’s 
Soccer Club, Intramurals, Stardus- 




Kenneth A. Kristof 
Pi Tau Sigma, ASME, TJHA (Floor 
Pres.), Student Council (Executive 
Comm.).
Paul C. Kuhl




Zeta Tau Alpha (V.P., J. Board
Chm.), Phi Tau Sigma, ASME, IFC
Bowling.
Jeffery J. Lammers
Tau Beta Pi, ASME, SAE.
Bruce Edwin Landon 
Lambda Chi Alpha (Pres., V.P.), Theta 




Gregory Todd Little 
Sigma Pi (Sec.), Pi Tau Sigma, KME, 
ASME, AIIE, Phi Eta Sigma, Student 
Union Board.
Cathy M. Lockhart
Phi Eta Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau
Beta Pi, SWE, Co-op Assoc., Wesley
M. David Madonna




Keith D. Mazachek 
Beta Sigma Psi (Rec. Sec., Corr. 
Sec.), Blue Key (Editor), Alpha Phi 
Omega (Rec. Sec.), ASME, Who’s 
Who, Circle K (V.P., Pledge 
Trainer).
James Edward Mazurek 
Phi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASME, 
TJHA (Floor Pres.), Theatre Guild, 
Volleyball, Mine Shaft Pitcher Club.
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Michael Kent McClelland 
Campus Club, ASME, Rock Climb­
ing Club, Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship.
Gregort Thomas McCurren 
Pi Tau Sigma (V.P.), SAE, ASME, 





Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau
Beta Pi, SAE, ASME, ASHRAE.
Janet Louise Meiners
ASME, ASHRAE, SWE, intramurals.
Robert Henry Mertzlufft Jr.
Sigma Chi Mu (V.P., Scholarship), 
ASME (Pres, V.P., Resume Book 
Editor), IFC.
John Stephen Minicky 
Phi Kappa Theta (Pres., Sec), APO 









Pi Tau Sigma, GDI.
Perry Keith Nickless
Phu T. Nguyen
Pi Kappa Phi (Treas.), ASME, ASEM,
Vietnamese Assoc. (Pres.)
Michael William Nix
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau
Sigma, Rollamo, BSU.
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“ This is my best side.*'
Daniel Lee Nower 
Tech Engine (V.P.), Phi Eta Sigma, 
Pi Tau Sigma, M-Club (Pres. 
Treas.), Baseball.
Rodrigo Jose Ospina 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Theta Tau 
Omega, APO, SME, SAE, intramur­
als.
David L. Oswald
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, SAE,
ASME, GDI, intramurals.
Samusl D. Otto 
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma (Pres., 
V.P.), Phi Eta Sigma, ASME, Blue 
Key, GDI, St. Pat’s Board, RHA.
Joseph Ronald Pantano
SAE (Chairman), ASME (Sec.), 
Hang Gliding Club, Wrestling, 
Rugby.
Brad Alan Pettijohn
ASME, ASHRAE, MSPE, NSPE,
intramurals.
Elizabeth Ann Phipps 
ASHRAE, AWS, Pi Tau Sigma, 
intramurals.
Paul J. Piontek
SAE (V.P, Tools Manager), ASME.
Carol Jane Plag 
SAE, ASME, Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Little Sisters (Sec), Intercollegiate 
Knights (Sec), Tennis, intramurals.
Richard Anthony Pohe
Sigma Tau Gamma (Pres, Treas, 
House Manager), IFC, APO.
Gary J. Pohl
Sigma Nu (Rush Chm, Asst Treas), 
ASME, Student Council, SUB, Golf, 
Intramural Managers Assoc.
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Marshall Ray Porter 
ASME, SAE.
Wade C. Powell
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma (Treas.),
SAE.
John Michael Rasch
Phi Kappa Theta (Asst. Steward,
Social Chm.), AIAA, ASME, SUB.
Dan Reeves
SAE, ASME, Zanthazar.
Dale Lawrence Richter 
Tech Engine, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau 
Sigma, SAE, Independents Council, 
intramurals.
David Lee Rogers 
SAE, ASME.
Tom J. Roseman
ASME, SAE, AFS, Met Soc, Varsity
Rifle Team.
Wayne Frederick Rostek Jr. 
Beta Sigma Psi (Rec. Sec.), ASME, 
ASHRAE, Varsity Swimming.
Rodney Dean Rowe 
ASME, Pi Tau Sigma.
Ardeshir Saghi-Dehkordi
Calvin E. Sanazaro 
ASME, SAE.
Douglas Brian Sauceman 
SAE.
Steve M. Schaeffer 
ASME, SAE, Pi Tau Sigma, in­
tramurals.
Thomas Paul Schaefer 
ASME.
Daniel John Schitlinger 
ASME, ASHRAE, Tech Engine.
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William R. Schleter 
ASME, Pi Tau Sigma, Honors Pro­
gram.
David K. Schuckebier 
Phi Eta Sigma (Hist.), KME, Tau 
Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, SUB, GDI, 
Parachute Club.
Kathy Lynn Schmitt 
Chi Omega (Pledge Trainer), Phi Eta 
Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi, SWE, Panhellenic (Sec.), 
Wesley.
Kurt F. Schneider
Pi Tau Sigma, ASME.
Gary Stephen Schroeder 
Pi Tau Sigma (Key Chairman), Vienna 
Woods Feast Chm., Snookums Club 
(Pres.).
Mike G. Schultz 
Theta Xi (Scholarship Officer), 
ASME, SAE, ASHRAE, APO, Co-op 
Assoc., Newman Center.
Carl Patrick Seaton
Phi Eta Sigma, ASME, Trap and
Skeet Club, BSU.
Jeffrey C. Sheridan





Sigma Nu (V.P., L.S. Coordinator), 
Pi Tau Sigma, ASME, SAE, IFC 
(Community Service Chm., Scholar­
ship Chm.), APO, Karate Club 
(Pres.), intramurals.
Raymond Josehp Slesinshi 
Delta Sigma Phi (Social Chm.), Tau 
Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, IFC.
David R. Smith
Kappa Sigma (Rush Chm., Steward,
V.P.), IFC (V.P.), intramurals.
Edward J. Smith 
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Sec., Social 
Chm., PR Chm.), Gamma Alpha 
Delta, ASME, ASHRA Intercol­
legiate Knights (Sgt. at Arms).
Craig Todd Stambaugh
SAE, ASME, ASHRAE, SUB.
James F. Stelzer
Pi Tau Sigma, SAE, intramurals.
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Douglas John Stewart










Antoine F. Tabar 




Jack Preston Taylor 
ASME, ASHRAE, SAE, Wesley Foun­
dation.
Jackie Lea Tesson 
Zeta Tau Alpha (Ritual Chm.), 
ASME, White Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma (V.P.), Cheerleading.
Robin Ray Thompson 
PSHA, Missouri Miner, Varsity Rifle 
Team (Capt.), ROTC Rifle Team, 
intramurals.
Douglas Eugene Tidquist 
ASME (Membership Chm.), Sigma 
Nu (Rec. Sec., Steward, Reporter), 
GAD, SAE, intramurals.
John Thomas Topi




ASME, ASHRAE, Vietnamese 
Students Assoc.
Thomas William Trautman 
Pi Kappa Alpha (Pres., House 
Mng.), SAE, ASME, NSPE, in­
tramurals.
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Thomas Joseph Trigg 
SAE.
Dennis James Trotter
Herbert Walter Tschannen Jr. 
Tech Engine, ASME, ASHRAE, 
SAE, Varsity Baseball.
Steven Edward Ulrich 
ASME.
William C. Wagner 
ASME, SAE, Target Pistol Club.
Thomas T. Wallace 
Pi Tau Sigma Tau, Beta Pi, TJHA 
(Pres., Ex Council), Student Coun­
cil.
Gregory David Walters 
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Tech 
Engine, ASME, SAE, IEEE, ASH­
RAE.
Tsang (Joe) Wei Wang
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, SAE,
ASME, Chinese Students Assoc.
William Albert Watson II 
SAE (Mini-Baja Team), ASME.
Joel D. Wehrman
Campus Club, ASME, ASHRAE.




Timothy L. White 
Kappa Kappa Psi (Treas., Pres.), Pi 
Tau Sigma, Phi Eta Sigma, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, SAE, Rifle 
Team, Choir, Collegium, Band, 
Musical, Joy.
David Joseph Wilburn
ASME, SAE, Motorcycle Club.
Mark Alan Williams
ASME, SAE, SUB, GDI.
Roger Carl Wink
Pi Tau Sigma, GDI, Varsity Soccer.
Richard James Witt
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, SAE.
Bradley E. Woley
Pi Tau Sigma, SAE.
Eric B. Wyckoff
Pi Tau Sigma, Parachute Club,
Spelunkers Club.
John Thomas Yoder IV 






Lisa Katherine Baganoff 
Chi Omega (Pres., V.P.), Alpha Chi 
Sigma (Treas.), ASM, AFS, Met 
Society, Blue Key, Women’s Council, 
Missouri Miner.
Curtis L. Bermel
Sigma Tau Gamma (V.P., Rush Chm.,
Cudgety Chm.), AIME, FEF, Met
Society.
William Paul Blacutt
Alpha Sigma Mu, ASM, FELA (Pres.).
Elizabeth Ann Brinkmann 
Alpha Sigma Mu (Pres.), Phi Eta 
Sigma, Gamma Alpha Delta, Tau Beta 
Pi, Met Society.
Reginald Tyrone Burton
Kappa Alpha Psi (Pres.), ABS, AIME.
Oran Keith Elting 
Campus Club, Alpha Sigma Mu 
(Pres.), Met Society (Sec.), Football, 
Baseball.
Eduardo C. Guimaraes
Sarah Jane Hahn 
Kappa Delta (Pres., Editor, Social 
Service Chm.), Alpha Sigma Mu, Phi 
Eta Sigma, Blue Key (Sec.), ASM, 
IFC, Little Sisters of the White Star 
(Sigma Nu) (Pres., Sec./Treas.), 
Gymnastics Club (V.P., Sec.), Wesley, 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, 
intramurals.
Randal J. Hauser 
Alpha Sigma Mu (V.P.), Met Society 
(Pres.), Vienna Woods (Social Com.), 
Parachute Club, Varsity Football.
Donald Eugana Hoecklman
ASM, Alpha Sigma Mu, Met Society.
Kevin Mark Ijames
Met Society, AIME.
Gregory Alvin Lynch 
Pi Kappa Alpha, AFS (V.P., Ex 
Com).
Mark Steven McClane
Flatball Flyers (Pres.), intramurals.
Renee Miller
AIME/AMS, BSU, Agape Fellow­
ship, The Voices of Inspiration.
Roger A. Nichting 
ASM, AIME (Treas., Pres.), AFS, 
Campus Club, GDI, Alpha Sigma 
Mu, APO, Climbing Club, Co-op 
Assoc.
William W. Prouly
Pi Kappa Phi, SUB, St. Pat’s Board,
Bands.
Stephen Robert Reilly 
Sigma Nu (Alumni Contact, Sec., 
Intramural Manager, Asst. Pledge 
Marshall, Pledge Marshall), AFS, 
Met Society, intramurals.
Carl Andrew Sauer
Sigma Pi, Met Society, APO.
Kevin C. Schoolcraft




Mark Edward Tettambel 
Pi Kappa Alpha (Sec.), Alpha Sigma 
Mu (Treas.), Met Society, AFS 
(V.P.), APO.
James Karl VonBehren 
Kappa Sigma (Treas.), Met Society, 
AFS, Student Council, Theta Tau 
Omega.
Rebbeca L. Webb




















Kappa Alpha (V.P.), SME.
Todd J. Fizer
Pi Kappa Alpha, SME, Theta Tau 
Omega, Mineral Industries Scholar­
ship, M-Club, Football (Co-Capt.).
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Bryan Alan Galli
SME (Editor, V.P.), AIME.
William Harry Graham
SME.
Eric Stanley Grimm 
Kappa Alpha (Pres.), Student Coun­
cil, SME, Intercollegiate Knights.
John L. Hargis




Greg A. Holleman 
SME, AEG, Frisbee Club, Wesley 





Theta Tau Omega, Student Council,
Mining TA.
Thomas D. Kiser
SME, Spelunkers Club (Sec./Treas.).
Stephanie A. Kutterer
Chi Omega, Phi Eta Sigma, SME,
M-Club, Softball.
Paul Anthony Lang 
Triangle (House Mng., Second V.P., 
Pres.), SME, SUB, St. Pat’s Board, 
Academic Council.
Stephen Douglas LaViers 
Campus Club (Board of Control), 
Spelunkers Club (V.P., Pres.).
Keith Arthur Markway 
Delta Tau Delta, SME, St. Pat’s 
Board, Football.
James Edward Pinkley 
SME, Drake Hall (Senator), Black 






Erik Roger Sandstedt 





FELA (Sports Rap), SME.
Gregory Thomas Wehking 
Phi Kappa Theta, Theta Tau Omega 
(Sec.), SME, IFC, Missouri Miner, 
Rugby Club (Sec.).
Arash Yazdandoost
David Kent Barnes II
ANS (Pres.).
Robert Wayne Clark
ANS (V.P.), Parachute Club.
Charles R. Daily 
ANS (Board of Gov.), MHA (Pres., 
V .P .), Karate Club, Wargamers 
(Treas.).
Richard M. Dolphus




Donald Gene Harrison 





ANS, NE Honor Society, SUB,
KMNR.
Kevin Patrick Roney 
Student Council, MHA (Treas.), 
RA, Varsity Golf, M-Club (Publicity 
Chm.).
John Robert Amerman
Michael Robert Avery 
Beta Sigma Psi (Pres., Rec. Sec., Social 
Chm.), Who’s Who, Blue Key, SPE, 
AIChE (V.P., Reporter), APO, Circle 
K (Pres., V.P., Sec.), St. Pat’s Board 
(Pres., St. Pat ’82).
Richard Eugene Beecher
Pi Epsilon Tau (V.P.), Tau Beta Pi,
SPE.
Timothy John Borgerding
Pi Epsilon Tau, SPE, GDI (Gov.).
Dorothy Ann Buchholz
Pi Epsilon Tau (Pres., Sec., Treas.).
Christopher A. Butta
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi
Theta Kappa, SPE, Varsity Tennis.
Amy Lynn Carpenter
John N. Clarke




Kevin L. DeBondt 




SPE, Water Polo Club.
Robert Eugene Estill 
Kappa Alpha Psi, SPE, SUB, 
American Cancer Society (Drive 
Chm.), Assoc, of Black Students 
(Treas.), Bowling Team.
Douglas B. Finley
SPE, Pi Epsilon Tau.
Jerry Anson Gentry
Mohammad Ghandehari
SPE, International Students Org.
Tina Vanessa Gouty 
Chi Omega (Pres., Pledge Trainer, 
Rush Chm.), Crescents of Lambda 
Chi Alpha, Intercollegiate Knights 
(Duchess).
David Jeffrey Haffner




SPE (Sec.), St. Pat’s Board.
Scott David Lampert
Sigma Pi, Student Council, Rugby
Club, M-Club, Varsity Swimming.
Angela C. Latham
Campus Club, SPE, SWE, Daughters
of the Nile (Delta Sigma Phi).
Lisa Marie Mateker 
Kappa Delta (House Mng., Steward), 
Tau Beta Pi, SPE (Sec.), PET (Ex 
V.P.), Blue Key, Campus Com., Sisters 
of the Golden Heart of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Scuba Club (Pres., 
Sec./Treas.).
Dennis Ray McDaniel
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Epsilon Tau (Pres.,
SPE.
Rosalind Sue Miller
SPE, Jazz Band, Wesley Foundation.
Darrell Dwain Moore 
Alpha Epsilon Pi (Pres., Sec.), Pi 








Tau Delta Pi, Pi Epsilon Tau, SPE,
Newman Center.
Richard Henry Straeter
Board of Gov., intramurals.
William Clay Stuckey
SPE.
Douglas C. Swenson 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Epsilon Tau 
(Cor. Sec.), Tau Beta Pi, SPE 
(Pres.), SUB, Intercollegiate 
Knights, intramurals.
Mohammed T. Taycb
SPE, Arab Student Org., International
Students Club.
Munawar Hasan Usman 
Tau Beta Pi, Pi Epsilon Tau, SPE, 
Student Council, International 





SPE, Hang Gliding Club, Parachute




Daniel Francis O’Sullivan Jeffrey W. Jarchow
IEEE, Students Council, GDI, St. SPS, Spelunkers Club. 
Pat’s Board, RHA Board of Gov.
John Fredrik Kelsey
Phi Eta Sigma, SPS.
Brian W. Miller
SPS (V.P.), Phi Kappa Phi, Bowling.
Donald Anthony Reage
Stephen Paul Yallaly II
SPS (Treas.), Raiders (CO,S-l), RA.
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General membership: Kim Breier, Linda Capone, Julie Compton, Theresa Conte, Susanne Cooper, 
Cathy Driver, Donna Eberhardt, Donna Eldred, Jill Ens, Carol Eskengren, Barb Flake, Anne 
Hoefer, Desiree King, Laura Kinner, Donna Lynch, Sue Manda, Mary Moriarity, Dawn Nash, 
Sheila O’Brien, Paula Olsen, Robin Priest, Michele Onorato, Donna Reuter, Mary Sedrick, Carla 
Simpson, Mary Anne Sucher, Bridget Sullivan, Jeanne Talkington, Laurie Troester, Diane 
Vandersteen, Janet Walsh, Janet Wickey, Traci Williams.
SISTERS OF AEII
General membership: Diane Clements, Terri Decker, Becky Arnold, Pam Pitlyk, Sandy Balogh, 
Tammy Robbin, Carol Maxeiner, Debbie Suaceman, Karen Kemna, Debbie Breeden.
SISTERS OF THE 
SHIELD & DIAMOND
General membership: Jeane Baldetti, Marie Berra, Cathy Boiles, Beth Bradley, Catherine Bradley, 
Nancy Copeland, Marsha Cox, Cyndi Demick, Laura Ford, Jamie Fornell, Mary Genovese, Cheryl 
Grigone, Suzi Hale, Jennifer Haynes, Rachel Houser, Janet Jansen, Jane Koetting, Cindy Kohler, 
Vicki Lapp, Cathy Ludwig, Debbie Manley, Linda McCullough, Beth Metzler, Laura Mintert, Rima 
Mitchell, Carol Mores, Kitty Murray, Patty Peick, Sherri Puckett, Cheri Ritchie, Mindy Rauscher, 
Carla Rellergert, Tracy Seiffert, Sandy Sonderman, Lisa Sum, Vicky Szukalshi, Terri Tobin, Julie 
Tomasino, Terri Walker, Joyce Weinhold, Barb Weiland, Tricia Wente, Leslie Winter, Nancy 
Wussler.
SISTERS OF WHITE STAR
General membership: Carrie Baker, Julie Barron, Carolyn Hopkins, Joan Moser, Julie Sanders, 
Rosemary Seiwald, Monica Villavicencio, Julie Watson, Karen Wiseman, Sara Workman, Cathy 
VonMinden, Jeanette Agent, Cindy Brush, Laura DePasquale, Mary Gielow, Missy Hake, Mary 
Hendricks, Lori Ison, Lisa Johnson, Lori Kelly, Sandy Kiel, Jennifer Krah, Janet Landers, Cindy 
Lees, Trish Lodoly, Carol Lohman, Kari Miller, Becky Moritz, Christa Norman, Diane Pinnell, 
Angie Schutz, Lisa Stephens, Colleen Thaler, Bernie Yuhas.
SISTERS OF $K0
LITTLE SISTERS OF 2XM
General membership: Kathy Buhr, Jeannine Lee, Charlene Butler, Carolyn Beermann, Sue Piontee, 
Teresa Dvorsky, Nancy Michalak, Jennifer Harmon, Maureen O’Reilly, Sara Bishop, Debbie Meyer, 
Joan Swanson, Laura Eaton, Julie Shay, Jane Stone, Sara Matthews, Nancy Barry, Mindy 
Snodgrass, Lisa Hill, Brenda Carmichael, Janet Leemann, Chris Fenner, Mary Tietjen, Lori Johnson, 
Ann Bender, Bev Rumping, Linda Bloomfield, Cheri Burke.
WHITE ROSES OF STr
General membership: Jackie Tesson, Melinda Smith, Molly Byrne, Patricia Blakely, Christine 
Newsome, Kathy Thomas.
BLUE IRISES OF 0H
General membership: Debbie Mason, Sue Welmick, Nancy Fugate, Theresa Alonso, Hannah Shu, 
Aiyi Yoon, Sue Owen, Margaret Buhl.
SISTERS OF 
THE GOLDEN HEARTS
General membership: Susan Appelbaum, Missy Bin, Vicki Boeckman, Sheila Courtway, Kami Crane, 
Jennifer Cupp, Chris DeGonia, Susam Ems, Debbie Esme, Heidi Fluegel, Karen Frink, Terri 
Gotmann, Ellen Hendricks, Helen Heumann, Becky Hicks, Janis Johnson, Martha Kaiser, Colleen 
McGee, Aggie Moretti, Sherri Noonan, Judy Redel, Kim Scace, Valerie Schaffner, Jean Schumacher, 
Donna Sommer, Becky Siscel, Lisa Stevens, Barb Thomas, Carol Suit, Cindy McClanahan, Lisa 
DeLong, Debbie Lauber, Ann Marie Groner, Dana Hix, Sonja Muenks, Ann Hartenfeld, Heather 
Bick, Jane Bokermann, Kathy Sinak, Libby Eberle, Cathy Staicoff, Tracy Miller, Colleen Korman.
General membership: Janice Anderson, Annaleisia Bast, Diana Botonis, Pat Brandt, Shelly Brown, 
Jeannie Carmody, Denise Class, Maria Dignam, Alison Farrar, Jeaneanne Gettle, Denise Gualdoni, 
Anne Helma, Nancy Juen, Debbie Manley, Brenda Marti, Kathy Miller, Cheri Mohan, Kim Molner, 
Terri Moore, Jennifer Myers, Martha Nussbaum, Lisa Potter, Marcy Robinson, Lisa Schipper,
Cindy Schoen, Robin Schroeder, Lynne Schumacher, Liz Trompiz, Linda Turner, Theresa Veras, 
Diane Viox, Becky Wagner, Dand Williams, Sharon Wingrom, Mary Cuthill, Brenda Dickneit, 
Janice Huthsing, Mary Mahler, Michelle Meiers, Karen Mohan, Donna Parish, Nancy Winkler.
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DAUGHTERS OF THE NILE STARDUSTERS
General membership: Nancy Voss, Maria Ahlin, Patty Droste, Kenna Roberson, Lisa Hoffmeister, 
Cheryl Tellman, Patty Gildehaus, Jeanne Hillestad, Amy Powell, Karetha Holland, Chris Clements, 
Amy Boyd, Stephanie Cilffi, Scarlett Evans, Lisa Hall, Sharon Clinch, Trade Keller, Connie 
Rydeen, Maggie Donze, Karla Goetting, Angi Latham.
General membership: Kathy Ruether, Theresa Conwell, Paula Kovarik, Dana Danbom, Suzy 
Marcel, Lynn Murray, Donna Ruether, Barb Moore, Sally Schwieder, Gina Tonse, Cathy McCain, 
Bev Ernst, Kelly Brady, Pranziska Malsy, Cynthia Pavelka, Valerie Williams, Patricia McLaughlin, 
Linda Hill, Jennifer Hosmer, Beth Maycock, Karen McKinney, Jackie Miller, Lisa Jones, Eva 
Watkins.
CRESCENTS OF AXA
General membenhip: Denise Cunningham, Vicki Woods, Ann Brandel, Janet Bolan, Sally Bierman, 
Kathy Mirly, Lisa Howard, Beverly Drury, Linda Michell, Karen Harr, Cherilyn Sachs, Shelia 
Otto, Kathy St. John, Kim Murphy, Rhonda Haslett, Tracy Soehlke, Joanne LaBerg.
SISTERS OF GOLD ROSE
General membership: Lori Almeling, Julie Carter, Cindy Cole, Gretchen Engel, Michele Gaal, Julie 
Gaston, Sandy Hall, Noreen Mathews, Penny Paulter, Debra Sawyer, Cindy Selking, Sandra Wirt, 
Sandra Witcher, Jo Witherwax, Kathy Wittier.
Sn LITTLE SISTERS
General membership: Kayla Amott. Jennifer Bailey, Lind. Berau, Debbie Buckw.lter, Joanna Cole, 
Cynthia Doeflinger, Leslie Drum, Ann Dwyer, Sara Flint, Laura Hoge Susan Huntington, Han 
Kappen, Chris Lakeman, Roni Lee, Marsha Macormic, Lois Martin, Sheila McDonnell, Lisa Mo , 
Terri Roberts, Julie Sexton, Eva Taylor, Beth Ulmer, Laurie Voss, Lee Washburn Barb WeiTOrt, 
Diane Odendahl, Pam Beauchamp, Maureen Lyons, Maria Lencxowski, Jackie Talleur, Paige Reiser, 
Elaine Klutho.
DAUGHTERS OF LEE
General membership: Sherry Allemann, Jennifer Barton, Patty Beatty, Dawn Cook, Lix Gearun, 
Janice Gilliam, Lori Harlin, Dee Hemphill, Teri Hoi, Denise Holtxhausher, Sharon Klepper, Lisa 
Lashley, Melanie Major, Carmen Mann, Lori Raines, Desiree Rinehart, Beth Ann Ryan, Debbie 
Russell, Michele Scheffel, Jan Sherman, Linda Sloan, Heraleen Springer, Heidi Weber, Cheryl 
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• STT t b i i
Raymond Williams (Pres.), Renee Remy (Treas.), General membership not available
s t e TIIE
Mary Ann Sucher (Pres.), Joe McCart (Treas.), General membership not available. Greg Bumgardner (Pres.), Bruce Hayden (Treas.). General membership not available.
IIET
Dorothy Buchholz (Pres.), James Mosby (Treas.). General 
membership: Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Chris Butte, 
Joe Deters, Dennis McDaniel. Row 2: James Ohlms, Munawar 
Usman, Joe Straeter, Pat Biega, Sam Eltoni, Lisa Mateker, 
Dorothy Buchholz, Dr. Harvey. Row 3: Ralph Flori, John 
Amerman, Jerry Gentry, Tim Borgerding, Grady Mosby, Dr. 




LATIN AMERICANS HONG KONG CLUB
INDIA ASSOCIATION IRANIAN STUDENTS






Mark Prude (Pres.), Ken Mosley (1st V. Pres.), Maria Carnes (2nd V. Pres.), Lajuana Bridges 
(Treas.), Cheryl Smith (Sec.). General membership not available.
Kamran Mesghali (Pres.), Murat Erten (V. Pres.), Marie-Christine Proudian (Sec.), Mallika 
Ramachandran (Treas.). General membership not available.
Ahmet Balkaya (Pres.), Esin Gunay (V. Pres.), Resit Unal (Treas.), Hamdi Ulug (Sec.). General 
membership not available.
Phu T Nguyen (Pres.), Banh V Le (Sec.), Mai H Nguyen (Treas.). General membership not 
available.
KOREAN STUDENTS
General membership: Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Chi Sai Tong, Su Chung Su, Na Myung 
Suk, Yoon Ki Won, Paik Hyung, Whan, Swan Park, Hwang In Cheol, Cho Dong Lyun. Row 2: 
Mike Kim, Daniel Kim, Park Hyan Soo, Chi Chong Phil, Kang Bong Su, Suh Soong Hyuck. Row 
3: Anthony Park, Sam Park, Kim Myung Soo, Bai Chang Sop, Lee Sewon, Dr. Salk Song Ho.
THAI STUDENTS
General membership: Row 1 (front to back, left to right): Kanjana Akavipat, Kulvimol 
Wasantiwongse, Kulwaradda Singha, Rachaneepan Tangchawal, Sutas Wanwattanakoll. Row 2: 
Sanay Akavipat, Pomchi Laoharojanaphana, Maitree Wasantiwongse, Sompop Sucharit, Tanya 
Vajarant, Vijja Vajanant, Sanga Tangchawal, Boone Pataralersiri, Dr. Fanin, Vichak Tengaumnauy. 
Row 3: Prithep Sosothikol, Suehinda Chotipanich, Veera Veerakoll, Suphachai Hoonchamlong, 
Kamut Sirivadhna, Chatchawan Tantakitti, Prapon Phasukyua, Milin Pattabongse.
CHINESE STUDENTS VENEZUELAN STUDENTS
Officers: Huey-Long Wang, Chien-Rhone Wang, Huey-Meei Sheu, Chung-Shin Pien, Jiun-Fang Wang, 
Chen-Pang Liu. General membership not available.






Johnnie Roberts (Pres.), Peggy Cypert (Treas.). General membership not available.
PANHELLENIC ASSOC.
Beth Metzler (Pres.), Lori King (Treas.). General membership not available.
IFC
Neil Fehr (Pres.), Chris Farrell, (Treas.) General membership: Calvin Stites, Craig Bladow, Darrell 
Moore, Terry McCrate, Gary Penny, Howard Collier, Kent Steffens, Gary Jones, Chris Farrell, Ray 
Slesinski, Rick Wever, Steve Bretzke, Kirk Maguire, Dave Thomas, Larry Askew, Dave Smith, 
Mart Berutti, Paul Langenfeld, Eric Drury, John Macke, Ed Dimitry, Glenn Jeil, Joe Lambing,
Eric Milstead, Bruce Barrett, Ellis Short, Rick Payne, Scott Terrill, Todd Reidt, Andy Cox, Derek 
Sherry, Neil Fehr, John Kneisler, Bryan Blackford, Doug Jost, John Andrews, Bob Heligman, Kevin 
Lyons, Ron Livardais, Rod Lekey, Joan Montagre, Laura Pagano, Sonya Muenks, Kammie Akers, 
Robin Priest, Sheila McDonnell, Melinda Smith.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Cathy Lally (Pres.), Heidi Fluegel (V. Pres.), Ken Kristof (Exec. Committeeman), Charles Harris 





Robert Bailey (Pres.) Jim Sabo (Treas.). General membership: Dave Snider, Ron Jagel, Don 
Borgman, Jeff Wilke, Tim Mueller, Greg Husmann, Jerry Omillian, Ken Lewis, Willie Kolnick, A1 
Hasselbring, Greg Gottman, Keith Brieskacker, Paul Meyer, Robert Nichoff, Scott Wilcox, Jerry 
Syberg, Wes Safric.
A.P.O.
Darrell Moore (Pres.), Michael Dobson (Treas.). General membership: Chris Farrell, John 
DeGenove, Doug Wesselschmidt, Dave Goldammer, Bill Johnson, Paula Brewer, Phil Corbin, John 
Andrews, Jim Bosko, Ed Bradley, Preston Buck, Jeannie Carmody, Dan Cruther, Donna Eberhardt, 
Rob Hampel, Mike Hogan, Rick Johnson, Lisa Jones, Jeff Lambing, Kevin Lyons, Joe Kim, Rich 
Mayer, Terry McCrate, Jim Moore, Susanne Orrell, Was Safarik, Carl Sauer, Jean Schumacher, 
Greg Sedrick, Bob Villhard, John Werner, Sue Wieting, Val Williams, John Wilmes, Joe Wolf, Bob 
Zdvorak, Jennifer Bailey, Bruce Covner, Eric Drury, Greg Fields, Ginny Fochtmann, Lisa Hall, 
Robert Hampel, Lori Harlin, Geoff Heberle, Pete Houghland, Mark Howard, John Jurgiel, Tim 
LeMunyon, Ken Lewis, Debbie Manley, Catherine McCain, Tim McCale, Doug Mendoza, Joe 
Metzger, John Min iham, Terry Mocker, David Montgomery, Patti Morton, Chris Mueller, Jeff 
Neumann, Garry Orf, Kurt Pfitzinger, Jim Reynolds, Jim Shadley, Joe Schuster, Dave Stephan, 
Antoine Tabar, Jim Teste, Jim Tucholski, Paul Ungerweger, Mark Walczyk, John Werner.
BETA CHI SIGMA
Ed May (Pres.), John Vetter (Treas.). General membership not available.
I.K.





Rollamo staff: Dale Moore, Mike Schlumpberger, Jill Parker, 
Karla Goetting, Carol Krumrey, Carla Rellergert, Cindi 
Doerflinger, Tony Park, Laura Mintert, Lisa
Miner staff: Tim Farrell, David Stanfield, Cindy Faring, Harleen Sprenger, Karen Remey, Larry Tipton, Bruce West, Rick 





Ismail Erenay (Pret.), Akram El-Boukhari (Treas.) General membership not available.
JOY LUTHERAN STUDENTS
M ary Tietjen (P res .), Karen K ohm  (Treas.). General membership not available.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
Steve Davis (Pres.), Lori Matsch (Treas.). General membership not available.
NEWMAN CENTER
John Trudell (Pres.), Anna Whelan (Treas.). General membership not available.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
Barbara Johnson (Pres.), Ed Samuels (Treas.). General membership not available.
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CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP LIAHONA
John Draper (Pres.), Jeanne Hilker, Mike McClelland, Bruce Keller (Executives). General 
membership not available.
AGAPE
General membership: Greg Stowell, Scott Stayton, Tim Jones, Bret Corum, Jan Straka, Joe Edson, 
Pat Heath, Lee Nelson, Brian Campbell, Kurt Johnson, Milan Straka, Mike Jones.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
General membership: Heather Smoot, Ursula Maxwell, Mary Downing, Mary Pulley, Annette Young, 
Diane Smith, Sonuel Ivery, Kwasi Amoako, Perry Daniels, Vincent Rodgers, Phyllis Roberson,
Arick Henley, Marcus Wesley, Vernon York, Mark Prude, Keenan Curry, Vonetta Maytulby, 
Kenneth McNealy, John Brown, William Talley.
Jim Parrish (Pres.), Holly Stansfield (Sec./Treas.). General membership: Greg Baker, Kevin Biehle, 
Keith Brown, Dan Crutcher, Phil Crutcher, Randy Davis, Brent Davison, Dan DeNise, Greg 
Harvey, Marla Kiepe, Todd Koval, John Pulley, Kevin Schneider, Ton Starnes, Ed Stevens, Barb 
Steylt, Alan Dragoo.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
General membership: Pat Bain, Doug Elders, Lynn Dickison, John Buckland, Mark Bellington, 
Bobby Haas, Keith Fiebig, Neal Stanton, Kay Lynn Sizemore, John Schudy, Grant Schulz, Charles 
Limbaugh, Tom Sauder, Toger, Harscher, Shawn Dyer, Mark Webb, Ron Baker, Kelly Wiggs, Jill 
Parker, Ryan Hodges, Sharon Bratt, Kyla Dupey, Sandra Briggs, Elissa Wilson, Anne Oetting, 
Sheri Grove, Mary Ann Sizemore, Oghenero Ikoba, Candace Thompson, Tim Blankenship, Jesse 
Parrott, Barry Brandt, Judy Rouse, Bethany Apsher, Terry Leeds, Tray Crowley, Brent McKinney, 
Joe Draper, Leevan Pelt, Linn Ebans, Shelton Stringer, Mike Nix, Andy Rhea, Tim Gardner, Mark 
Jones, John Baker, Don Ernst, Chris Hammond, Mike Goyins, Rich Casebolt, Dave Ferguson, Tim 
Preusch, Brent Lawson, Art Smith.



















TABLE TENNIS CLUB 
WATERPOLO CLUB 
WOMEN’S COUNCIL
VETERANS ASSISTANCE ASSOC. 
WOMEN STUDENTS ASSOC. CHESS CLUB
Gail Darney (Pres.), Darcy Ahrens (Sec./Treas.). General membership not available.
CYCLING CLUB
Kent Allen (Pres.), Warren Jurgins (V. Pres.). General membership not available.
FORENSIC
Tom Sandidge (Pres.), Joe McCart (Treas.). General membership not available.
RADIO CLUB
John Flint (Pres.), Grant Griffin (Treas.). General membership not available.
PHOTO CLUB
George Waddell (Pres.), William Zumwalt (Sec./Treas.). General membership: Runell Shipman, 
William Prehm, Mike Bognar, Carol Bornmann, Beth Bradley, Catherine Bradley, Patrick Cummins, 
Bob DeWitt, Nick Dohmen, Philip Dorr, Dave Dow, Chris Eberhardt, Brian Eschner, William 
Evan, Keith Freiberger, Lisa Gallagher, Joe Hoefle, Ashraf Hosny, Stephen Jacob, John Krebs, 
Thomas Kreck, Brett Miller, Norman Movitz, Steve Null, Dave Pittman, Dorg-Hui Shinn, Ramona 
Venable, Robert Washam, Bob Weber, Joe Whitchurch, Jeanne Ballard, Faye Parker, Michelle 
Richardson, Julie Youngblood, William Vandegrift, Terri Bush, John Danlop, David Hastings, Dan 
Higgins, John Korebs, Dan Seevers, Nancy Street, Mary Shore, Ken Zey.
Jeff Hunter (Pres.), Tom Cook (V. Pres.), Floyd Klavetter (Sec./Treas.). General membership not 
available.
FENCERS’ CLUB
Matthew Koebbe (Pres.), William Strake (V. Pres), Angie Bedwell (Sec./Treas.). General 
membership not available.
HELIX
Gerald Griffith (Pres.), Jim Faulkner (V. Pres.), Kathleen Bledsoe (Sec./Treas.). General 
membership not available.
SPELUNKERS CLUB
Kevin Reinhard (Pres.), Greg Filla (V. Pres.), Tommy Kiser (Sec./Treas.). General membership 
not available.
TRAP & SKEET CLUB
Chris Johnson (Pres.), Alan Corzine (Treas.). General membership: Craig Scott, David Porter,
Mark Dodd, Tim Meyer, Renee Sargent, Steve Bagwell, Joe Whitchurch, Pat Seaton, Glen Weeks, 
Frank Wirtz, Greg Hardy, Richard Stout, Kevin Bonifield, Randy Pohlman, Paul Einkelmann,
Chris Johnson, Charles Pellegrino, Roger Allen, Ken Zumwalt, Alan Corzino, Doug Sachs, Patrick 
Paulter, Barry Brewer, Robert Harper, Michael Stupka, Steva Nightingale, Singha Kiatiwongs, Tony 
Park, Sam Park, Mike Wipperman, Bill Zumwalt, Brad Zimmerly, Robert Schmedake, Randy 
Brazier.
ST. PAT’S BOARD
Bill Meuser (Pres.), Brad Bryan (Treas.). General membership: Chuck Martin, Tom Benny, Jim 
Berndt, Chip Taylor, Jim Moore, Eric Hofelich, Geoff Dubbins, A1 Tulenko, Pat Farrington, Pat 
Lavin, Mike Jonagan, Keith Killian, Scott Niewoehner, Chris Stone, Sam Gladis, Cliff Cooke, Kevin 
Camden, Kevin Guenther, Tim Curran, Doug Millar, Pete Gullborg, Jim Telthorst, Greg Filla, Joe 
Schuster, Ron Bone, Scott Muskopf, Brad Sammann, Chris Woods, Jim Brake, Mike Simms, Danny 
Triller, Greg Monroig, John Voss, Steve Swaine, Tom Michalak, Dave Ebans, Ed Nobus, John 
Priesemeyer, Jeff Rakestraw, Ron Richmann, Scott Roddy, Troy Walls, Payton Wieland, Matt 
Benson, Ed Clifton, Brian Crawford, Rich Gnecco, Brad Mason, Jeff Newmann, Vince Zagarri.
WARGAMES
Tom Lonski (Pres.), Steven Phillips (Treas.). General membership: Forrest Massey, Steve 
Woodcock, Jeff Wilhoit, Len Brueggeman, Ramon Weston, Andrew Bales, Jim Wallis, Larry 
Rutledge, Scott Webster, Mark Ballard, Todd Leftwich, Andy Maly, Hal Duston, Geff Purcell, 
Charles Minars, Karl Daubel, Charles Godfrey, Dave Craft, Scott Nussbaumer, Darrell Holloway, 
Tom Lonski, Steven Phillips, Scott Klamm, Keith Stuckmeyer, Josh Ludwig.
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STUDENTS UNION BOARD ECONOMICS CLUB
Roger Rakers (Pres.), Janet Jansen (Sec.). General membership: Mike Moore, Jerry Schlueter, Bob 
Lyness, John Geerling, Mark Elze, Bart Bennett, Gayle Zurheide, Mike Lally.
Eric Griesemer (Pres.), Katryn Davidson (Treas.). General membership: Geri Smith, Larry Beck, 
Paul Bierman, Mark Fox, Rick Hompton, Mick Spear, Peter Clemens.
RAIDERS SCUBA CLUB
James Shelby (Pres.), Greg Oermann (Treas.). General membership not available. Phillip Scandura (Pres.), Kenneth Gieg (Treas.). General membership not available.
GOLD MINERS SOUTHWINDS
General membership: Donna Eberhardt, Dana Williams, Leslie Drum, Julie Compton, Laura Coad. Mike Schmidt (Pres.), Kathleen Moran (Treas.) General membership: Mr. Warren, John Mittler, 
Cindy Doerflinger, Martha Nussbaum.
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CLIMBING CLUB
Erik Sandatedt (Pres.), Steve Wendland (Treaa.). General membership not available.
KARATE CLUB
Ellis Short (Pres.), Andy Ascher (Trees.). General membership not available.
MINI-BAJA TEAM
General membership: William Watson II, Joy Immele, Clyde Dennis, Joe Pantano, Kevin Sitton.
SPORTS CAR CLUB




INDEPENDENTS Tony Bauder (Pres.), Carolyn Herman (V. Pres.), Ken Berneier (Trees.), Bill Metcalf (Sgt. at Arms). General membership not available.
INDEPENDENTS
COUNCIL
John Jabosch (Pres.), Kurt Koehler (V. Pres.), Dan Price (Sec.), Rick Maness (Treas.). General 
membership: Rick Allison, Lou Dell’Orco, Dennis Holdman, Chris Holmberg, Ken Kohl, Brian Logan, 
Barb McClenahan, Dan McDougal, Sue Means, Nick Rigas, Greg Tolcou, Heidi Weber, Bob Williams, 




Jim Miles (Pres.), Matthew Hose (V. Pres.), Greg Tolcou 
(Business Manager), Joe Cox (Sec./Treas.). General 
membership too numerous to list.
TECH
ENGINE
Ramsey El-Fakir (Pres.), Brian Kitt (Clerk), Kurt 
Koehler (Bus. Manager), Ron Prenger (Sec./Treas.), 
Gerald Watson (V. Pres.). General membership: 
Mohammed Abdulla, Dave Ahlvers, Scott Anderson, Dave 
Barton, Dave Baer, Chuck Briggs, Vince Calvert, Marc 
Cornell, Phil Crouse, Norvell Cummings, Erick DeLa 
Frente, Willie El-Fakir, Cecil Echelmann, Curtis 
Eshelmann, Dave Gegel, Ken Gieg, Harold Goering,
David Graham, Mike Brosko, Dave Gudmundson, Kevin 
Guenther, Austin Haeberle, Steve Harms, Dennis 
Henderson, Chris Heleer, Jo Ho, Chris Holmberg, Dennis 
Hotter, Steve Hsu, Dave Johns, Jay Johnson, Jim Jones, 
Steve Kane, Mitch Keiser, Bill Kelly, Joe Knickmeyer, 
John Koehler, Albert Kongable, Brian Kowalski, John 
Krebs, Ken Laudel, Mark Layne, Mike Lewis, Steve Lee, 
Shijen Lin, Haney Abdel Malek, Carmen Mann, Barb 
McClenahan, Lisa McClenahan, Mark McDermitt, William 
Metcalf, Gene Meyer, Dave Mickunas, Greg Monroig,
Cary Moore, Dale Mueller, Ralph Mickols, Frank 
Nowicke, Mike O’Dell, Steve Payne, Gary Pemdergrass, 
Brent Peterson, John Pfannkuck, Dave Pittman, Ken 
Purdy, Mike Renick, Greg Rinker, Derick Ritchie, John 
Robertson, Jeff Roseman, Brad Rupert, Roberto Sanchez, 
Tim Savage, Todd Schitterdecker, Mark Schnucker, Dale 
Shelton, Stan Shuemaker, Steve Siems, Jeff Sheridan,
Mike Smith, Steve Smith, Tim Smith, Mike Sprenger, 
Hans Peterspitzer, Chris Springs, Chris Stinlen, Jim 
Studer, Mike Stuessie, Jim Sricolt, Kevin Swearinger,
Dave Theison, Scott Beenstra, Greg Walters, Pete 






Howard Mizuki (Pres.), Julit Deles (Treas.). General membership not available.
Kevin Haynes (Pres.), Patricia Peick (Treas.). General membership not available.
Mike Moline (Pres.), Dick Unverferth (Treas.). General membership: Don Anselm, Tom Benney, Paul Demzik, Merle Dillow, 
Ken Donnelly, Keith Elting, Rodrigo Espino, Steve Emmendorfer, Joe Feldman, Todd Fizer, Tom Green, Perry Harris, Rich 
Henry, Tim Kassen, Roger Keller, Joe Lambing, Bruce Landon, Jim Lloyd, Tim McCarthy, Fred Murphy, Robin Murphy, Jeff 
Nelson, Tom O’Keefe, Glen Pariani, Steve Peacher, Roddy Rogers, Steve Sanders, Wayne Schmidt, Gerry Sullentrop, Paul 
Sullentrop, Greg Symes, Scott Terrill, Todd Thomas, Mark Walker, Greg Wehking, Neil Fehr, Chuck Martin, John Macke, Paul 





Timothy White (Pres.), David Illert (Treas.). General membership not available.
Diana Bindemann (Pres.), Valerie Butler (Treas.). General membership not available.
„  , k.  .bin- Darvl Seek Cathy Lally, Darrell Moore, Keith Mazachek, Sheila McDonnell, Don Anselm, Mike Avery, Melinda Bise, Todd Blackford. Roger
Barb Wieland (Pres.), Joe Wolf (Treas.). General membership. Etaryl ^  Minicky, Mike Moline, Chris Noonan, Sam Otto, Greg Sedrick, Mary Sednck, Luis Vega, Jerry We.land,
Boyer, Chris Farrell, L «a  GaUagher, Sarah H ^ e l . ^ F r ^  Bob Hehgman, Janet Jansen, Becky Ovarik, Lisa Mateker, Susanne Orrell, Karen Penney, Robert Schmitt, Joan Snider, Susan
Wieting.
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ENGINEERING & SCIENTIFIC 
ORGANIZATIONS
NOT 1
AM. ACAD. OF MECHANICS 
AM. CERAMIC SOC.
AM. SOC. OF CIVIL ENGR. 
ENGR. GEOLOGISTS ASSOC. 
NAT. SOC. OF BLACK ENGR. 
SOC. GEOPHYSICISTS 
SOC. PHYSICS STUDENTS
AM. ASSOC. OF COST ENGR. 
AM. FOUNDRYMEN’S SOC. 
ENGR. MANAGEMENT SOC. 
TRANSPORTATION ENGR. 
SOC. AUTOMOTIVE ENGR. 
SOC. OF PROF. HISPANICS 
METALLURGICAL SOC.
AM. INST. AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
Todd Hoeman (Pres.), Douglas Kuchem (Treas.). General membership too numerous to list.
AM. INST. OF CHEMICAL ENGR.
Cindy Knapstein (Pres.), David Skouby (Treas.). General membership not available.
ASSOC OF
COMPUTING MACHINERY
Susan Bruner (Pres.), Carol Mudd (Treas.). General membership not available.
MICROCOMPUTER ASSOC.
Michael Bennett (Pres.), Chris High (Treas.). General membership not available.
INST. OF ELECTRONIC 
& ELECTRICAL ENGR.
Steve Watkins (Pres.), Mike Baldwin (Trees.). General membership not available.
SOC. OF WOMEN ENGR.
Patrick Freuh (Pres.), Gayle Zurheide (Treas.). General membership not available.
W. T. SCHRENK CHEM. SOC. AM. NUCLEAR SOC.
Thomas Kreck (Pres.), Floyd Klavetter (Treas.). General membership not available. D. Kent Barnes (Pres.), Linda Sweeny (Treas.). General membership not available.
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SOC. OF PETROLEUM 
ENGR.
Doug Swenson (Pres.), Joseph Deters (Treas.). General membership not available.
AM. SOC. OF MECHANICAL 
ENGR.
Bob Baumgartner (Pres.), Gary Pohl (Treas.). General membership too numerous to list.
C. L. DRAKE GEO. SOC. MINORITY ENGR.
David Bardsley (Pres.), Cynthia Endicott (Treas.). General membership not available. General membership: Sheila Lofton, Catherine Sales, Sonuel Ivery, Marla Wilburn, Valerie Jones, 
Cheryl Matthews, Angela Blake, Vernon Williams, Aloysius Royal, Jonathon Tipler, Joseph Lopez, 
Howard Pena, Matthew Martinez, John Collins, George Louis Ferdinand, Arthur Wicks, Erick de 
LaFuente, Hugh Abrahams, Ifiok Ituen, Jeffrey Fiekder.
ASHRAE
Pat Bundy (Pres.), Scott Bond (Treas). General membership: Cheryl Clark. M'chael Stic a, 
William Ziegler, Sandra Hunter, Janet Meiners, Greg Kosteck, Norman Street Mark Bai ar ,
Bond, Gregg Coffin, Michael Albrecht, Larry Schierhoff, John Merle, Elizabeth Phippr Kevin 
Griesemer, Michael Devine, Brad Pettijohn, Beth Eberje, Rick Roster, Dean Weeks, Briar■
Bruce Neale, Dan Higgins, Patrick Bundy, Jon Mittler, Herbert Tschanner Sabrina Abbott Robert 
Hendershot Jr., Michael Juenger, Larry Weiman, Richard Bennett, Tod Schattgen, Robert Behnke, 
John Kellerman, Dan LaChance.
SOC. OF MINING ENGR.
Bernard Reynolds (Pres.), Jim Stratton (Treas.). General membership: Stephanie Kutterer, Shelly 
Stephanson, Tater, Dino Reynolds, David Ausmes, Bill Grahm, Jim Stratton, Steve Laviers, Paul 
Demsik, Kent Dorocher, Bill Buchons, Greg Hollman. Jim Roberts, Doug Barrtlett, Mark Snyder, 
Mike Schlimpberger, Mark Bassler, Dale Winter, Harry Frier, Richard Tucker, Jeff Denny, Mark 
Odem, David Stagell, Charles Hendrickcs, Paul Long, Scott Giltner, Greg Symms. Todd Fiser, Tim 
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Have you ever noticed how fast the time seems to fly by? If 
you think about it. It has not been that long since you 
thought you would never get out of High School. Now you’re 
in college and before you know it you will be standing in 
line to pick up the ‘ole’ sheepskin. Next you go out make a 
few million and before you realize it, it’s time for retirement.
Well once you find yourself there - and believe me you will 
be there before you know it - you are bound to want to 
reflect on those nostalgic days when the big worry was 
passing calc.
The hope of this year’s Rollamo Staff was to produce a 
representative account of your brief stay at UMR. Not to 
concentrate on one or two events but instead on the lives 
and multitude of activities that as a student at UMR you 
may encounter.
The book is not conventional, we engineered it to meet our 
objectives not to fit into the mold of every other yearbook.
ENJOY
DALE MOORE 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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